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This research practically demonstrates how to use data mining technology to supply knowledge 

to the rule based system. It lays down a framework for utilization of data mining concepts to 

provide a sustained supply of knowledge to a rule based system at runtime. A novel ‗record 

couple‘ based production rule mining algorithm has been proposed to extract production rules 

from large datasets. Production rules thus extracted are added to the knowledge base of a rule 

based system.  

Conventional programming techniques are not efficient for performing knowledge 

oriented data consistency checks, especially in the domain involving large body of regularly 

updating knowledge. ‗Rule based systems‘, an established technique of Artificial Intelligence 

(AI), is well suited to perform data consistency checks on large datasets and perform corrective 

measures accordingly. A problem that limits the use of rule based systems is their 

implementation environment, which differs from data storage environment of the business world. 

Rule based systems and other AI related systems are normally developed in their specific 

environments such as Prolog, LISP, OPS-5 etc., while data of the business world is stored in 

relational environment. 

This research proves that rule based programming is more efficient than conventional 

programming techniques. Further, to increase the utility of rule based systems, relational 

database environment has been used for implementation. A Structured Query Language (SQL) 

based representation of production rules has been proposed. Rule based engine has been 

designed, developed, and evaluated in relational database environment. 

Moreover, the problem of knowledge acquisition has been persistent in the area of rule 

based systems. Manual knowledge editing techniques have been used so far to add knowledge to 

rule based systems. Although machine learning techniques have been used to overcome 

knowledge acquisition bottlenecks, yet limited success has been reported so far. In recent years, 

data mining has emerged as a useful technique to solve knowledge acquisition problems. Most of 

the data mining work produces very useful information for business executives and decision 

makers; however it leaves to the choice of decision makers either to use it or to disregard that 
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information which limits the utilization of data mining technology considerably. Additionally, 

the area of ‗production rule mining‘ is not adequately explored by the data mining research 

community and often it is mixed up with ‗association rule mining‘. 

A system integrated with machine learning module is termed as ‗Learning Apprentice 

System‘. Configuration of the system emerging as result of this research is termed as the 

‗architecture of a learning apprentice system‘ as it involves a ‗rule based system module‘ 

integrated with ‗data mining based learning module‘. ‗Production rule mining algorithm‘ and 

‗feeding the extracted production rules to a rule based system designed in relational database 

environment‘ are novel contributions of this research. 

Medical billing compliance has been used as testing domain for concepts and ideas 

developed during this research. The rule based system is populated with the knowledge of 

medical claim processing rules using a knowledge editor. The proposed production rule mining 

algorithm has been utilized to mine medical claim processing rules which are then applied by the 

system to scrub medical claims i.e. detecting errors and performing minor, legitimate, and 

corrective actions. 

Performance of the proposed system has been proved to be efficient and has problem-

solving ability as compared to the systems based on conventional programming. Conventional 

programming based systems are good enough to perform small and simple checks, however 

where complex and knowledge oriented checks are involved, the techniques proposed have 

proven to be much better. Evaluation of data mining driven rule based learning apprentice 

system proved that a lot of time were saved by prompt identification of knowledge oriented data 

consistency errors from the medical billing data.  

Although the current system has been tested in medical billing compliance domain, it can 

be applied to many real life problem domains which involve large numbers of knowledge 

oriented data consistency checks, such as credit card processing system, loan approval system, 

examination system etc. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1 Introduction 

Systems developed using conventional programming techniques are not adequate for performing 

conditional operations and data consistency checks in application domains which involve large 

databases. Similarly, application domains with large body of frequently updating knowledge are 

difficult to handle by normal programming techniques. ‗Rule based systems‘ is a well-

established AI technique used to develop rule based expert systems, a type of expert systems 

(Liao, 2004). In this report, terms ‗rule based system‘ and ‗rule based expert system‘ have been 

used interchangeably. Development of rule based systems is considered as a specialized domain 

different from conventional (structured and object oriented) programming suitable for domains 

with large and changing body of technical, task specific knowledge (Davis, et al., 1977). One 

problem that is limiting the use of rule based systems is their implementation environment which 

differs from data storage environment of the business world. Rule based expert systems and 

other Artificial Intelligence related systems are normally developed in their specific languages 

like Prolog, LISP, OPS-5, KEE etc. For example, MYCIN was developed in INTERLISP 

(Shortliffe, 1981), XCON was developed in OPS-5, and POEMS has been developed in LISP 

(Sawar, 1993). 

Data of the business world is stored in relational databases. Structured Query Language 

(SQL) is a set based declarative language used in large relational databases for data 

manipulation.  To increase usability of rule based systems, and to bridge gap between data and 

knowledge, a SQL based knowledge representation has been proposed in this research study. 

Rule based engine has been designed with respect to the relational database environment and 

implemented using SQL (Abdullah, et al., 2009a). 

Another major problem is of knowledge acquisition which has been persistent with rule 

based systems. Manual knowledge editing techniques have been used so far to feed knowledge to 

the rule based systems. Although machine learning techniques have been used to overcome 
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knowledge acquisition bottlenecks, yet limited success has been reported (Sawar, 1993), and 

(Sartipi, et al., 2007).  

Data mining is a branch of computer science concerned with extracting knowledge and 

useful information from large databases (Han & Micheline, 2000). In recent years, data mining 

has emerged as a field for solving knowledge acquisition problems. Most of the data mining 

products produce useful information presented in the form of reports, graphs, and/or charts for 

business executives and decision makers, it then depends upon the decision makers whether to 

use the information or not, which limits the utilization of data mining technology. Additionally, 

the area of production rule mining is not being explored properly by the data mining research 

community. To the contrary, it is being mixed up with association rule mining.  

Many researchers have proposed the use of data mining technology to feed knowledge to 

expert systems and decision support systems (Viveros, et al., 1996), (Lavra'c, 2001), (Elovici & 

Braha, 2003), (Chowdhury, et al., 2005), and  (Sartipi, et al., 2007), however they have not 

described mining of production rule which could be utilized by some rule based systems. A 

‗production rule‘ is a type of rule in which consequent (then-part) is some action, while in 

association rule consequent part contains items and in classification rule consequent part has 

class name. This research practically demonstrates as to how we can integrate data mining 

technology with rule based expert systems precisely, accurately, and unfalteringly. It proposes a 

framework for utilization of data mining concepts to provide knowledge to a rule based system.  

A novel ‗record couple‘ based production rule mining algorithm has been proposed to extract 

production rules from large datasets. Production rules thus extracted are added to the knowledge 

base by a rule based system.  

A system mounted with learning module is termed as ‗Learning Apprentice System‘ 

(Shortliffe, 1981), (Sawar & Thomas, 1990), (Mitchell, et al., 1994). A Learning Apprentice 

System architecture has been evolved as a result of this research which involves data mining 

driven learning module integrated with a rule based system. The research area highlighted in 

Figure 1-1 is conjunction of rule based systems, data mining and large relational databases. 

Performance of the data mining driven rule based learning apprentice system has been 

tested in medical billing compliance domain. The system performs scrubbing of medical claims 
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i.e. detecting errors and performing minor, legitimate, and corrective actions on claims‘ data. 

Medical billing compliance is a data rich domain with huge body of knowledge which is updated 

on regular basis. Millions of claims are processed every month and thousands of compliance 

checks are applied on those claims to evaluate the validity and consistency of claims‘ data before 

reimbursements. Conventional programming techniques are slower to implement and very 

difficult to maintain as compared to the techniques implemented in this research work.  

This research provides a new design of rule based expert system, implemented in 

relational database environment, and supplied knowledge from data mining techniques, thus 

termed as ‗data mining driven learning apprentice system‘ for medical billing compliance. 

Evaluation of this system proved that a lot of time can be saved by timely identification of 

knowledge oriented data inconsistency errors from medical billing data. It can have significant 

impact on business world where large volumes of data are stored in relational database format 

that suffers from inconsistency problems. Concepts and techniques developed by this research 

can be used in many application domains, such as credit card processing system, loan approval 

system, examination system etc.. 

1.2 Problem Description 

In conventional programming conditional processing is done on the basis of checks encoded in 

complied code written in some programming language; however with the passage of time, new 

checks and conditions are required. Implementing a new condition induces new bugs in the 

software. Development teams waste hours to remove those bugs, consequently, it becomes a 

resource consuming and inefficient way of satisfying the business needs. Therefore, this hard 

Figure 1-1: Research Area (Conjunction of Data 

Mining, Rule Based Systems and Relation Databases) 

Data Mining Rule Based Systems 

Relational databases 
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coded way of conditional processing is not apt to meet the data validation requirements being 

refined and updated monthly, quarterly and yearly. To repeat, conventional programming is not 

suitable for performing knowledge oriented data consistency checks in large databases.  

Rule Based System (RBS) is an apt technology to solve such problems. Evidently, 

production rules are the building blocks of rule based systems. Production rules are a great way 

to collect complex decision-making logic and work with datasets too large for humans to use 

effectively (Dlodlo, et al., 2007). The main aspect of RBS technology is that the production rules 

are part of data (not compiled code). It gives certain advantages like flexibility of changing the 

rules at runtime. However concomitantly certain issues arise like how to efficiently execute the 

rules (stored as data) at runtime. Database servers work like interpreters (as most of the AI tools) 

reading a command at runtime and executing it. Hence, they can execute the production rules 

present in the form of data at runtime. In order to utilize RBS technology in operational 

environment, it is important to design it with respect to the relational database platform. This 

would increase the use of rule based systems in business world which strives to find an efficient, 

flexible, and robust way of performing knowledge oriented data consistency checks on large 

scale volumes of data. 

Furthermore, in order to increase the performance and problem solving ability of such a 

system, data mining techniques can be used. Data mining provides knowledge on the basis of 

evidence present in the database. The issue is as to how we can use the data mining technology 

to extract knowledge (in the form of production rules) and feed it to a rule based system. 

Currently, data mining researchers do not differentiate production rules from other types of rules. 

Data mining research is mainly focused on association rule mining (Agrawal & Srikant, Fast 

algorithms for mining association rules, 1994) and classification rule mining (Aldana, 2000). 

However, to be used by a rule based system, we need to extract ‗action‘ parts of rules from data. 

Data mining algorithm should produce production rules in a form which is directly usable by a 

rule based system. Human intervention may only be required for validation of mined rules. In 

precise form, the problem can be described as follow: 

Suppose K is the knowledge base of a system S designed in relational database 

environment. System S when applies on a dataset D produces errors E and performs corrections 
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C. Suppose P is the production rule mining algorithm which when applied on dataset D 

produces new knowledge which is added to K. 

E + C = S (D)  

K = K + P (D) 

Tr = T - St 

Time saved by the system is Tr, calculated from total processing time T (without the 

system S) minus St, time consumed for processing data D, when system S is operational. 

1.3 Research Hypothesis 

After initial study (Abdullah, 2008) following research hypothesis was formulated: 

―A rule based learning apprentice system developed in SQL, supplied with 

knowledge from data mining techniques, can provide considerable benefit by 

timely identification of data inconsistencies.‖ 

After three years of practically implemented and empirically evaluated research, it has been 

proved that research hypothesis given above is correct and valid. Details have been described in 

subsequent chapters.      

1.4 Motivation 

A system described above will be very useful in those application domains of real life, which 

need to apply knowledge oriented data consistency checks on the data and have an evolving 

body of knowledge. Medical billing compliance has been used as testing domain for this 

research.  

Healthcare is of prime importance for the entire mankind. Although advancement in 

healthcare technology has increased average life expectancy, simultaneously, it has raised 

healthcare costs. People rely on government-sponsored health insurance and private health 

insurance systems, to share the expensive healthcare costs. Advent of computers and software 

technology have helped to increase the medical resources to meet public demand for high quality 
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and high technology services. It has also helped to reduce the healthcare cost by providing 

automated solutions (Williams, 2007), (Wicklund, 2008). Yet in recent years, rising healthcare 

costs have become a major concern in modern societies. As mentioned by Viveros and others; 

―With the steady rise in healthcare costs and the growing urgency to control these 

costs, timely analysis of healthcare information has become an issue of great 

importance. Large corporations, hospitals, healthcare maintenance organizations, 

and insurance companies require expert analysis of their healthcare data, a task 

that is both time consuming and very expensive. Consequently, for such 

organizations there is desperate need of automated mechanisms to support the 

process…‖        (Viveros, et al., 1996) 

Healthcare costs can be reduced by automating the processes and keeping data in 

electronic form. Organizations related to healthcare process thousands of medical claims on daily 

basis. They use software developed using conventional programming techniques for data entry 

and billing purposes. In order to avoid possible rejection of claims by medical insurances 

hundreds of checks are implemented in the software for data validation; however these checks 

and conditions are difficult to maintain and not easy to update, as medical billing knowledge is 

being updated regularly. For example, new diagnosis codes are defined and some existing codes 

become obsolete on quarterly basis. 

An efficient, flexible, and robust system is required to perform knowledge oriented data 

consistency checks on medical billing data to reduce claim rejections, thus improve billing 

process and reduce healthcare claim related costs. Such a system can help avoid medical billing 

mistakes and eliminate preventable medication errors (Williams, 2007), thus shielding healthcare 

officials from penalties and fines imposed by government agencies under ‗false claim act‘. 

1.5 Motivation of Using Data Mining on Healthcare Data 

The US government is investing billions of dollars in healthcare reforms (Ishtiaq & Ali, 2010). 

Incentives have been offered to medical providers for using Electronic Medical Records (EMR)/ 

Electronic Health Record (EHR). Most of the medical billing organizations have already shifted 

their data in electronic form. As a result huge volumes of medical claims related data have been 
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accumulated in government and private organizations, thus attracting data mining researchers 

and scientists to apply their theories and concepts on the data and extract something useful from 

it (Wasan, et al., 2006). Providers and payers have a vast quantity of data (such as claims and 

charges), however no effective way to analyze the data and extract useful information. Stored 

data can be utilized to extract knowledge for improving healthcare process and thus it may 

reduce the cost. For finding useful information, the application of data mining tools and 

techniques on the wealth of data available in healthcare industry will prove beneficial (DeGruy, 

2000).  

1.6 Medical Billing Domain 

Test domain of this research is Medical Billing. Medical billing is the process of submitting 

medical claims to insurance companies and following up on those claims in order to receive 

payment for services delivered by a healthcare provider to the patients. 

Medical billing is a complex, dynamic, and knowledge oriented process. Lorence 

(Lorence, 2003) mentioned that records with significant errors often result in over 

reimbursement of billing claims. According to MDSERV handout about 30% of all medical 

claims are rejected in the beginning. About 35% of initially rejected claims are rejected again at 

least once. Up to 10% of rejected claims are never collected (MDSERVE, 2005). 

Many companies and organizations, with their business related to medical claim 

processing, have developed customized software for claim ‗scrubbing‘ i.e. to verify information 

before a claim is sent to insurance payer and checking for any potential errors  (Searching for 

Medical Billing Software? Key Questions to Ask, 2008). By scrutinizing the claims before they 

are sent, a practice can speed cash receipts while reducing denied claims and time spent 

reworking claims. AthenaHealth (athenahealth, 2010) is one such company. It has developed a 

rule based engine for scrubbing medical claims. Their experts are transforming medical billing 

knowledge in the form of production rules. Similarly many other healthcare organizations are 

trying to benefit from data mining and Artificial Intelligence techniques in order to incorporate 

decision support ability in their business cycle to avoid claim rejections and thus increase service 

quality and customer satisfaction. 
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Medical records are highly sensitive and contain a large amount of personal information 

(Wasan, et al., 2006). Since the passing of the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability 

Act of 1996 (HIPAA) by the US government, the security of electronic medical clinical records 

systems is of paramount importance (Hooda, et al., 2004). HIPAA requires various technical, 

physical and administrative security measures to be combined to protect the privacy, integrity, 

and availability of patients' clinical records. The Health Insurance Portability & Accountability 

Act details the standards for protecting the privacy, and integrity of "individually identifiable 

health information." The rules place no restrictions on processing medical information overseas 

as long as the companies follow HIPAA regulations (Jordan, 2008). Many legal issues are 

associated with the usage of medical databases, however with proper permission of appropriate 

authority and adequate care with respect to the privacy of patient data, significant amount of 

knowledge can be extracted. 

1.7 Technology Domain 

As shown in Figure 1-1 given above, focus of this research work is the conjunction of data 

mining, rule based systems, and large relational databases. In technology domain computer 

science, AI methodologies and concepts including data mining techniques have been used for 

designing the system. Further, within AI, Rule Based System, and within data mining, the 

production rule mining is the focus of this research. Thus the areas of computer science 

technology domain which are related to this research are Artificial intelligence (with focus on 

rule based systems and data mining) and databases (SQL programming environment).  

Conventional programming language like C# has been used for the implementation of 

checks and conditions for purpose of comparison with RBS. It has also been used for 

implementation of front end modules of the system like the knowledge editor.  

There are different methodologies to implement expert level knowledge in a system. In 

2004 Liao (Liao, 2004) performed a survey of expert systems development methodologies 

during period from 1995 to 2004 with a keyword index and article abstract in order to explore 

how expert system methodologies and applications have been developed during this period. 

Based on the scope of 166 articles from 78 academic journals (retrieved from five online 
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databases), Liao classified expert system methodologies into following eleven categories: rule 

based systems, knowledge-based systems, neural networks, fuzzy expert systems, object-oriented 

methodology, case-based reasoning, system architecture, intelligent agent systems, database 

methodology, modeling, and ontology. From Liao‘s survey, it is clear that within expert systems, 

rule based systems and knowledge based systems are frequently used methodologies in research 

even in the 21
st
 century.  

1.7.1 Learning Apprentice Systems  

A very comprehensive definition of Learning Apprentice Systems (LAS) is given by Mitchell 

(Mitchell, et al., 1994):  

"We define learning apprentice systems as the class of interactive knowledge 

based consultants that directly assimilate new knowledge by observing and 

analyzing the problem solving steps contributed by their users through their 

normal use of the system" 

Learning apprentice systems are usually embedded in expert systems used by human experts or 

knowledge engineers that gradually increase their own problem-solving abilities by discreetly 

monitoring and analyzing the user behavior and performance of the system.  

A major advantage of learning apprentice systems over manual editing of knowledge is 

that a learning apprentice system can learn more knowledge in a short period of time system, 

which human experts could manually feed to the system in their lifetime. This is because a 

learning apprentice system can be used by hundreds of domain experts simultaneously, thus 

experiencing and learning thousands of examples and extending the knowledge base 

tremendously. 

Data mining has become a predominant learning technique in recent years. Most of the 

data mining studies focus on classification rule mining or association rule mining. This research 

work is concerned with production rule mining. Production rules are the building blocks of rule 

based systems and an important knowledge representation technique for storing task specific 

knowledge.  
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1.7.2 Knowledge Representation 

Knowledge representation is an area of AI concerned with illustration of knowledge in a system. 

Knowledge representation is best described by R. Davis in terms of five distinct roles it plays 

(Davis, et al., 1993). First, a knowledge representation is most fundamentally a surrogate, a 

substitute for the thing itself. Second, it is a set of ontological commitments, that is, the 

representation of real world. Third, it is a fragmentary theory of intelligent reasoning, and 

inferencing. Fourth, it is a medium for practically efficient computation. Lastly, it is a medium of 

human expression. 

There are many knowledge representation techniques like semantic nets, production 

rules, frames, scripts, and ontologies. All these techniques are conceptual models of knowledge, 

independent of the implementation tools and techniques. Expert systems use these techniques to 

signify knowledge in them.  

Implementation environment is equally important along with proper knowledge 

representation technique. In most of AI research, these knowledge representation techniques 

have been implemented in AI specific environments like Prolog, LISP etc. which creates gap 

between domain specific data and domain specific knowledge, as most of the data of real world 

domains is in relational format stored in some relational database management system. 

In this research, knowledge has been represented in the form of production rules, 

implemented in the form of SQL queries. Action parts of rules have been defined in the form of 

SQL stored procedures. 

1.7.3 Rule Based Systems 

A typical rule based system has three components a knowledge base i.e. collection of production 

rules, a working memory i.e. data structure to hold data items, and a rule engine i.e. interpreter 

which applies rules on the given data (Dlodlo, et al., 2007). Rule engines are specialized 

applications that read a set of rules from rule database or knowledge base, identify the applicable 

rule(s) based on input conditions and execute the corresponding actions (Hanasi, 2008).  

The code of rule engine remains unchanged during future use while rule base expands. 

Working memory is used by the rules for interaction with each other and for validation of their 
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conditions. Code of rule engine is normally developed either by using specialized AI tools like 

LISP, and Prolog etc. or by using high level languages like C++, Java etc.  (Hanasi, 2008). 

According to Kowalski & Sadri, rules are ―if-then‖ structures having different representational 

and computational properties (Kowalski & Sadri, 2009). During the initial research no rule 

engine found which have been developed using SQL except some simple examples (Greenberg, 

2006), (Ren, 2010). 

1.7.3.1 Types of rules 

Term 'rule' is used for ‗if-then‘ construct i.e. ‗If <antecedent> then <consequent>‘. Conceptually, 

we can further divide rules in three categories; association rules, classification rules and 

production rules.  

 We can write the three types of rules in the form of implications as follow; 

Association Rule:  item(s)  item(s) 

Classification Rule:  conditions  class  

Production Rule:  conditions  action 

In association rules, antecedent part is a check on presence of objects in itemsets, and 

consequent part also shows presence of objects in the corresponding itemsets. In 

classification rule consequent part of rule is essentially name of a class, and antecedent part 

consists of conditions. In production rule antecedent is collection of conditions however 

consequent is ‗action‘, which may be defined in the form of  piece of code or can be a SQL 

query, which performs some task. 

 Concept of empty/null rule is valid for association rules i.e. it is fully logical to have an 

association rule with no (empty) consequent. It is partially logical in classification rules to 

have empty/null consequent. In that case we may consider ‗null‘ as a default class containing 

all those objects which do not belong to any class. However, it seems to be illogical for a 

production rule to be defined with empty/null consequent i.e. there is nothing to do. If no 

piece of code to be executed then why bother check conditions of antecedent. 
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For example following empty rules are mined from medical billing data by Apriori-

modified algorithm in a research work carried out by Abdullah, et al. (2008). 

 

Table 1-1: Description of each procedure code 

Code Procedure Description 

97810  ACUPUNCT W/O STIMUL 15 MIN 

97811  ACUPUNCT W/O STIMUL ADDL 15M 

J0460  ATROPINE SULFATE INJECTION 

J1030  METHYLPREDNISOLONE 40 MG INJ 

J1100  DEXAMETHASONE SODIUM PHOS 

 

Table 1-2 contains two association rules involving procedure codes described in Table 1-1. 

Table 1-2: Association rules with empty consequent 

Rule Conditions  Rule Action 

Claim has CPTs (97810 & 97811)  φ 

Claim has CPTs (J0460 & J1030 & J1100)  φ 

 

First rule in Table 1-2 is showing that 97810 and 97811 are strongly associated with each 

other i.e. patient treated for 97810, also got treatment of 97811 and did not require any other 

treatment. Consequent ‗φ‘ is showing that no other procedure is applied with the given two 

procedure codes in the historic data of medical claims. Similarly in the available historic 

data, procedures J0460, J1030 and J1100 have been used collectively and with no other 

procedure combined with them in a single claim, thus making the confidence of empty/null 

rule 100 %. A system can have many null association rules (i.e. rules with empty 

consequents). 

Table 1-3 is showing two sample production rules involving procedures given in Table 1-1. 

Note that in both production rules ‗consequent‘ is some action. 
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Table 1-3: Production rules with some action as consequent 

Rule Conditions  Rule Action 

Claim has CPTs (J0460 & 

J1030 & J1100) 
 Apply modifier ‗76‘  

Claim has CPTs (97811 & 

J1100) 
 

Block the claim as CPTs 
cannot be used together 

 

Moreover, it will be illogical to have empty action part. That would mean do nothing when 

CPTs are used in a claim. If nothing needs to be done, then why bother define the rule. 

However, it makes sense to have classification rules with empty/ null consequent. A system 

can have many classification rules with ‗null /empty‘ class.  

Procedure codes described in Table 1-1 when used in classification rules, are shown in Table 

1-4, where ‗Accepted‘ and ‗Rejected‘ are two classes defined in a system. 

Table 1-4: Classification rules with „accepted‟ and „rejected‟ classes 

Rule Conditions  Rule Action 

Claim has CPTs (J0460 & J1030 & 

J1100) 
 Accepted 

Claim has CPTs (97811 & J1100)  Rejected 

 

 Association and classification rule mining are based on similarities, while the proposed 

production rule mining algorithm is based on differences (i.e. what has been done to create 

the difference). 

 Classification rules and association rules are used for decision support such as  suggesting 

similar books when a user is purchasing books on Amzon.com. Production rules are used by 

rule based expert system for taking action by itself.  In another example besides this research 

study, scrubbing of medical claims is done by rule based expert system developed at 

AthenaHealth (athenahealth, 2010). 
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Although we can link-up some action with association rules or classification rules, however in 

association rules single action is defined for all associations (like ‗displaying‘ related books 

together). Similarly in classification rules action can be defined at class level. However, they will 

still remain different from production rules, where action is defined at rule level. 

In fact AI community is well familiar with concept of ‗production rules‘ and rule based 

systems, however data mining community focus on association rules and its sub types such as 

‗negative association rules‘ etc. This dissertation has tried to fill the gap by proposing a 

production rule mining algorithm. Moreover, Production rules are closer to ‗if‘ statement of 

programming languages. Next section differentiate ‗production rules‘ from ‗if‘ statement of 

conventional programming languages and ‗trigger‘ of a database environment. 

1.7.3.2 Production rule and if-statement 

To understand the concept and advantage of rule based systems, it is important to understand 

how a ‗production rule‘ is different from an ‗if‘ statement of a programming language or a 

‗trigger‘ of a database (Sawar, et al., 2010). Conceptually, all three are the same i.e. having 

condition portion (containing one or more conditions) and an action part. Action is performed 

when condition portion returns true (Sawar, et al., 2010). However a major difference between a 

‗rule‘ and the other two is that a ‗rule‘ is part of data, while ‗if‘ statement and ‗trigger‘ are parts 

of code. Changing a trigger in database requires database admin rights. Similarly, changing a 

portion of code requires programming skill, recompilation code, and replacement of old exe with 

new one. These things can be done only by those users who have proper rights and privileges. 

On the other hand altering the data does not need any sort of programming skill or special 

privileges; all it needs is a user interface which allows the user to access the data. Further as rule 

is part of data, several attributes can be associated to it like ‗knowledge source‘, ‗proposed date‘, 

and/or ‗implementation date‘. So, in the case of rules, if we want to pull a report to see how 

many rules were implemented in the last month, we can easily use ‗implementation date‘ 

attribute of the rules to fetch the required data. On the other hand, in the case of coded checks, it 

is not easy to identify how many rules were implemented during last month. We may need to 

refer change request forms of last month or related documentation to get this information. 
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Success and power of rule based system technology is due to its flexibility and ease of 

rule management. As rules are part of data, hence can be added, edited, and deleted at runtime 

without any need of changing the code. Similarly, rule based systems are successful in 

application domains with large number of knowledge oriented checks; and against those checks, 

some actions are required to be performed. 

The rule engine developed during this research was required to be developed in such a 

way as it could process the SQL queries of rules as knowledge of the system has been 

represented in the form of production rules implemented as ‗where‘ clause of SQL queries. 

Therefore, rule based engine of the system has been developed using SQL programming. All 

modules of the engine have been defined in the form of stored procedure. SQL Server works as 

an interpreter to run the rule based engine. 

1.8 Research Contribution 

This research has following contributions with respect to the technology domain and application 

domain: 

 Production rule mining algorithm which generates production rules in the form of SQL 

queries. Extracted rules are directly usable by the rule based engine. Searching term 

―Production Rule Mining in Medical Billing‖ on Google Scholar 

(http://scholar.google.com/) gives references to the publications made during this 

research [Search date: Dec 24, 2011, Location: Rawalpindi, Pakistan].  

 Knowledge is represented in the form of production rules implemented as ‗where‘ clause 

of SQL queries. Storing knowledge and data in same relational format helped in bridging 

the gap between data and knowledge. Knowledge editor has also been developed for 

knowledge engineers to feed their knowledge to the system and validate mined 

production rules. 

 Rule based engine developed in SQL environment using SQL Server as interpreter 

instead of LISP or Prolog. Searching term ―Rule Based Engine in SQL‖ on 

www.Google.com shows at least three references to the publications done during this 

http://scholar.google.com/
http://www.google.com/
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research on the first page of organic results [Search date: Dec 24, 2011, Location: 

Rawalpindi, Pakistan]. 

 System developed during this research is one of the pioneers of its kind in medical billing 

domain. As an evidence, searching term ―Learning Apprentice System in Medical 

Billing‖ (or term ―Rule Based System in Medical Billing‖) on www.Google.com shows 

references to the publications done during this research on top four positions of the first 

page of organic results [Search date: 24 Dec 2011, Location: Rawalpindi, Pakistan]. 

 

1.9 Thesis Review 

The second chapter has two parts, the first part contains the literature review of learning 

apprentice system along with short descriptions of different learning techniques. The second part 

is about data mining, starting with discussion on difference between data and knowledge. It 

describes mining of rules and difference between classification rules, association rules, and 

production rules. Role of data mining in healthcare has been elaborated by short description of 

different data mining based systems developed in healthcare domain. It has been argued that 

most of the current data mining research related to healthcare domain is concerned with fraud 

detection, while a better use of data mining is for claim scrubbing described towards the end of 

the next chapter. 

To practically approve or disapprove the hypothesis established in first chapter, a 

research environment has been identified and a methodology is established. The third chapter 

contains a detailed description of research environment, entities involved, and interaction with 

the system developed during this research work. Architecture of a rule based learning apprentice 

system has been described as methodology for this research work. Rule based engine, knowledge 

editor, and data mining based learning module are the main components of the system. The 

chapter also includes information about application domain and the parameters used for final 

evaluation of the system. 

Remaining chapters are the detailed descriptions of three components of the architecture 

presented in third chapter. These chapters explain the theoretical and practical aspects of three 

http://www.google.com/
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major components (knowledge base, inference engine, and data mining based learning 

algorithm). 

Fourth chapter is about production rule mining and contains details of a novel production 

rule mining algorithm. The production rule mining algorithm operates on data present in a data 

repository or a warehouse. The design of operational database and data warehouse has also been 

elaborated in initial parts of the chapter. 

Fifth chapter is concerned with knowledge engineering; it contains details about how 

knowledge is represented in the system and how knowledge engineers can use knowledge editor 

for management of knowledge. Although core part of a rule based system is its engine design, 

yet knowledge representation has been explained prior to the rule engine design, so that the 

reader could become familiar with format of knowledge and could later understand difficult part 

of rule engine design presented in chapter 6. 

Sixth chapter contains details of rule engine design, its implementation in SQL 

environment, and alternate designed tried during the research work. 

Seventh chapter contains final evaluation of the applied rule based system. Research 

hypothesis is examined in the view of results produced by the system in operational 

environment. Contributions of this research work along with future directions have also been 

presented in this chapter. 
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1.10 Chapter Summary 

This chapter has described introduction of the research work and thesis dissertation. 

Conjunction of rule based system, data mining and relational databases is the area of this 

research work. Instead of conventional programming techniques, rule based system technology 

has been proposed for solving problem of applying large number of domain specific conditions 

and actions. Production rule mining has been proposed to address the problem of knowledge 

acquisition. Introduction of technology domain has been presented. With reference to recent 

study it has been shown that the rule based system technology is still an active area of research 

work.  Medical billing compliance has been used as testing domain for this research work. The 

proposed system can solve the problem of rising cost of healthcare industry. Hypothesis of this 

research is that a data mining driven leaning module embedded in a rule based system developed 

in SQL environment can reduce claim processing cost by timely identifying medical compliance 

related errors.  
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter contains review of rule based learning apprentice systems, and data mining 

domains, both referred as ‗technology domain‘ in the thesis. It also presents overview of some 

systems developed in medical billing domain. This chapter can be conceptually divided into two 

parts. First portion describes literature review of rule based learning apprentice systems while 

second part presents review of data mining related literature which is related to the current 

research study. 

It is a famous statement that data of the world doubles every twenty months. Therefore, 

extraction of useful information from data has become an important area of computer science 

research. Systems which use some representation of knowledge are commonly known as expert 

systems (Bohanec, 2001).  Researchers are now trying to integrate data mining with expert 

systems. As mentioned by Aldana in thesis report (Aldana, 2000):  

―An expert system is often interfaced with a data mining tool to help executives 

make more informed decisions. Though there are a variety of expert systems in 

the market, their applications consist mostly of synthesizing the data to executives 

so that they can make more objective decisions based on the data analyzed.‖ 

As shown in works of other researches (Viveros, et al., 1996), (Lavra'c, 2001), (Elovici & Braha, 

2003), (Chowdhury, et al., 2005), and (Sartipi, et al., 2007), data mining techniques are being 

used for feeding knowledge to the expert system.  

In healthcare domain too, many researchers have proposed data mining methods to fill the 

knowledge bases of their expert systems (Ganguly & Gupta, 2006), however most of them are 

for the purpose of supporting diagnostic decision (Kaur & Wasan, 2006), (Downs & Wallace, 

2000), and (Stilou, et al., 2001) or for finding fraud and abuse (Silver, et al., 2001), (Ortega, et 

al., 2006). Data mining technique proposed in this research study is unique as it produces 

production rules directly usable by a rule based system. No other system has used production 

rule mining so far. 
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2.2 Rule Based Learning Apprentice Systems  

A rule based expert system integrated with a learning module has been termed as ‗rule based 

learning apprentice system‘ (Shortliffe, 1981), (Sawar & Thomas, 1990). Rule based learning 

apprentice systems began in late 1970s and early 1980s. Historically many learning apprentice 

systems have been developed. Some of them are described below. All chronologically earlier 

programs influenced the design of the latter programs. 

MYCIN (Shortliffe, 1981) was a famous early dialogue based expert system developed 

over five or six years in the early 1970s at Stanford University. It was written in INTERLISP as 

the doctoral dissertation of Edward Shortliffe under the direction of Bruce Buchanan, Stanley N. 

Cohen and others. It focused the use of judgmental rules that has some uncertainty factor. 

MYCIN was developed to detect bacteria causing severe infections, such as bacteremia and 

meningitis, and to recommend antibiotics with the dosage adjusted with patient's body weight. 

The name ‗MYCIN‘ derived from the antibiotics themselves as many antibiotics have the suffix 

"-mycin".  

POEMS (Sawar,  1993) is a general diagnostic decision support system, which provides 

assistance to doctors to reach a diagnostic decision. Once a diagnosis has been reached, it can 

also recommend possible treatments after considering their suitability and side effects for the 

patient. It collects patient data by interactively querying for it, or letting the user enter relevant 

data. Patient data and symptoms are used by the system to produce a list of possible diagnosis 

candidates (diseases or complications), sorted according to their severity and likelihoods. User 

can further query the system about recommended treatments. User can also ask to discriminate 

the diagnosis candidates to isolate the disease. POEMS was developed for junior doctors and 

other supporting medical staff (nurses) involved in providing patient care. It has data consistency 

checking options and explanation mechanism. The data consistency checking module lets the 

user enter all relevant data of the patient. It will prompt for any missing critical information 

which might play a crucial role in diagnosis process. The explanation module allows the user to 

explore the reported diagnosis candidates and their supporting features in order to fully 

understand the system‘s diagnosis. POEMS is basically a frame based system, with some rules 

included for specific purpose. 
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Recently many researchers are working on rule based learning apprentice systems (Liu, et 

al., 1998), (AthenaPULSE, 2005), (Lorence, 2003), (Al-Maqaleh & Bharadwaj, 2005), (Ordonez, 

2006), in this area. Main concept is to integrate learning module with inference engine of an 

expert system in order to speed up the knowledge acquisition process and hence improve 

performance of the system. This basic concept is still valid and used in all research and 

development work being carried out today. However additional dimension of ‗data mining‘ has 

been combined in order to take advantage of huge volumes of data accumulated in every major 

organization of the world. Simple architecture of classical expert system with and without data 

mining module has been described by Nada Lavra‘c in (Lavra'c, 2001).  

Like Lavra‘c (Lavra'c, 2001) many researchers around the world are working on 

integration of data mining and AI related systems. Main hypothesis  behind all these efforts is 

that an expert system fed with knowledge from domain experts, data mining and machine 

learning techniques can acquire more and better knowledge than expert systems which use only 

domain experts and machine learning techniques, as knowledge source. System developed by 

Ortega (Ortega, et al., 2006) is an example of intelligent system which uses data mining 

techniques. 

Katz (Katz, 2002) introduced a multiple rule engine agent architecture intended for 

prototyping heterogeneous agents. The proposed framework has an embedded main rule engine 

supporting goal processing as well as providing high level decision and control for the agent. 

Each embedded rule engine has the ability to configure multiple agent behaviors either in parallel 

or hierarchically. 

Popowich (Popowich, 2005) developed a natural language processing (NLP) based 

engine which used application-specific knowledge. Using NLP techniques, the entities and 

relationships that act as indicators of recoverable claims are extracted from administration notes, 

call center logs, and patient data to identify medical claims that require further examination. Data 

mining techniques implemented with rule base are then used to find associations between 

entities, and to assign scores to individual claims. Claims are scored to determine whether they 

involve potential fraud or abuse, and to find out whether claims should be paid fully or partially 

and in conjunction with secondary or other insurance.  
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Vasilecas and Smaizys (Vasilecas & Smaizys, 2006) analyzed data for decision support 

and automation possibilities using business rule transformations technique. They proposed a 

method for business rule transformation to executable instructions in data analysis software. 

Their proposed transformation techniques pull the business rules out of software system code 

and use them for automated decision making. 

Dlodlo (Dlodlo, et al., 2007) proposed hybrid architecture, a combination of a rule based 

and case-based reasoning system. The idea of his research is to use rules to generate a diagnosis 

on a fault and to use cases to handle exceptions to the rules. The cases are represented using an 

object-oriented approach to support abstraction, re-use and inheritance features. 

Problem with all of the systems mentioned above is that their implementation 

environment is different from conventional computing environment. Normal conventional 

computing environment consists of tools like Java, VB, C#, SQL, oracle, ASP etc. while these 

systems were developed in AI specific tools like OPS-5, LISP, Prolog, KEE etc. Another 

problem is that their learning module is manually driven, thus requiring excessive human 

intervention.       

A rule based system has been developed during this research in SQL. SQL is part of 

normal computing environment (Abdullah, et al., 2009a), (Abdullah, et al., 2009b), and as 

proposed by the current research study it is suitable to store data of rule based expert systems, 

whereas rule based expert systems described above store there data in text files (not in SQL 

environment). 

2.3 Apprenticeship Learning Techniques 

Learning apprentice systems is a well-established area of applied AI. Historically many systems 

have been developed which have learning module integrated with main system (Mitchell, et al., 

1994). The learning system watches all the actions performed by a user and learns from the 

various examples presented by the user. Learnt examples are later on used by the system to 

provide enhanced problem solving ability. Hence, performance of an expert system having an 

integrated learning module enhances with the passage of time and use. 
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Sawar (Sawar & Thomas, 1990) discussed a general learning apprentice system applied 

to area of turbine modeling. The system learns different types of concepts to enhance domain 

knowledge i.e. modeling knowledge and knowledge of matching response outputs. Learnt 

knowledge is used by the inference engine for future problem solving. 

Historically, different techniques have been adopted by learning apprentice systems to 

learn new knowledge. One of the main types of learning is ‗learning from examples‘, where it is 

assumed that training examples are classified with respect to a number of sample classes. For 

systems using this technique, important thing is to identify whether any new knowledge can be 

learnt from given example or it is just a rerun of previous examples.  

Most of the learning systems are non-incremental i.e. all the training examples must be 

present prior to the execution of system. However, incremental learning systems accept a series 

of examples which are integrated into the knowledge base one by one. This type of incremental 

learning is much more suitable for problem domain with fast extending body of knowledge. 

In POEMS, Sawar (1993) used two learning methods (integrated together), thus making a 

hybrid learning architecture. The first method is Explanation Based Learning (EBL) which is 

based on the generalization of an explanation produced by the analysis of a single example. The 

explanation is stored as logical proof, that the given example is a member of an existing group of 

concepts already present in the knowledge base. The second method is Similarity Based 

Learning (SBL) which involves comparing several examples of a new concept and searching for 

common features in order to define the new concept. 

The learning module of POEMS follows the EBL driven SBL approach where the 

example presented for learning is first analyzed by EBL which tries to explain it. If EBL fails to 

explain the example, then the control is transferred to SBL module which tries to generalize the 

example and learn from it.  

2.3.1 Explanation Based Learning 

Explanation based learning approach has been used by many researchers (Sawar & Thomas, 

1990), (Perry & Allen, 2005), (DeJong, 2006), (Kimmig, et al., 2007).  
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The explanation and the generalization process are carried out by some Explanation 

Based Generalization (EBG) algorithm generating a generalized explanation structure. EBG 

algorithm first generates the explanation structure of the training example, and in the second run 

it generates the generalization. It is based on goal regression in which generalization is 

performed by regressing the goal through explanation structure.  

The generalized explanation structure is reduced down to a rule by elimination of all 

nodes in the explanation structure which do not fit the operationally criterion. Once the 

explanation structure is reduced to a rule, it is compared with the knowledge base of rules to 

check if the rule is already known by the system. If not, it is absorbed by the system as a newly 

learnt rule. 

Perry & Allen (2005) presented an overview of syndromic surveillance system. The 

system uses an innovative explanation based approach for modeling diseases and their 

symptoms. The system is also capable learning non-symptom predictors of causes, such as ―a 

majority of the patients who exhibit anthrax attended a football game.‖ They explained the 

working of their Causal Reasoning Engine (CRE). CRE uses explanation based framework for 

Bayesian network data model. CRE is found to be accurate when compared with other diagnostic 

approaches. 

Kimmig (Kimmig, et al., 2007) extended EBL to probabilistic explanation based learning 

(PEBL) and used it to solve two issues. The first one is the multiple explanation problems, which 

is concerned with choosing the explanation to be generalized for examples having multiple 

proofs. The second problem is that of generalizing from multiple examples, another issue that 

received quite some attention in traditional explanation based learning.  

2.3.2 Similarity Based Learning 

Similarity Based Learning (SBL) is focused on detecting similarities in a set of positive 

examples or dissimilarities between positive and negative examples. All SBL methods use some 

sort of inductive bias to identify the inductive jump that they must take to define a new concept 

(Mitchell, et al., 1994), (Rissland, 2006), (Chen et al., 2009). 
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According to Rissland (2006) much work needs to be done, as AI still cannot deal well 

enough with inherent messiness that characterizes much of the world that humans and AI 

artifacts operate in. Further she says 

"A key process is to be able to work with similarities (and 

differences) in the system‘s experiences, often at many levels at 

once. That is vital for handling analogies, so that lessons learned 

can be explained and applied suitably." 

For a rich collection of classification problems, Chen and others (Chen, et al., 2009) worked on 

similarity based classification, presenting new algorithms, analyses of datasets and a 

comprehensive set of experimental results. They experimented on eight real world datasets to 

compare eight approaches and their variants to similarity based learning. 

2.3.3 Integrated Learning 

EBL requires a strong domain theory as it is knowledge intensive whereas the domain 

knowledge in the problem areas of expert systems is not complete or perfect. Further, EBL only 

elaborates or explains what is hidden, thus learning only those things which are already known. 

On the other hand, SBL does not need a domain theory and is independent of domain knowledge. 

However, SBL suffers from exceptions and performs low when dealing with complex examples 

(Sawar & Thomas, 1990). 

EBL is suitable for modeling knowledge and matching knowledge since it leans from one 

example. Besides, the concepts being learned are already known by the system in other forms. 

SBL is, on the other hand, suitable for domain knowledge acquisition, adding new concepts into 

the knowledge base. Technically, EBL and SBL complement each other in a number of ways.  

Keeping this in view, many researchers used an integrated approach using both EBL and SBL to 

overcome weaknesses of both techniques and prove very productive (Sawar, 1993).  

2.3.4 Data Mining Based Learning Methodology 

In recent past, data mining technology has emerged as new form of learning. New algorithms 

have been developed (Han, et al., 2004), and existing algorithms, such as AQ (Michalski, 1969), 
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ID3 (Quinlan, 1986), RULES (Pham & Afify, 2005), have been modified and implemented to 

extract knowledge or useful information for huge volumes of data stored in relational database or 

in data warehouse. This form of learning is advance form of all old learning techniques and 

seems to prevail in future as data in the world is increasing at an exceptional rate. This research 

uses data mining algorithm for extracting production rules from data stored in a data warehouse. 

2.4 Architecture of POEMS 

Developed by Sawar (Sawar,  1993) POEMS has a hierarchical knowledge base along with a 

dynamic temporal modeler and an active data collection methodology. Temporal modeler takes 

care of temporal changes in the knowledge base. Active data collection methodology allows the 

expert to set a policy for the junior doctors to follow.  

Another feature implemented in POEMS is an incremental diagnostic engine which 

incrementally computes the likelihood of different diagnosis candidates as new patient data is 

entered.  

Taken from Sawar (Sawar,  1993), POEMS‘s architecture is shown in Figure 2-1. The 

Data Qualifier module represents the data abstraction stage in the conceptual model. It handles 

all the data collection and its transfer to an internal qualitative representation. 

The Investigative Query Handler module shown at bottom of Figure 2-1 represents the 

investigative and remedial-actions stage in the conceptual model and handles all the querying 

tasks related to data collection. The intermediate modules in the architecture represent the 

candidate diagnosis generation stage in the conceptual model, and include: (i) internal 

representation of patient data i.e. the Current Model, (ii) Knowledge Base, (iii) Temporal 

Modeler, (iii) Diagnoser, (iv) Diagnosis Filter.  

The patient data provided to the system is a collection of attribute values, often termed 

findings or manifestations. These may consist of symptoms reported by the patient or signs 

observed (or examined) by the doctor or staff. They can also consist of laboratory findings and 

results of various tests. 
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The patient data is updated to the system over a period of time as it becomes available 

and may possess either qualitative attributes or quantitative values. Features with qualitative 

attributes require no further processing and are saved in the patient ‗current model‘. Features 

with quantitative values get translated to qualitative values by their internally represented 

qualitative levels assigned to their numerical ranges. Once a feature attribute pair is mapped on 

to the ‗patient current model‘, it is processed by the inference engine to process it through 

knowledge base hierarchy so that related features also get instantiated. After propagating the 

feature attribute pair, it is made visible to the diagnosis candidates. All the diagnosis candidates 

are managed by the incremental „diagnoser‟ which also has access to the features. The diagnoser 

activates the diagnosis candidates whenever their supporting features are observed.  

Figure 2-1: Architecture of Diagnostic Decision Support System 
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The features are observed by the diagnoser through a temporal modeler which modifies 

the attributes of features to signify their temporal status. It is a dynamic process and relies on an 

internal clock.  The activated diagnosis candidates then pass through a diagnosis filter which 

applies symbolic evaluation rules to filter out the diagnoses whose probability is below the 

threshold value set by the user.  

The filtered diagnosis candidates activate investigative queries to collect further 

confirmation or discriminatory data. This data is used to discriminate between diagnosis 

candidates of same probability, or confirm the highest ranking diagnosis candidate. 

 This confirmation and discrimination process is like decision making technique used by 

medical experts, when they have to decide between diagnoses with equal likelihood or to 

confirm a single diagnosis candidate. 

Flow chart of Learning Apprentice System of Sawar (Sawar & Thomas, 1990) that is 

embedded in POEMS is shown in Figure 2-2.  

A list of diagnosis candidates, sorted on the basis of their likelihood, is presented to 

medical expert for confirmation. Learning apprentice module checks if the diagnosis confirmed 

by the doctor is new one not already known or it is an old one that already exists in the 

knowledge base. If it is new, then a new diagnosis frame is added to the knowledge base along 

with its supporting and discriminating features. If it is an existing one, then likelihood of the 

diagnosis is increased and missing attributes and values are added to the diagnosis.  

It is done by adding missing specialized signs to strong support slot, adding generalized 

signs to supporting slot, and moving specialized signs from supporting to strong support slot. 

Query is executed to find negative signs to add them to exclusionary slot. Further discrimination 

is done against other very-likely or equally-likely diagnoses. 

For a diagnosis, 'Strong support' slot store those features and values which strongly 

support the diagnosis i.e. if they are present in a patient, then the patient is very-likely to have 

that specific disease. Similarly, 'supporting slot' of a disease frame stores those values which 

support the diagnosis however with less likelihood. Exclusionary slot stores those feature value 

pairs which are required not to be present for a particular disease to occur. 
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Problem with POEMS is that its learning process is user guided, which imparts slowness. 

Further, evidence of authenticity of knowledge is from individual cases, which may be 

misleading.  

Figure 2-2: Learning Apprentice System in POEMS 
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2.5 Data vs. Knowledge 

Before going to the literature review of data mining works, it is important to understand 

difference between ‗data‘ and ‗knowledge‘. This section argues that ‗usability‘ is the difference 

between ‗data‘ and ‗knowledge‘. Current research study is important as it focus on extraction 

and utilization of knowledge instead of merely extracting it, where many research studies stop. 

In literature, the word ‗knowledge‘ has many definitions. A common one is ―theoretical 

and practical understanding of a subject‖. Another simple definition one is ―to know/understand 

something‖. Sometimes, ―preprocessed data i.e. material readily available for use‖ is also termed 

as knowledge. This is the most common definition of knowledge used in computer science. 

Differentiating data from knowledge is not an easy task. Roughly speaking data is 

collection of ‗raw facts and figures‘ and ‗processed data‘ is known as ‗knowledge‘. How would 

we differentiate when a book is placed on a table, and when the pages of the same book torn into 

pieces are placed on the table? Although there is absolutely no difference of material or contents 

of the book and its pages, however when a book is in the bond form, it can said to be data as all 

its contents are organized, page numbers are marked, and index is given for easy access of the 

data. However the same book with its pages torn into pieces may better be said ‗trash‘. So data 

can be better described as ‗raw facts and figures organized for easy access and storage‘. Only 

that person will be able to use the book for problem solving who can ‗understand‘ the book i.e. 

link or relate the problem with contents of the book to find solution. For such a person, that book 

is knowledge. For those persons who can read the book however cannot relate its contents with 

the problems, that book is a data as they can quickly access the contents however cannot relate 

them to questions.  For illiterate persons, the book, even in bound form, is still trash as they can 

neither use it for problem solving nor they can access the contents of the book.  

Let‘s discuss another example: many young boys and girls learn the holy Qur‘an 

(religious book of Muslims) by heart. They can easily and quickly access each and every verse. 

Nevertheless nobody refers to them for seeking answers to their questions. People go to religious 

scholars who are normally old persons not necessarily remembering the whole Qur‘an, though 

may be with weak vision and listening senses. Yet still their opinion is assumed to be authentic. 
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Difference is the same, young boys have data however not knowledge as they cannot link the 

given problem to the verses of Qur‘an, and hence (like weak student described in the above 

example) they are unable to use what they can easily access. 

Similarly, merely learning an English dictionary by heart cannot enable a person (who 

does not have knowledge of English language) to speak or understand English. To understand 

English, a person should be able to relate symbols (words) of English to the real world, and 

he/she should also know the rules (grammar) of the language. 

Moreover, the World Wide Web which is a huge network of data. That is why T. 

Berners-Lee has proposed ‗semantic web‘ that is a network of knowledge not data, in which 

information is given well-defined meaning, better enabling computers and people to use it and 

work in cooperation (Lee, et al., 2001).  

In all these examples, you can notice that, same material is termed as knowledge when it 

is usable by a processing system, whereas, it is termed as data when it is merely accessible by a 

processing system and is termed as trash when it is neither usable nor accessible by a processing 

system. In other words, ‗usability‘ is the difference between ‗data‘ and ‗knowledge‘. In order to 

make some material usable, we can enhance its form, format, and organization, or/and we can 

improve the processing system such that it can use the material. So knowledge is a relative term 

used for the material that is usable by a particular system for problem solving, decision making, 

answering a question, doing some task etc. 

Production rules are pieces of information useable by a rule based engine for problem 

solving, doing some task, hence they can be termed as knowledge. Therefore, in this report, 

terms ‗rule‘, ‗production rules‘ and ‗knowledge‘ have been used interchangeably.  

2.6 Data Mining 

Finding useful material from stored volumes of data is termed as data mining (Han & Micheline, 

2000), (Ganguly & Gupta, 2006), (Lavra'c, 2001), (Han, et al., 2004). Currently, thousands of 

researchers are doing research in the field of data mining as it is business need of the world 

today. There are some basic techniques of data mining like classification, clustering, association 

rule mining, sequence discovery, summarization, text mining, Web mining etc. Statistical 
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methods like ‗regression‘, ‗time series analysis,‘ are also used to analyze data and extract useful 

information (Han & Micheline, 2000).   

Hundreds of systems have been developed using data mining techniques. Some of them 

are briefly described as follows and then topic of rule mining is given. 

Nahm and Mooney (Nahm & Mooney, 2001) developed DISCOTEX that combines 

Information Extraction (IE) and data mining methodologies to perform text mining. Rules mined 

from a database extracted from a corpus of texts are used to predict additional information to 

extract from future documents. 

Elovici (Elovici & Braha, 2003) proposed two ways of using independent data mining 

system for decision making process. The first is mode of combination-by the Cartesian product. 

It is used to classify examples coming from the same set of actual classes.  The second mode is 

combination-by the doubly Cartesian product that is used to classify examples coming from 

disjoint sets of actual classes. 

Chowdhury (Chowdhury, et al., 2005) used probabilistic approach along with data 

mining for his decision making system to make decision under complex and uncertain 

conditions. 

In 2005, Phua (Phua, et al., 2005) conducted a research on the use of data mining in fraud 

detection systems developed and published in a decade (from 1995 to 2004). According to Phua, 

domain of credit card transaction has been major area of applying data mining techniques for 

fraud detection. On second number, in terms of publication count, is telecommunication industry. 

There are four subgroups of insurance fraud detection: home insurance, crop insurance, 

automobile insurance, and medical insurance. Collectively, fraud detection in insurance claims is 

identified as one of the major applications of data mining. The main purpose of these detection 

systems is to identify general trends of suspicious (possibly fraudulent) applications and 

transactions.  
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2.6.1 Mining of Rules 

Rakesh Agrawal, in 1993, initiated association rule mining (Agrawal, Imielinski, & Swami, 

Mining association rules between sets of items in large databases, 1993). His famous association 

rule mining algorithm i.e. ‗Apriori‘ algorithm was published in 1994 (Agrawal & Srikant, Fast 

algorithms for mining association rules, 1994). Hundreds of researches have used Apriori 

algorithm with modifications to meet their custom needs (Stilou, et al., 2001), (Abdullah, et al., 

2008).  

There are many other famous algorithms for mining of association rules, for example 

RULES series (Pham & Afify, 2005), AQ series (Michalski, 1969), FP Growth (Han, et al., 

2004) etc. In business, association rule mining has been most beneficent data mining technique 

e.g. suggesting similar books on Amazon.com. 

Similarly classification rule mining is another important area of data mining research. 

Many algorithms ID3 (Quinlan, 1986), ILA (Tolun & Abu-Soud, 1998), (Mohamed & Shukri-

Bin-Jahabar, 2006), (Uludağ, et al., 2003) etc. belongs to this area. 

Sazo Dzeroski (Dzeroski, 2003) and M. Tolun (Uludağ, et al., 2003) presented their work 

about relational rule mining which involves checking conditions of a rule in different tables. For 

example: 

   BigSpender(x):- Spouse(x, y), 

    Income(y) > 5000 

‗BigSpender‘ rule is based on two relations ‗Spouse‘ and ‗Income‘. Note that their 

research work is from prospective of operational database design which is essentially different 

from design of a data warehouse, while this research work utilizes a data warehouse for mining 

of production rules. 
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2.6.2 Association Rule Mining 

Many researchers have proposed algorithms for mining association rules, often many algorithms 

(or algorithm versions) by one researcher, such as Zaki, Tjioe and Taniar, Zhang etc. (Zaki, et 

al., 2000), (Tjioe & Taniar, 2005), (Zhang, et al., 2012) etc. 

As stated by Zhang (Zhang, et al., 2011) association rule mining has become one of the 

fundamental research topics in data mining. There are a great number of techniques developed 

for association rule mining in recent years. There are many famous algorithms for mining of 

association rules, for example RULES series (Pham & Afify, 2005), frequent pattern (FP) growth 

(Han et al., 2004), etc. Many researchers extended Apriori algorithm to develop their own 

versions of association rule mining algorithms (Abdullah, et al., 2008), (Feng, et al., 2001).  

Highlights of the research done on different facets of association rule mining are as follow; 

Zaki (Zaki, et al., 2000) compared his famous Eclat (and its derivations) with Apriori. 

Apriori is a level-wise, breadth-first algorithm which counts transactions. In contrast, Eclat 

employs equivalence classes, depth-first search and set intersection instead of counting (Zaki, et 

al., 2000). 

Feng (Feng, et al., 2001) proposed extended Apriori algorithm for mining of inter-

transactional association rules. Considering data holes that possibly exist in the mining context 

and applicability of inter-transactional association, Feng used mining of association rules for 

weather prediction. 

Xindong Wu (Wu, et al., 2004) demonstrated mining of negative associations between 

itemsets. For itemset A and B, implications A => ¬B, ¬A => B, and ¬A => ¬B indicate negative 

association rules. 

Tjioe (Tjioe & Taniar, 2005) used data warehouse (instead of multidimensional 

transactional data) for mining of association rules. They proposed four algorithms and focused 

on measurement of aggregate data stored in data warehouse.  

Wai-Chee Fu (Fu, et al., 2005) used concept of semi-join for frequent pattern mining 

while preserving the privacy of the data. 
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Yan (Yan, et al., 2007) studied the data structures used to implement the algorithms of 

association rule mining, including hash tree, itemset tree, and FP-tree, and proposed a 

generalized FP-tree in an applied context. Yan demonstrated that generalized-FP-tree 

significantly reduces the computation costs. 

Yan (Yan, et al., 2009) proposed a simple, novel and yet effective confidence metric for 

measuring the interestingness of association rules. The proposed metric indicate positively 

companionate correlations between frequent itemsets. 

Hu (Hu, et al., 2010) tried semantic-based association rules for mining hidden 

connections among biomedical concepts present in different biomedical literatures. Semantic-

filtering is used to remove spurious, useless and biologically irrelevant connections resulting in 

much fewer rules as compared to traditional association rule based approaches. 

Middelfart (Middelfart, et al., 2010) introduced two quality measures, Balance and Score, 

for selecting best association rules which notify users based on previous observations. For 

example rule can inform the decision makers that revenue might drop within two months if an 

increase in customer problems combined with a decrease in website traffic is observed. 

Pears (Pears, et al., 2010) used weighted association rules to overcome the problem of 

excessive rule generation. By assigning weights to the items on the basis of interactions between 

items, all rules or sorted on the basis of their weights. 

Zhang (Zhang, et al., 2012) introduced bridging rules which take the antecedent and 

consequent from different conceptual clusters. According to Zhang ‗bridging rules‘ are different 

from association rules because they can be generated by infrequent itemsets that are pruned in 

association rule mining and secondly they are measured by their importance, whereas frequent 

itemsets are measured only by their support. Zhang proposed two algorithms for mining of 

bridging rules between clusters, and proposed two metrics to measure their interestingness. 

In Healthcare, association rules are considered to be quite useful as they offer the 

possibility to conduct intelligent diagnosis and extract invaluable information and build 

important knowledge bases quickly and automatically from clinical databases. Clinical databases 
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belong to a domain where the process of data mining has become a requirement because of the 

consecutive increase of medical and research clinical data (Stilou, et al., 2001). 

2.6.3 Classification Rule Mining 

Classification rule mining is an important and oldest area of research. Almost starting in 1969 

with AQ algorithm by Michalski (Michalski, 1969), many algorithms have been developed so 

far. ID3 by Quinlan (Quinlan, 1986) is one of the famous algorithms for generating decision 

trees which can be translated to classification rules. Tolun and Abu-Soud presented an inductive 

learning algorithm (ILA) for extraction of production rules from database (Tolun & Abu-Soud, 

1998). The algorithm is claimed to be efficient than AQ and ID3. 

Freitas (Freitas, 2000) clarified differences between association rules and classification 

rules. He mentioned five differences; syntactical, Ill-defined and well-defined, over-fitting and 

under-fitting, inductive bias, and Integration of both i.e. association based classification. 

Highlights of the research done in the area of classification rule mining are given below; 

According to Li (Li, et al., 2001) high classification accuracy and strong flexibility at 

handling unstructured data is achieved by using associative classification. Problems are huge set 

of mined rules and over-fitting. Li (Li et al., 2001) proposed a new associative classification 

method CMAR i.e. classification based on multiple association rules.  

The method extends FP-growth by constructing a class distribution-associated FP-Tree. 

Moreover, it applies a CR-Tree structure to store and retrieve mined association rules. The 

classification is done on the basis of weighted x2 analysis. The method was tested on 26 

databases from UCI machine learning database repository and proved to be consistent, highly 

effective and has better average classification accuracy in comparison with CBA and C4.5. 

David Taniar (Taniar et al., 2002) demonstrated mining of classification rules using 

structured query language of Oracle. 

Ailing Ni (Ni et al., 2005) proposed an algorithm for mining classification rules by 

building a decision tree with null branch strategy to minimize the misclassification cost. 
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Algorithm gives optimal results by making best use of available resources. Algorithm can be 

used for real-world diagnosis tasks, such as medical diagnosis.  

Zaki (Zaki, et al., 2006) used rule based techniques for classification of XML data 

present in XML documents. Mining XML data is another important are of research.  

2.6.4  Production Rule Mining 

Data mining and machine learning (inductive learning) have many algorithms for mining of 

rules. However they are for mining ‗association rules‘ or ‗classification rules‘ not ‗production 

rules‘. Association rules are not main ingredient of rule based expert system. However 

production rules are building blocks of rule based expert systems. 

Al-Maqaleh, and Bharadwaj (Al-Maqaleh & Bharadwaj, 2005) used Genetic 

Programming (GP) approach for mining generalized rules. The post-processing scheme 

presented in their work uses flat rules as initial individuals of GP and discovers hierarchical 

structure. Suitable genetic operators are proposed for the suggested encoding. Hierarchical 

Production Rules (HPRs) are generated from the discovered hierarchy. 

Although Tolun (Tolun & Abu-Soud, 1998) described ILA as algorithm for production 

rule discovery, however it generates classification rules. Tolun compared it with AQ and ID3 

algorithms which are famous classification rule generation algorithms. Classification rules can be 

used for classifying claims as faulty, yet classification rule mining algorithm cannot serve the 

purpose of building knowledge base of a rule based system. Consequent of a classification rule is 

name of a „class‟, while a production rule has some „action‟ as its consequent. Finding name of a 

class to which given instance belongs on the basis of training data is relatively a simple job as 

compared to finding ‗actions‘.  Action can be any sort of modification in the database. 

Current research is unique from the rule mining work described above in the way that it is 

concerned with mining of production rules, i.e. rules extracted by the algorithm are directly 

useable by a rule based expert system deployed in medical claim processing domain. A 

production rule mining algorithm has been implemented to enhance and speed up the knowledge 

acquisition process for the system (Abdullah, et al., 2012b). Domain experts just need to validate 
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the extracted knowledge using a Graphical User Interface (GUI) based knowledge editor 

(Abdullah, et al., 2012a). 

2.7 Healthcare IT 

According to (Southard, et al., 2000), in continuously changing world of today, Health sciences 

are also advancing rapidly. Information technology is the main tool to keep up with the changing 

world. Healthcare organizations are trying to utilize information technology to capture, store and 

process medical knowledge related to patients, providers, government policies etc., so that they 

have a competitive advantage. As a result, the healthcare industry is becoming a more 

knowledge-based community that is connected with hospitals, clinics, pharmacies, insurances, 

healthcare organizations, and customers for sharing information, reducing administrative costs, 

and improving the quality of care. Healthcare organizations have employed decision support 

applications and Internet technology as a driving tool that reduces process time, makes diagnoses 

more accurate, and diffuses knowledge to the Healthcare community.  Moreover, medical 

intranets are becoming recognized as a competitive tool by Healthcare organizations. In order to 

make the connection of medical Internet applications with individual Healthcare information 

systems, including medical DSSs, possible, developing computerized patient record systems is 

fundamental and indispensable  (Southard, et al., 2000).  

Application of information technology in Healthcare domain has emerged as a new multi-

million dollar industry (Abdullah, et al., 2009a). Huge investments are being made by many 

government and private organizations to produce health related tools. Similarly, a lot of revenue 

is being generated by those IT organizations which are related to healthcare. The top company of 

2003 ―GE Healthcare‖, has annual revenue of $2.7 billion, and the 100
th

 company ―MED 3000 

Inc.‖ has $7.3 million annual revenue (Huff, 2004). It is high time for healthcare organizations to 

invest in computerized patient systems, medical DSSs. Soon healthcare information systems that 

contain computerized patient records, (such as information warehousing with data mining) will 

be integrated via Internet applications among members of the healthcare community for sharing 

information, knowledge diffusion, and one stop care. Healthcare organizations must keep up-to-

date with the changes taking place in healthcare domain.  Competition will lead healthcare 
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organizations, and their associations to the opportunities presented by advance information 

technology. How well an organization accepts this challenge, from a strategic planning and 

implementation standpoint, will spell the difference between success and failure in taking 

advantage of opportunities presented by information technology. 

2.8 Data Mining In Healthcare 

Healthcare industry has huge volumes of data; therefore a lot of data mining research is going on 

in this application domain. One of the major uses of data mining on healthcare data is in fraud 

detection systems. Another major use of data mining on healthcare data is in medical diagnostic 

systems.  Brief summary of some recent data mining research in healthcare is given as follows: 

Viveros and others (Viveros, et al., 1996) applied two data mining techniques, association 

rule mining and neural segmentation for detecting patterns in ordering of pathology services. 

Study showed that data mining algorithms can be used successfully on large, real customer data 

(not synthetic data) with reasonable execution time. Study has uncovered an overpayment of 

over $550,000 in one year which was not identified by conventional programming techniques 

during five years. Further it classifies general practitioners into various groups, reflecting style 

and pattern of their practices. The new subgroups allow greatly improved monitoring of practice 

patterns and modifying behavior of practitioners towards best practice.  

Healthcare provider organizations are faced with a rising financial pressures. Both 

administrators and physicians need help analyzing large numbers of clinical and financial data 

when making decisions (Silver, et al., 2001).  To assist them, Rush-Presbyterian–St. Luke‘s 

Medical Center and Hitachi America, Ltd. (HAL), Inc., have partnered to build an enterprise data 

warehouse and perform a series of case study analyses. Michael Silver, and others (Silver, et al., 

2001) working on healthcare data, performed analysis using a commercially available online 

analytical processing (OLAP) tool in conjunction with proprietary data mining techniques 

developed by HAL researchers. OLAP is a technique used to analyze databases. OLAP typically 

involves the following kinds of analyses: simple, comparison, trend, and variance, and. Further, 

OLAP enables users to drill down within a dimension to see more detailed data at various levels 

of aggregation. They showed how to apply the methodology to an analysis of one Diagnosis 
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Related Group (DRG). They explained each step and the results of running each step and 

illustrated how this method helped turn data into knowledge. Results were presented graphically, 

such that users could determine how to use the information for decision making. 

Southard (Southard, et al., 2000) discussed how healthcare organizations should approach 

information systems investments. They also mentioned how information technology can support 

the medical providers‘ competitive strategy. 

Kaur (Kaur & Wasan, 2006), (Wasan, et al., 2006) performed an empirical study on 

applications of data mining techniques in Healthcare. They applied classification based data 

mining techniques such as rule based, decision tree and artificial neural network on a medical 

dataset of diabetic patients. According to the authors, diabetes is an opportune disease for data 

mining technology for a number of factors; the huge amount of data is there as diabetes is a 

common disease that costs a great deal of money. Diabetes is a disease that can produce terrible 

complication such as blindness, kidney failure and premature cardiovascular death. Healthcare 

administers want to know how to improve outcomes as much as possible. They presented a case 

study to diagnose diabetes mellitus. 

Ortega (Ortega, et al., 2006) used multilayer perceptron neural networks for detecting 

fraudulent claims, thus developed a system to save tens of billions of dollars annually.  

Canada Health Infoway is working to build an information infrastructure for connected 

healthcare systems that is based on service oriented architecture (SOA) and provides standards 

for sharing data and services. Sartipi (Sartipi, et al., 2007) investigated how data mining, clinical 

decision support systems, and network monitoring can be used in service oriented architecture of 

Canada Health Infoway. in order to accommodate these services. They discussed the advantages 

of SOA implementation using an enterprise service bus. According to Sartipi, service oriented 

implementation of data mining, decision support system and network monitoring can benefit 

similar domains such as banking, communications, air traffic control, and transportation. 

According to Powell and Stanley (Powell & Stanley, 2008) since 2000, healthcare 

software has greatly grown in its capabilities and transformed how providers, nurses, 

administrators, and other healthcare professionals do their jobs. More powerful hardware has 
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helped to crunch numbers more quickly. Broadband keeps everyone connected 24/7. In addition, 

the World Wide Web has generated limitless opportunities to improve businesses and remain 

viable. 

2.9 Claim Scrubbing for Medical Billing Compliance 

Many researchers have used medical claim data for knowledge discovery (Viveros, et al., 1996), 

(Southard, et al., 2000), (Ortega, et al., 2006). They have used data mining for finding fraud and 

abuse i.e. outlier analysis, or to help in diagnosis process. This research is different from all as it 

uses data mining and rule based system‘s technology for scrubbing medical claims.  

Medical billing is the process of submitting claims to insurance companies in order to 

receive reimbursement for services rendered by a healthcare provider (doctor, physician, surgeon 

etc.). Providers can do billing by themselves, known as in-house billing, or can contract a billing 

company for handling their medical bills. 

As mentioned in chapter 1 of this dissertation, according to MDSERV handout, due to the 

complexity of billing process, about 30% of all medical claims are denied initially (MDSERVE, 

2005). 35% of initially rejected claims get rejected again at least once. Up to 10% of rejected 

claims are never paid. 

To overcome this claim rejection issue many companies and organization like MediSoft  

(Medisoft The Total Revenue Cycle Solution For Physicians), AlphaII  (Hazen, 2008)  

(Wicklund, 2008), A-Life Medical  (Alacer© The most advanced practice management system 

combining NLP coding, billing, and document management), Health-Tech Fusion (Free Claim 

Processing), PAMCC  (Clinical claims scrubbing), CodeCorrect (Claim scrubbing at 

CodeCorrect!, 2008) Texas Medical Systems (Texas Medical Systems), AthenaHealth 

(athenahealth, 2010), have developed customized software for medical claim ‗scrubbing‘ i.e. to 

verify claim‘s data for any potential errors, before it is sent to insurance payer. By checking 

claims before they are submitted, a practice can speed cash receipts while reducing denied claims 

and time spent on reworking claims.  

According to Carl (Mays II, 2008) a well-designed medical billing process does not allow 

errors to propagate and if claims are submitted clean, then over 90% can be paid after the first 
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submission. By eliminating avoidable billing errors, collections accelerate and rejections 

decrease. A key tool in achieving these improvements is a claim scrubber. 

Medical Practices saw a significant improvement in both the speed and the magnitude of 

collections when they began using the scrubbers (Mays II, 2008).  

All the leading companies have implemented and advertised their claim scrubbers. 

Scrubber provided by CodeCorrect (Claim scrubbing at CodeCorrect!, 2008) provides ICD 

(International Classification of Disease) and CPT (Current Procedural Terminology) validation, 

validation of modifier usage, sequencing of codes etc.  (Mays II, 2008). 

The clinical claim scrubber provided by Programming And Micros, Inc., (Clinical claims 

scrubbing) verifies the technical and coding accuracy before claims are filed by identifying 

potential problems that can cause claim rejection or reduction in payment. It provides a 

comprehensive set of coding and technical edits. Each individual edit may be enabled or disabled 

completely for a specific claim type or for an individual insurance payer.  

ClaimStaker (Hazen, 2008) is a claim scrubbing application being offered by Alpha II 

after the successful beta test. It gives medical coders and data-entry staff the tools to scrub all 

claims against CCI Edits, LCDs and customized macros and rules (Wicklund, 2008). 

2.10 Chapter Summary 

Explanation based learning, similarity based learning, and exemplar based learning are famous 

apprenticeship learning techniques explored by many researchers. POEMS has been presented as 

an example of learning apprentice system. A learning apprentice module was embedded in 

POEMS to learn and improve the knowledge base at runtime. POEMS use hybrid technique by 

involving similarity based learning and exemplar based learning. Problem with POEMS is that 

its learning process is user guided which impart slowness. Further evidence of authenticity of 

knowledge is from individual cases which may be misleading. System developed during this 

research uses data mining based learning methodology to provided knowledge to its inference 

engine. In recent years, data mining has emerged as a new dimension of machine learning in AI. 

Association rule mining and classification rule mining are well-recognized areas of data mining. 

However production rule mining is mixed up with association rule mining, and has not been 
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explored properly yet. In healthcare, data mining has been mainly used for fraud detection (i.e. 

outlier analysis), however data mining has potential beyond presenting summarized knowledge 

to decision makers. Mined knowledge can be supplied to expert systems for its utilization. Many 

applications are available for medical claim scrubbing; however all the applications are based on 

conventionally programming techniques. Only a few are using rule based system techniques, and 

none using data mining to learn from rejected claims. In this research, mined production rules are 

used by a rule based system for scrubbing of medical claims.    
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Chapter 3: Data Mining Driven Learning Apprentice System for 

Medical Billing Compliance 

3.1 Introduction 

This research has been conducted at back office of a medical billing company situated in a 

custom built software technology park. Data from hundreds of medical practices which involves 

hundred thousands of patients and millions of medical claims stored in the main operational 

database of the company is used for testing the proposed algorithms and system design. This 

chapter contains description of the application domain environment in which this research work 

has been carried out along with architecture of the rule based learning apprentice system 

developed during the research.  

Production rule mining is used as learning methodology which involves extraction of 

production rules in the form of SQL queries. Extracted rules are supplied to the rule based 

system that is also developed in SQL language. Graphical User Interface (GUI) based knowledge 

editor is provided to the knowledge engineers for validation of extracted knowledge, manual 

knowledge editing and knowledge management. Evaluation methodology is based on two 

parameters: return on investment (ROI) and working efficiency of the system. Evidence from 

data of rule based system execution has been used for performance evaluation of the system. 

This chapter contains description of two parameters while detail of performance evaluation of 

the system has been presented in chapter 7. 

3.2 Medical Billing Process 

Medical billing is the process of submitting medical claims to insurances and following up on the 

submitted claims in order to receive payment for services rendered by a healthcare provider.  

It is an interaction between a healthcare provider and the insurance company (payer). The 

entirety of this interaction is known as the billing cycle. This process can take several days to 

several months for completion and requires several interactions before a resolution is reached.  
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A typical medical billing process cycle is shown in Figure 3-1. The interaction begins 

with the office visit of a patient on a preset appointment time. Patients make appointments before 

visiting the doctors or providers. In this thesis, terms ‗provider‘ and ‗doctor‘ have been used 

interchangeably. Appointments‘ details are also saved to support billing process. Appointment 

detail includes date and time, visit reason of the patient, patient name and number etc. It also 

includes eligibility information of the patient which can be checked from insurance servers at 

real time. Thus doctors may know the current status of patient insurance, even before the 

patient‘s visit. A doctor or staff typically creates or updates the patient's medical record. The 

record contains information of treatments and demographic information including patient's name, 

social security number, home telephone number, office telephone number and address, his/her 

insurance policy identity number. If the patient is a dependent, then guarantor information is 

included in patient‘s record. On first visit, providers usually assign one or more diagnoses to the 

patient. The reason for the visit is included in medical claim when no definite diagnosis is 

identified.  

Provider 

 

Insurance 

Patient 

Billing Company / 

Clearing House 

Claim related data / 

updated info 

Missing Info Request 

Payment 

Claims‘ data 
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Responsibility 

Payment Info, 

claim status info 

Visit 

Figure 3-1: Typical Medical Billing Cycle 
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The correct level of service is determined by evaluating background information (history) 

obtained from the patient, the complexity of the medical decision making, and the extent of 

physical examination. Current Procedural Terminology (CPT) database is used to translate level 

of service into a five digit procedure code. Standardized ICD-10 database is used to translate 

verbal diagnosis into a numerical code. These two types of codes, CPTs and ICDs, along with 

patient information are sent to billing company or a clearing house which in turn sends the data 

to medical insurances.  

The insurance company (i.e. payer), processes the claims to assess the payment level. 

Three factors: patient eligibility, provider credentials, and medical necessity, are used to 

determine payments. Payment rates are already agreed upon by the provider and the insurance 

company. Provider is notified in the form of Explanation of Benefits (EOB) or Remittance 

Advice for the paid or rejected claims. Until a claim is fully paid or the provider accepts an 

incomplete reimbursement, exchange of claims and rejections continues several times.  

In medical billing domain, due to similarities in diagnoses codes and high complexity of 

claims and/or errors the frequency of rejections and over payments is high (often reaching 50%) 

Insurance companies also deny certain services that are beyond their scope. In such cases small 

adjustments are made and the claim is re-sent.  

Certain portion of billed amount, approved by the insurance yet not paid, is identified as 

patient‘s responsibility. It is sent to the patient for reimbursement.  

A practice that has interactions with the patient must now under Health Insurance 

Portability Accountability Act (HIPAA) of 1996 send most billing claims for services via 

electronic means. Prior to actually performing service and billing a patient, the care provider may 

use software to check the eligibility of the patient for the intended services with the patient's 

insurance company. This process uses the same standards and technologies as an electronic 

claims transmission with small changes in the transmission format  

Therefore, most providers use medical billing service from some company to 

electronically communicate with insurances. Many practice management software automate this 

communication process hiding the technical details from the user. 
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3.3 Architecture of Data Mining Driven Learning Apprentice System  

Architecture of a data mining driven learning apprentice system for medical billing compliance 

is shown in Figure 3-2. Billing software is the main component with which most of the users 

interact. Billing executives use it for inserting, updating, and modifying claims‘ data. Domain 

experts use it for pulling various types of reports, importing data and following up claims.  

Billing software triggers Rule Based Engine (RBE) to perform billing compliance related 

checks on a claim being saved. Thus, RBE applies its production rules on the claim (which is 

being saved) and tells the user faults found in the claim. RBE also performs scrubbing activity, 

defined as then part of the production rules.  

Figure 3-2: Proposed Architecture of Data Mining Driven Learning Apprentice System 
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Main database contains claim related data, input from billing software, Web sites,  Health 

Level 7 (HL7) files, data imported from database of new practices and data sent by sync server 

(synchronization server). Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) module gets data from the database 

and converts it into text files in specific format (like 837 format) which is acceptable for the 

insurances. Submission module sends these files to the insurances via Internet.  

System developed during this research work is a rule based learning apprentice system 

represented by dotted box in Figure 3-2. It has four major components (enclosed in dotted box of 

Figure 3-2). Knowledge Editor (KE) is shown on top left corner of dotted box which consists of 

a form based graphical user interface. Knowledge is in the form of production rules stored in 

knowledge base, shown at top right corner of the system.  

Rule Based Engine (RBE) is depicted in the form of gear at bottom left area of dotted 

box. Rule engine has been developed in Structured Query Language (SQL) in the form of stored 

procedures (Abdullah, et al., 2009a). Remaining blocks in learning apprentice system belongs to 

data mining module. These include ‗data warehouse‘, and production rule mining module. 

Domain experts use knowledge editor to add new knowledge to the knowledge base (in 

the form of production rule) or verify any new rules found by production rule mining module. 

Short descriptions of each component of the system‘s architecture are given in the 

following section; while proceeding chapters will describe details of the major modules of the 

rule based learning apprentice system.   

3.4 Components of the System 

Modules inside the Rule Based System (RBS) are termed as internal components. In Figure 3-2, 

main box with dotted lines is the rule based system, which is the physical form of this research 

work. In the system main components are knowledge base, knowledge editor, Rule engine, and 

data mining based learning module. Description of each module is given below while details 

have been given in the following chapters. 
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3.4.1 Knowledge Base 

Success of the system primarily depends upon quality and quantity of knowledge present in the 

knowledge base. Knowledge base of the system is collection of production rules, implemented in 

the form of SQL statements. These rules are used by RBS engine. If ‗condition part‘ is true, then 

‗action part‘ is executed which performs updates in medical billing database. Meta-rules and 

logical variables are also part of the knowledge base. Meta-rules act as preconditions of rules. 

One meta-rule, when found true, triggers a group of rules associated with it. Logical variables are 

symbols to access attribute values for specific claims. Logical variables are used in rules and 

meta-rules. Logical variables are replaced with claim specific values when a rule or meta-rule is 

tried by rule based engine.  

3.4.2 Knowledge Editor 

A graphical user interface based knowledge editor has been developed during this research work 

to allow knowledge engineers to add, update, delete, and manage rules, meta-rules, and logical 

variables. Domain experts can also use it to verify mined rules, test and debug all rules. In 

classical rule based system, logical variables get their values by matching with the working 

memory elements. In this system whole database serves the purpose of working memory and 

logical variables get their value(s) by executing a SQL query associated with each of them.  

3.4.3 Rule Engine 

A rule based engine has been implemented in structured query language. Purpose of the system 

is ‗medical claim scrubbing‘ however implementation approach is based on rule based systems‘ 

technology. Rule engine applies all the rules on a given claim and finds out errors/ faults. Each 

rule is equivalent to a check with some action part associated with it. Each rule has been 

implemented as ‗where‘ clause of a SQL query. ‗Select‘ portion of the rule query is attached by 

the rule engine at runtime.   

For instance, the date of service of the patient cannot be before his/her date of birth (i.e. 

obviously a patient cannot be treated before his/her birth). It could only happen due to manual 

data entry mistake. So the check of ‗date of birth follows date of service‘ is implemented as 
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„where „<DOB>‟ > „<DOS>‟ ‟. where <DOB> (i.e. date of birth of the patient) and <DOS> (i.e. 

date of service of the patient‘s claim) are logical variables and will be replaced by their 

respective values from the given claim and patient data. Their values will be different when rule 

is applied on some other claim. Rule engine will get their values by executing the query stored in 

Logical_variables table.  Suppose the date of birth of the patient is ‗25/01/10‘ and date of service 

(mistakenly entered) is ‗20/01/10‘. 

The rule query after replacing the value of logical variable will become:  

select  @rowcnt=count(*) where‗25/01/10‘ >  ‗20/01/10‘ 

Now ‗where‘ clause is true so @rowcnt (a SQL variable) will get value 1, indicating the 

error of ‗patient date of birth follows date of service‘. So, the claim having these values of date 

of service and date of birth will be identified by RBS as faulty claim and hence will be blocked 

from submission to insurance. 

Now suppose in case of a newly born baby, date of birth is ‗20/01/10‘ and date of service is 

also ‗20/01/10‘. Rule query after replacing value of logical variables will become  

select @rowcnt = count(*) where ‗20/01/10‘ > ‗20/01/10‘ 

In this case @rowcnt (SQL variable) will get 0 value (as condition is false in ‗where‘ 

clause) thus indicating that error of ‗patient date of birth follows date of service‘ has not 

occurred.  

RBS has the ‗scrubbing‘ ability i.e. it can tweak the claim for obvious, valid, and 

legitimate change. Each rule has its own scrubbing action. Such rules which can change the 

medical claim data are termed as ‗blue‘ rules. While most of the critical rules (known as ‗red‘ 

rules), block the faulty claim from submission to insurance payers, the non-critical rules (known 

as ‗green‘ rules) just display warning message to the user.  

3.4.4 Data Warehouse of the System 

Do we really need a data warehouse for mining new knowledge in the form of production rule, or 

can we utilize a regularly backed up copy of operational database for applying data mining 
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algorithms plus machine learning techniques to extract new knowledge? This is one of the main 

points worked upon during the research, before planning a data warehouse for the system. 

Because construction and maintenance of data warehouse takes resources such as time, money, 

human resource etc.  

First and the main reason for developing a data warehouse during this research work is 

that, when a claim is rejected by an insurance, record of the claim is modified in operational 

database to remove the rejection reason. After modification, corrected claim is resubmitted to the 

insurance. In this way, the data with which claim was rejected is modified in operational 

database. However that data is important for the production rule mining algorithm (proposed by 

this research study), to learn new production rules to avoid future rejections. Operational 

database contains either information of unpaid claims (not yet corrected), or paid claims (with 

correct, clean data) accepted by the insurances, while the data warehouse contains all the historic 

records of claims i.e. faulty data rejected from insurances and final clean data for which claims 

were accepted and paid by the insurances.   

3.4.5 Data Mining Based Learning Module 

Utilization of the extracted and learned knowledge is an important issue. Extracted knowledge 

can be best utilized if fed to an expert system. Further, this process of fetching and utilization of 

knowledge can be improved if both (learning module and the expert system) are implemented in 

relational database environment, as most of the present world‘s business data is in relational 

database format, managed by some relational database management server. During this research 

work, rule engine has been successfully developed and deployed in the form of SQL stored 

procedures. Knowledge editor, data warehouse and production rule mining modules have also 

been developed in relational database environment.  

Architecture, given in Figure 3-2, depicts the overall business process of medical billing 

along with major components of the system. Key point of the system is that it merges data 

mining (production rule mining), and rule based expert systems technology with implementation 

in relational database environment.  
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3.5 External Components 

Proposed system is represented by dotted box in Figure 3-2. Many modules are interacting with 

it from outside which can be termed as external components. Descriptions of these external 

modules are given below:  

3.5.1 Medical Billing Software 

Daily three shifts (8 hours each) of billing executives use medical billing software to insert 

medical claims‘ data into the main operational database of the company. Medical billing 

software is custom built software being maintained by Soft team of the company designed and 

developed for healthcare data entry. 

3.5.2 Company‟s Website 

Medical providers use company‘s Website to view status of their medical bills. They can use 

Website for adding new patients, appointments and other related information which is directly 

stored in main database of the company. 

3.5.3 EMR and Synchronization Server 

Many doctors use Electronic Medical Record (EMR) of the company especially after the health 

reform done by the US government, which requires medical practitioners to use EMRs in order 

to get incentives and avoid penalties (Ishtiaq & Ali, 2010). EMR developed by the company is 

certified for ‗meaningful use‘ which means its users can get incentive amounts and avoid 

penalties. EMR of the company is a desktop application which stores data in Microsoft SQL 

Server at the backend installed at doctor‘s office. Medical claims‘ data is copied from practice 

(doctor‘s) office to the main database server of the company over the Internet by custom built 

data synchronization software (shown as ‗sync server‘ at bottom left of Figure 3-2).   

3.5.4 Import Files (HL7, Amazing Charts) 

Many clients of the company use EMRs of other companies like MediSoft (Medisoft The Total 

Revenue Cycle Solution For Physicians, 2009), and Amazing Charts etc. These EMRs export 
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data in the form of text files in Health Level 7 (HL7) format. HL7 is standard format for 

transferring medical data between different locations. A module in medical billing software, 

imports these HL7 files containing medical billing data to the main operational database of the 

company.  

3.5.5 Servers of New Practices 

Complete patients‘ data of new practices which joins the company is imported directly into the 

main database of the company with the help of SQL scripts manually developed by IT 

department. Data of new practices has a lot of information missing in it. Insurances are mapped 

with those already coded in the company‘s database. Similarly, a lot of transformation is required 

for new practice‘s data. Due to the required transformations and data changes, a lot of 

inconsistencies creep into new practice‘s data. To find those inconsistencies, RBS (i.e. system 

developed during this research work) processes all the claims imported into the main database 

before submitting to insurances.  

Data from all the external components mentioned above, is imported to the main database 

of the company which is then processed by the rule based learning apprentice system before 

submitting to insurances.  

3.6 Domain Users 

There are different types of users, who use RBS and medical billing related software. Different 

types of users have different qualifications, experiences, and qualities. 

3.6.1 Medical Providers 

Term ‗Medical provider‘ is used for doctors, physicians, surgeons, skilled nurses, and any person 

who can claim for reimbursement of services provided to patients. Few years back providers 

were mainly concerned with patient checkup and treatment, they rarely used any software or 

Website. Most of the providers were doing paper work for their duties. In recent years, many 

providers have started using Electronic Medical Records (EMR) also known as Electronic Health 

Record (EHR), Websites, and other healthcare related software.  
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3.6.2 Practices‟ Office Staff  

 Even if providers fully use EMR, staff at provider‘s office also needs to use desktop or Web-

based EMR/EHR to enter a lot of information of patients. When a patient comes to visit a 

provider, office staff of provider inserts basic data of the patient like demographics, vital signs, 

and past medical history etc. into the electronic database prior to check up from provider. In this 

way a lot of time of provider is saved. 

Some providers have their staff for billing related activities i.e. submitting claims to 

insurances and doing follow up till payments are received. This is termed as ‗In-house billing‘. 

3.6.3 Billing Executives 

Medical paper bills in the form of scanned images are received by the medical billing company 

where billing executives insert medical data into the main operational database of the company 

by reading data from the scanned images and using billing software of the company. Billing 

executives are simple graduates with a little background in computer science. At initial level, 

they just enter data. After some years of experience they start claims‘ follow up by 

communicating with insurances. In Figure 3-2, billing executives are shown on left side near the 

‗Billing Software‘.  

3.6.4 Domain Experts 

Persons with comprehensive knowledge of medical billing can be termed as domain experts. 

Normally, billing executives having medical billing experience of more than three years can be 

termed as domain experts. Users with this much experience, are normally working as Team leads 

and Managers. They supervise the billing activities done by billing executives. 

3.6.5 Knowledge Engineers 

A selected group of domain experts works as knowledge engineers. They use knowledge editor 

to edit rules and manage knowledge base of the system. They do analysis related to rules 

category, severity and priority. They coordinate with domain users to improve the knowledge 

base and justify the challenged rules. They also coordinate with team of developers, who develop 
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and maintain the rule based system for improving the knowledge base and knowledge editor of 

the rule based learning apprentice system. 

They monitor the performance of individual rules and enable, or disable, or modify them 

on the basis of their analysis and feedback from operations. Knowledge engineers are shown at 

top left corner of Figure 3-2. They use Knowledge editor and medical billing software and also 

use emails for communicating and coordinating with other teams. 

3.6.6 RBS Developers 

A group of programmers, who works on development and maintenance of RBS system, is known 

as RBS development team. They have qualification related to computer science and software 

engineering, and have knowledge of computer programming languages. They use knowledge 

editor and Microsoft SQL Server Management Studio for editing of knowledge base. 

Main modules of the system developed during this research work are‘ rule based engine‘ 

and ‗knowledge editor‘.  Initially rules were developed by RBS programmers directly in SQL 

environment. Later knowledge editor was built by RBS development team so that knowledge 

engineer could build rules by themselves (Abdullah, et al., 2012a).   

3.7 Study Flow 

Time durations of different phases of the study are given below. 

 Domains‘ Research: July 2007 to Mar 2008: Studying technology domains of data 

mining and rule based expert system, also understanding the target testing domain i.e. 

medical billing compliance.  

 Analysis and Development Period:  Mar 2008 to Dec 2009:- The RBS was developed, 

tested and deployed during March 2008 to December 2009.  

 Operation Period:  Jan 2010 -- to current date: System is operational from January 

2010 to current date i.e. date of submission of this dissertation. 

 Study Evaluation Period:  Last Quarter 2011 (i.e. Oct-Dec 2011):  Medical claims data 

of the last quarter of 2011 is target of the study and analysis. 
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 Study Activity period: First quarter 2012 (Jan – Mar 2012): Evaluation of the system 

was performed during first quarter of 2012. Experiment for calculating manual working 

time to correct each specific error was performed during this study activity period. 

There are millions of records in logs maintained by the system in relational database of 

the company. Extending the duration of evaluation period was not feasible due to huge volumes 

of data. 

3.8 Performance Measurement  

Performance evaluation of the data mining driven rule based expert system developed as a result 

of this research work is discussed in detail in chapter 7 of this research report.  This section 

describes the parameters which have been used for checking the validity of the research 

hypothesis. 

Performance (working efficiency) of rule based system can be measured in terms of 

number of claims processed for number of checks in a specific interval of time. Performance of 

RBS is good if it processes more and more claims for more checks in minimum amount of time. 

Performance is directly proportional to the number of claims processed and number of rules.  

Performance is inversely proportional to the amount of processing time. Performance 

(efficiency) of the system can be calculated as: 

Performance (Efficiency) = (Number of Rules × Number of Claims) / Total Processing time 

For a given claim, not all the rules are executed by the system. Rule selection algorithm 

filters and find the suitable rules for any specific given claim. Those rules are selected and 

applied on a claim, which are marked for the practice for the payer.  Higher the rule count better 

is the performance of the system. 

Usefulness of individual rules is very important. If a rule is correct and is correctly 

implemented yet it does not affect any claim then it is of no use costing only processing time to 

the system. Usefulness of a rule is also termed as benefit of the rule. 
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3.8.1 Processing Time Saved 

In the knowledge base of the system, there is a special type of rules known as ‗blue rules‘ which 

modify the claims. These rules save the time of user which would have been spent for claim 

corrections. From rule application log, executions of such rules are counted and total processing 

time saved is calculated. Auto correction rules i.e. ‗blue rules‘ benefit in saving manual working 

time of faulty claims. 

3.8.2 Aging of Claims with Same Errors 

Main advantage of the rule based system (RBS) is in terms of time saved by blocking faulty 

claims. Instead of letting the faulty claims pass to insurance and getting rejected, RBS blocks 

them before submission and user is asked to correct the faults. In this way, a lot of time is saved 

as insurance may take many days to process a faulty claim and finally reject it.  

 We can consider insurance time spent for processing faulty claim, as time saved by the 

production rule. Time saved by every rule has been estimated using following methods: 

 Same claim first rejected by insurance then corrected by RBS and paid by insurance. First 

processing time taken by insurance, when it rejected the claim, is noted as time saved by the 

rule per claim. 

 Time taken by similar claims (having same fault); some submitted to insurance without 

processing from RBS, and some processed by RBS, corrected and then submitted to RBS. 

Average difference in time till all the claims are paid, is noted as time saved by the rule per 

claim. 

 Medical billing data of previous years is used for finding the time saved per claim for most of 

the rules. For each rule claims with same error (for which the rule is built) identified from 

historic data, and then averaged the first insurance aging (i.e. processing time before the 

claim rejection), to calculate time saved by the rule per claim. 

Claims with critical errors are rejected in 1 day, i.e. termed as ‗rejected at first level‘. 

Claims rejected after some processing are termed as ‗rejected at second level‘, and they take 
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minimum of 2 to maximum of 14 days in insurance processing before rejections. Different 

claims can be under processing at the same time by different insurance payers or even by the 

same insurance payers. Insurance processes claims in batches and as described earlier, claim 

aging depends upon insurance itself and the type of error in the claim.  

3.8.3 Average Development Time of Checks and Rules 

Average time for implementation of medical billing compliance related checks using 

conventional programming tools and using production rules has been proposed as another 

parameter to measure benefits provided by the proposed systems.  Average development time 

using both techniques has been calculated by an experiment, details of which have been 

described in the last chapter (i.e. chapter 7). 

Every medical provider (client of the billing company) has given its instructions known 

as ‗Special Instructions‘ related to medical coding and billing. Before the implementation of 

RBS, developers of ‗billing software‘ of the company have tried their best to automate those 

instructions given by the providers. However it has never been possible to encode those special 

instructions of the providers in billing software. After the implementation of approximately half 

of the instructions, performance of billing software considerably reduced; eventually, those 

implemented instructions were removed from the billing software. In RBS, detail given in 

chapter 7, it has been very easy and fast to implement providers‘ special instructions without any 

effect on the system‘s performance. Approximately, 500 special instruction rules have been 

developed and are operational.  

3.9 Implementation Tools of the Proposed System 

Structured Query Language (SQL), in Microsoft SQL Server 2005, has been used as a tool for 

development of RBS engine. Similarly, Microsoft SQL Server 2005 has been used for 

implementation of proposed production rule mining algorithm. No other specialized data mining 

tool has been used for implementation of rule mining algorithm. C# in Microsoft Visual Studio 

2005 has been used for the development of Knowledge Editor (KE). KE is a desktop application 

developed during the current research for the editing of knowledge base of the system.   
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There are two main reasons for choosing SQL as programming language for the 

development of the rule based engine and implementation of production rule mining algorithm 

during this research work. Firstly, all the operational data related to medical billing is being 

saved in SQL server. If specialized tool of AI, such as LISP or Prolog, would have been used for 

implementation of the system, then data transformation would have been required i.e. reading 

data from operational database, processing it in AI tool and transferring the results back to 

operational environment. It would have been a long and difficult process. Therefore, database 

language i.e. SQL has been selected to implement AI concepts (production rule mining and rule 

based engine).  

Second main motivation behind using SQL as a programming language for this applied 

AI related research work is that SQL server operates as an interpreter.  A compiler can compile a 

code which is later executed; however code remains unchanged at runtime. A compiler cannot 

execute data, as data is updated at runtime, while an interpreter (such as LISP, Prolog and SQL 

server as well) can treat data as part of code. Production rules are part of data and can be 

executed by the SQL server. Similarly, production rules can be added and deleted at runtime, 

thus giving flexibility and dynamic behavior of AI tools.  

3.10 Chapter Summary 

Research and development work has been done at a medical billing company for more than three 

years. Data of thousands of patients‘ claims have been imported in the main operation database 

of the company. This chapter presented architecture of the data mining driven rule based learning 

apprentice system developed for medical billing compliance. Knowledge base, rule engine, 

knowledge editor, and data mining module are the main components of the system. In the 

knowledge base, rules are represented as SQL queries with associated attributes. Rule engine has 

been developed using SQL in the form of stored procedures. Knowledge editor provides an 

interface to domain experts to manually edit the knowledge base. To speed up the knowledge 

acquisition process and to find the useful hidden information, a production rule mining algorithm 

has been implemented. Billing executives use medical billing software to feed data into the 

database. Domain experts perform analysis of the data and do knowledge engineering tasks like 
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editing of rules, validation of rules, and following up the claims blocked by the system due to 

medical billing errors. 

The proposed measure (i.e. ‗time saved‘) is of three types: ‗development time saved‘, 

‗processing time saved‘ and ‗claim aging time saved‘. Development time saved is the amount of 

extra time which would have been required to implement all the rules in the form of hard coded 

checks. Processing time saved is the amount of time which users (billing executives) would have 

spent on the billing software for correcting the faulty claims, however RBS has done all those 

corrections in the faulty claims by itself. Aging time saved is the number of days a claim is paid 

earlier due to my rule based system. Details have been given in chapter 7 to show how the 

proposed system has saved these three types of times. 

Architecture presented here can be mapped to other knowledge rich domain by feeding 

knowledge of the domain to the knowledge base of the system in the form of production rules.  
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Chapter 4: Data Warehouse Design and Algorithm for Production 

Rule Mining 

4.1 Introduction 

This chapter describes a production rule mining algorithm and design of a data warehouse which 

facilitates production rule mining from medical billing data. Approximate star schema has been 

used for development of the data warehouse. Rejected medical claims get corrected in 

operational database. Payments are received against corrected claims. To learn new rules 

algorithm needs both versions of a claim, termed as ‗record couple‘. A ‗data storage‘ (termed as 

data warehouse) is required to keep all versions of claims. Mining action part of production rules 

is concerned with identifying ‗what‘ has been done to the rejected version of a claim in order to 

correct it.  

Production rules, after verification from domain experts, are used by a rule based system. 

Extracted rules are in descriptive form as well as in the form of SQL queries. Mining algorithm 

described in this chapter is unique in the sense that it deals with the mining of production rules, 

not classification rules or association rules. Production rule mining is different from mining of 

association rules and classification rules. Knowledge base of a rule based system consists of 

production rules (not association rules or classification rules) 

4.2 Need of the Data Warehouse 

Development and maintenance of a data warehouse needs resources and consumes money, 

therefore it is important to justify the need of the data warehouse for this research work.  

Claims‘ data from multiple sources comes to the main operational database of the 

company. Operational database saves final version of every claim. If a claim gets rejected due to 

some error or data entry mistake, it is corrected and the corrected version is submitted to 

insurance again. Erroneous data of claims is updated to remove errors. Therefore, operational 

database cannot give us that particular data of claim for which any claim get rejected from 

insurance. Production rule mining algorithm proposed in this research needs both rejected and 
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corrected versions of a claim. Therefore, in order to implement the production rule mining 

algorithm, it was necessary to keep both rejected and corrected versions of a claim. In order to 

avoid any extra burden on operational database, a separate data repository was developed to store 

rejected and accepted versions of claims. Further, to make the selection fast from the data 

repository, it has been designed in de-normalized form. We can term the data repository as data 

warehouse of the company.  

4.3 Proposed Design of the Data Warehouse  

Figure 4-1 shows design of the data warehouse based on medical billing data. Data warehouse 

has been designed to extract production rules on the basis of those rejected claims which get paid 

after manual correction. Operational data of the organization may not be used for this purpose as 

rejected versions of claims are corrected and sent back to insurance for reimbursement. 

Operationally it is not suitable to keep all modified versions of a claim in an operational 

database; therefore, only final corrected (and paid) version of a claim is kept in operational 

database.Data is in normalized form in operational database and it is required to be in de-

normalized form in data warehouse, for efficiency purpose and for easy selection. 

Another major difference between operational database and data warehouse is the use of 

primary keys. In operational database, primary key are logical i.e. IDs are generated with some 

logic (e.g. ‗Practice code‘ appended with ‗serial number‘ to form a patient ID); while in data 

warehouse, primary key is physical i.e. an auto generated serial number which increments when 

new record (or even an existing record) is inserted. Physical primary key is used in all dimension 

tables and fact tables of the data warehouse. 

In all companies and organizations which are related to medical billing or medical claim 

processing, entities of medical billing process are almost same e.g. patient, provider, and payer 

etc. Therefore data warehouse design presented here, after making required changes, can be 

utilized in any application related to medical claim processing.  

Data warehouse derived from the operational database is shown in Figure 4-1. It is 

approximately star schema with 16 dimension tables and 3 fact tables. 
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Figure 4-1: Proposed Data Warehouse Design (Approximate Star Schema) 
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Entity relationship diagram of operational database is shown in Figure 4-2. In operational 

database, data is in normalized form. Main entities are patient, provider, payer, and claim. 

Following section describes fact tables and dimension tables of the data warehouse. 

4.3.1 Fact Tables 

Data warehouse of the system shown in Figure 4-1 has fact tables in the middle surrounded by 

dimension tables, thus forming an approximate star schema. Since payments are made by the 

insurance payers on the basis of Current Procedure Terminology (CPT), therefore data 

warehouse is CPT/procedure centric. Fact table ‗FctClaimProcedure‘ is the main table containing 

detailed information. A fact table ‗FctClaimNotes‘ is included in data warehouse design to store 

Claim 
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Figure 4-2: Main Portion of Operational Database 
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notes about claims. Every claim has multiple note entries for storing comments by the domain 

users during different stages of claim processing. Therefore a lot of data, in natural language 

form, is associated with claims. This data is stored in ‗FctClaimtNotes‘ fact table of data 

warehouse.  

 Almost all dimension tables are linked at procedure level i.e. ‗FctClaimProcedure‘ 

instead of claim level, unlike claim-insurance table of production database. Similarly in 

operational database, procedure level data is divided in two parts, first part contains procedures 

(i.e. CPTs with their related diagnoses (ICDs) and the other part contains data related to 

payments, rejections, or adjustments of the applied procedures. Adjustment is the part of billed 

amount which is not reimbursed to the provider by the payer while rejection is the part of billed 

amount which is paid by the insurance payer after correction of the claim. ‗Procedure‘ is being 

used as the granularity of medical billing data for charges and payments. Claim which is the 

main entity of medical billing data is represented as a dimension.    

Claim dimension table along with ‗FctClaimProcedure‘ table is being used for mining 

claim level rules. For example, the two CPTs used in a single claim like Correct Coding 

Initiative (CCI), and Mutually Exclusive Edits (MEE) etc. Measures which are visualized at 

claim level include ‗daily rejected claims‘ and ‗claim payment ratio‘ 

4.3.2 Dimension Tables 

After ‗CPT‘, next main entity is the claim. It is represented by ‗DmClaim‘ dimension table. This 

table contains claim level information. Although this table stores claim level facts yet it is 

dimension table of procedure level information stored in ‗FctClaimProcedure‘, therefore it has 

been defined as dimension table. All other tables related to claims and procedures are in de-

normalized form. 

 In operational database, insurance payers‘ information is in normalized form. It is split 

into three tables namely: ‗insurances‘, ‗InsurancePayers‘ and ‗InsuranceCategory‘. In data 

warehouse, all three insurance related tables have been de-normalized and defined as 

‗DmInsurance‘. Given below is the description of other dimension tables of the data warehouse. 
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DmSpecialization contains information about specialties.  Similarly dimension table 

‗DmTaxonomy‘ stores list of taxonomy codes of each specialty. 

Detail data of referral physicians is stored in dimension table ‗DmRefPhysician‘. 

‗DmProvider‘ dimension table stores data of medical providers. Providers receive payments from 

insurances as reimbursement to their services rendered to patients. One practice can have 

multiple providers. Practice level information is stored in DmPractice dimension table. 

Dimension tables ‗DmLocation‘ and ‗DmFacility‘ store information related to location and 

facility of all practices respectively. 

‗DmPatient‘ dimension table stores patient demographics data. Personal data of all 

patients of all practices is stored in this dimension table. In operational database, guarantor is 

related to patient. In my data warehouse, information of all guarantors is stored in dimension 

table ‗DmGuarantor‘. 

A claim contains one or more procedure codes which have been applied by the provider 

on the patient. There is a list of valid procedures which is quarterly updated by American 

Medical Association (AMA). In the data warehouse of the system, this list of CPTs is stored in 

‗DmProcedure‘ dimension table. 

Similarly, ‗DmDiagnosis‘ dimension table stores the information of diagnoses. Providers 

apply diagnosis codes in every claim in order to mention the diseases. 

Records of all possible adjustments, their codes, and description are being stored in 

dimension table ‗DmAdjustment‘. Insurances use one of the adjustments to right-off some 

amount from a claim. Adjusted amount is liability of none i.e. providers do not receive the 

amount adjusted by the insurance. Similarly, insurances reject some claims due to missing or 

erroneous information. These rejection codes along with their descriptions are stored in 

‗DmRejections‘ dimension table. Dimension table to store particulars of users of billing software 

is defined as ‗DmUser‘. It is also an important table in order to analyze working efficiency of the 

operation department. ‗DmDateTime‘ dimension is used to represent date time in the data 

warehouse. It is an important dimension in every data warehouse. Most of the reports includes 

date time dimension. 
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4.3.3 Data Import Module 

Data from normalized tables of operational database is extracted and loaded in de-normalized 

dimension tables and fact tables of the data warehouse. This job is done by a data warehouse 

loading module developed during this research work using Microsoft SQL Server Integration 

Services (SSIS). Records created or modified in specific interval are fetched from production 

database and inserted in data warehouse tables. Modified records are not updated in data 

warehouse rather they are inserted as new. Log of loading time is maintained in an ‗interval_log‘ 

table. Next interval is calculated as time duration between current date time and date time of the 

last loading event. 

Normally, data warehouse loading is done on daily basis. A database job is scheduled at 6 

A.M. (every day) to start data warehouse loading module. All the transformation of data from 

normalized operational database is done by this module in order to convert it into de-normalized 

format of data warehouse. 

4.4 Production Rule Mining 

In almost every real life domain millions of records / tuples / transactions are processed every 

day. Processing system can reject a tuple if some required data is missing or is inconsistent or is 

in wrong format. In this thesis terms ‗record‘ and ‗tuple‘ has been used interchangeably. 

Proposed algorithm is not for the domains in which some objects got accepted and others 

got rejected by a processing system. For example, in case of university admission applications, 

some applicants get accepted while others get rejected. Proposed algorithm is for application 

domains in which same object has accepted state, which was previously in rejected state. Such as 

a student passing a previously failed course, a medical claim accepted by insurance which got 

rejected initially due to some missing information. Algorithm tries to find differences between 

accepted and rejected states of same object, and compare differences of all other objects of same 

rejection type. 

Purpose of this production rule mining algorithm is to identify what corrective action is 

performed on a rejected record in order to correct it. In other words it analyzes the difference 

between faulty version and corrected version of a record.  
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Definition 1: A 'record couple' (RC) is collection of two records, (or two versions of the same 

record), last one in which the record was without any errors and thus accepted by the processing 

system. And second last one in which the record has some faults and got rejected.  

Record Couple = Ĉ = {R, C} 

R = (Veid, RV1, RV2, RV3, ….., RVm) 

C = (Veid, CV1, CV2, CV3, ….., CVm) 

Veid = Veid  and   i : RVi ≠ CVi 

Where ‗R‘ and ‗C‘ both belong to relation ‗S‘, whereas S is collection of ‗m‘ fields. 

S = {A1, A2, A3, .….. ,Am } 

Where Veid is value of identification attribute of a relation S, having same value in ‗R‘ and ‗C‘ 

means both records refer to same entity, ‗R‘ is rejected or faulty version of the tuple, and ‗C‘ is 

corrected version of same tuple that is accepted by a system. ‗RVi‘ is value of i
th

 attribute in 

rejected tuple and ‗CVi‘ is value of ith attribute in accepted tuple.  

Definition 2: A ‗rejection‘ is a text message describing a fault and have associated one or more 

record couples. 

 Ř = {ĝ, Ĉ1, Ĉ2, Ĉ3, … , Ĉn} 

Where Ř is the rejection, ĝ is a text message mentioning rejection reason and Ĉ1  …Ĉn are record 

couples. 

Definition 3: Attributes of faulty records mentioned in text message of a rejection have been 

termed as „focused attributes‟. 

Ā = focus (Ř):  Ā  ĝ 

Where Ā is focused attribute of rejection Ř because it is mentioned in rejection message ĝ. 

Difference within a record couple (i.e. between faulty and corrected versions of a tuple) is 

actually the corrective action performed on the record (to eliminate the rejection). If same action 
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is performed in all record couples of a rejection, then we have 100 % confidence for that action 

against the rejection. Same/similar attribute values in all record couples of a rejection with same 

action identify 'when' that action needs to be performed. 

For example, value for the attribute ‗gender‘ of a person is compulsory in some domains 

and may not be compulsory in other domains. A system which requires the value of ‗gender‘ 

attribute will reject the person record if value of gender attribute is missing. Record cannot be 

processed further without inserting the value of ‗gender‘ attribute. Record couple of this rejection 

is shown in Table 4-1 with the message ‗patient gender missing‘. In accepted version of the same 

record value of ‗gender‘ attribute has been inserted.  

 

Table 4-1: A record couple of rejection „patient gender missing‟ 

SR Claim No Payer Code Patient 

Account 

Gender ………… 

1 10023 5001 203  ………… 

2 10023 5001 203 Male …………. 

 

Second example of record couple is from healthcare domain. Logically, the date of 

service (DOS) cannot be before the date of birth (DOB) of a patient. So if mistakenly a record 

has been inserted with date of service prior to the date of birth of a patient, then the record will 

be rejected when processed by a system. Table 4-2 shows rejected and accepted records making 

a record couple associated with rejection. 

 

Table 4-2: A Record couple of „invalid accident date‟ rejection 

SR Claim No DOS Patient 

Account 

DOB ………… 

1 10023 2009/12/02 203 2009/12/01 ………… 

2 10023 2009/12/01 203 2009/12/01 …………. 
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4.5 Master Algorithm (A1) for Production Rule Mining; 

This is the outer main algorithm which calls other sub-algorithms (A2, A3, A4). It inputs all 

rejections received from insurances, process them one by one, and returns list of production rules 

mined from historic data related to those rejections. 

Formulation: Given a dataset „D‟ of „n‟ rejections where every rejection has a rejection 

message and one or more record couples. Each record couple has rejected and accepted records 

such that every rejected record has a corrected record associated with it, also given threshold 

confidence ĉ and threshold support ŝ, algorithm produces „W‟ production rules. 

D = {Ř1, Ř2, Ř3, Ř4, …. , Řn}     

Where rejection Řm has a rejection message ĝm and one or more record couples Ĉm1, Ĉm2, Ĉm3,… 

Ĉmk associated with it.  

Ř1 = { ĝ1, Ĉ11, Ĉ12, Ĉ13, … , Ĉ1j } 

. 

. 

. 

Řm = { ĝm, Ĉm1, Ĉ m2, Ĉ m3, … , Ĉ mk } 

. 

. 

. 

Řn = { ĝn, Ĉn1, Ĉ n2, Ĉ n3, … , Ĉ nh } 

Steps:-  

1. For each  i = 1 to ‗n‟,  Ři  i
th

  rejection do following steps; 

1.1.  If support (Ři) > ŝ , goto step 2; else goto 1 for i = i+1 . 

1.2.  On the basis of focused attributes Ā  

1.2.1. Generate ‗R-Table‘ and ‗C-Table‘ containing ‗rejected values‘ and ‗corrected 
values‘ respectively, extracted from all record couples of rejection Ři. 

1.2.2. For each focused attribute Āi build template pattern (TP) by applying string 
generalization algorithm B1 on ‗C-Table‘ (i.e. table containing corrected records). 

TP = Algorithm B1(Ř, Āi , C-Table)   

where Ř is rejection being processed and Āi is i
th

 focused attribute. 

1.3.  For each j = 1 to k, Ĉij is j
th

 record couple of i
th

  rejection. 

Apply What-algorithm Algorithm A2 (Ĉij) to update ‗What-table‘, 
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1.4.  Apply When-algorithm Algorithm A3 (Ři, ŝ) to create ‗When-table‘, 

1.5.  Develop a combined ‗What-When-count‘ by merging ‗what-count‘ and ‗when-count‘ , 

1.6.  Apply Generate_rules Algorithm A4 (‗What-When-count‘, ĉ) to generate „W‟ production 

rules. 

2. Return all the rules generated by the production rule mining algorithm from all rejections. 

‗Support‘ is the number of record couples belonging to a rejection divided by total number of 

record couples belonging to all rejections. Support should be enough for any rejection to be 

considered for mining. 

support (Ři) = 




n

j

jCcout

count

1

i

)(

)C(
 

Where Ři is ith rejection, Ci are ‗count (Ci)‘ is the count of record couples associated with 

i
th

 rejection, and ‗count (Cj)‘ is count of all rejections from 1 to n, assuming „n‟ as total number 

of rejections. 

Figure 4-3: Production Rule Mining Algorithm 

 

A1. Production Rule Mining 

 

 

Step1: Record couple matching, to generate 

‗what-table‘ 

(‘what-count’ table generation) 

Step2: Condition mining, to generate ‗when-

table‘ 

(‘when-count’ table generation) 

Step 3: Merge both tables to build ‗what-

when-table‘ 

Step 4: Production rule generation 
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Flow chart of production rule mining algorithm (marked as A1) is shown in Figure 4-3. It 

further invokes three sub-algorithms i.e. A2, A3, and A4. Algorithm A2 process one record 

couple at a time and analyze ‗what‘ action has been performed to correct a record, or in other 

words, what is the difference between rejected record and corrected record, within are record 

couple. It returns a ‗what-table‘ containing record couple count for each action associated with 

one rejection. Algorithm A3 analyzes all records of a rejection and tries to analyze ‗when‘ the 

rejection occurs. It returns ‗when-table‘ as output.  In the third step both ‗what-table‘ and ‗when-

table‘ are merged to form ‗what-when-table‘ containing count of record couples with respect to 

every action and condition. At the end Sub-algorithm A4 generates production rules using ‗what-

when-table‘ and reason-action mapping table.  

Details of these sub-algorithms have been described below: 

4.6 Record Couple Matching Sub-algorithm (A2) 

It is the important algorithm of production rule mining process. It updates the count of ‗what‘ 

action performed by the user to correct erroneous records of the same rejection type. 

Formulation: Input template patterns of focused attributes and a record couple Ĉ containing 

erroneous and rejected record R and corrected record C. Algorithm updates „what-table‟ i.e. list 

of actions preformed along with number of record couples. 

Record Couple = Ĉ = {R, C} 

R = (Veid, RV1, RV2, RV3, ….., RVm) 

C = (Veid, CV1, CV2, CV3, ….., CVm) 

Veid = Veid  and   i : RVi ≠ CVi 

Algorithm (A2):- 

Input: a record couple Ĉ, template patterns (TPs) 

Output: entries in what-table 

1. Get all attributes of a record couple Ĉ 

2. For each attribute Ai where i = 1 to m i.e. the total number of attributes in a record couple, do 
the following:   
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2.1 If  (Rvi = Cvi) then goto next attribute with i = i  + 1 else if RVi ≠ CVi then goto the next 
step  i.e. 2.2 . 

2.2 If (Rvi = φ and Cvi ≠ φ), then  

Update (‗Ai value missing‘) and go to step 2.1 with i = i  + 1.  

2.3 If (Rvi ≠ φ and Cvi ≠ φ) then use datatype (Ai) to get data type of i
th

 attribute Ai and use it 

in the following steps; 

2.4  if (datatype(Ai) = ‗datetime‘) then perform following steps and go to 2.1 with i = i  + 1. 

 2.4.1 if (isdate(Cvi) = true and isdate(Rvi) = false) then  

Update (‗Ai should be valid datetime‘) 

 2.4.2 let Cvj is the value of j
th

 focused attribute Āj such that Āj ≠ Ai.  

Cvj  for  j = 1 to | Ā |  do; 

2.4.2.1 if (Rvi < Cvj and Cvi >= Cvj) then 

Update (‗Ai should be greater or equal to Āj‘). 

2.4.2.2 if (Rvi >= Cvj and Cvi < Cvj) then 

Update (‗Ai should be less than to Āj‘). 

2.5 if (datatype (Ai) = ‗numeric‘) then perform following steps and go to 2.1 with i = i  + 1. 

 2.5.1 if (iszero(Cvi) = true and iszero(Rvi) = false), then  Update (‗Value of Ai should be 
zero‘) 

2.5.2 if (Cvi > 0 and Rvi < 0) then  

Update (‗Value of Ai should be greater than zero‘) 

2.5.3 if (Cvi < 0 and Rvi > 0) then  

Update (‗Value of Ai should be less than zero‘) 

2.6 If (datatype (Ai) = ‗string‘) then pick the template pattern (TP) of the Ai generated in 
master algorithm A1 by applying sub-algorithm B1.  

 2.6.1 If (length (Rvi) ≠ length (TP) and length (Cvi) = length (TP)), then Update (‗length 

of Ai not valid‘) 

 2.6.2 If (prefix (Rvi) ≠ prefix (TP) and prefix (Cvi) = prefix (TP)), then Update (‗Ai Prefix 
missing or invalid‘) 

 2.6.3 If (suffix (Rvi) ≠ suffix (TP) and suffix (Cvi) = suffix (TP)), then Update (‗Ai Suffix 

missing or invalid‘) 

 2.6.4 If ((Rvi  Valid-Range (Ai) and Cvi  Valid-Range (Ai) ) OR  (Rvi  Invalid-Range 
(Ai) and Cvi  Invalid-Range (Ai))), 

then Update (‗Value of Ai not valid‘) 

2.8 If data type is not known, go to 2.1 for next attribute 
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3. Return updated ‗what-table‘.  

Update () function checks if the reason already exists in what-table then it increments couple 

count of the reason, otherwise insert a new reason with initial count of 1.  

4.7 String Generalization Sub-algorithm (B1): 

This algorithm generates string formats by generalizing string (varchar) values with respect to 

length, type, and predefined prefix or suffix character(s). This algorithm is used by algorithm A2 

described above. 

Given a rejection Ř = { ĝ, Ĉ1, Ĉ2, Ĉ3, … , Ĉj } where ĝ is the rejection message and Ĉs are the 

record couples associated with the rejection Ř. Also given an attribute A, required output is a 

string template pattern (TP) in specific format. 

Algorithm (B1):- 

Input: Rejection Ř, attribute A, and C-Table. 

Output: A generalized string template pattern (TP). 

Steps: 

1. A ‗C-table‘ is a list of values of attribute A from C i.e. corrected tuples of all record couples 
Ĉs of rejection Ř. 

C-table = (Cv1, Cv2, Cv3, …,Cvi, ... , Cvj) 

Where Cvi is the value of attribute ‗A‘ in corrected tuple of i
th

 record couple. 

2. Get the first value from C-table and assume it as a template i.e.  TP = Cv1 

3. Cvi  :  Cvi  C-table,   i = 2 to j }  do; 

3.1 Match each character of TP and Cvi. 

3.2 If corresponding characters are the same, then go to the next character. 

3.3 Else match their data types.  

3.4 Update TP by replacing the constant character with matching data types. 

4.   Store the template with count of records covered by it. 

5.  Now use next record (which is not covered by first format) as seed, and goto step 5 in order to 
generate other template and find its count. 

6.   Return TP with maximum count i.e. covering maximum number of corrected values. 

Data type conventions used by the string matching algorithm constructing template patterns are: 

\A = Alphabet character 
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\X = Alphanumeric character 

\N = Numeric character/digit 

\D = Data time 

\a = Optional Alphabet character 

\x = Optional Alphanumeric character 

\n = Optional Numeric character/digit 

4.8 Condition Mining Sub-algorithm (A3):  

This algorithm counts all values of focused attributes related to a rejection. After de-normalizing 

the dimension tables, fields identified from rejection description are focused. User can include or 

excludes attributes used in ‗when-table‘ mining. 

Formulation: Given a rejection Ř = {ĝ, Ĉ1, Ĉ2, Ĉ3, … , Ĉk }  and threshold support ŝ, algorithm 

returns when-table containing counts of attribute values in all record couples of the rejection Ři 

Steps: 

1. Get Ā = focus (Ř) where Ā = {Col1, Col2, .., Colw} is collection of attributes mentioned in 

rejection reason ĝ . 

2. Select an R-Table containing only rejected tuples of all record couples of rejection Ř, for 

focused attributes Ā and „eid‟ field. 

3. In R-Table, for each Coli where i = 1 to | Ā |, do 

For each Vj where j = 1 to z, and z is total number of possible values of Coli  

Insert tuple (Coli , Vj , count (Vj) )  into ‗when-table‘ 

4. Remove tuples from when-table having count less than threshold ŝ. 

5. Return ‗when-table‘ 

4.9 Rule Generation Sub-algorithm (A4) 

Before calling rule generation algorithm, what-when table is created by merging what-table (i.e. 

count of user actions, what user has done to resolve the rejection) and when-table (i.e. values of 

important attributes when user performed the action). So what-when table tells how many times 

user performed a specific action and in which situation to resolve the rejection. 
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Formulation: Given a what-when table generated by combining what-table and when-table, a 

threshold confidence ĉ, algorithm returns list of production rules. 

Rule generation algorithm is given below: 

Rule List: L = {}  //rule list initially empty 

Action: φ 

Condition: φ 

Rule: φ 

1. For each Row i of ‗what-when-table‘ do the following steps; 
1.1 Suppose  WWij is count value of i

th
 row (whati) and j

th
 column (Whenj) 

1.2  WWij > ĉ : Condition = Whenj ^ Condition  

1.3  Action = action (Whati) 

1.4 Rule = Condition  Action 

L = Rule  L 

2. Return rule list L 

 

Function call ‘action (Whati)‘ returns a stored procedure which will be stored as rule action. It is 

obtained from rule-action mapping table i.e. a list of rule actions for each user action (what user 

has done to correct the record, is mapped with what rule action procedure will be used in the new 

production rule). 

Confidence can be individual measure of when (condition) and what (user action) or it can 

be a combined measure of ‗What-When‘ segments. Threshold is the minimum value of both 

What-When counts which allows generation of rule in the form ‗When ==> What‘. It is in the 

form of percentage couple count. Its value is set and changed by the knowledge engineer. To see 

number of production rules generated. 

Confidence of a production rule can be calculated by the following formula; 

confidence (Rule) = 
T

P
 

Where ‗P‘ is ‗record couple‘ count in which both ‗What‘ (Action) and ‗When‘ (condition) 

exists, and T is the total couple count belonging to a rejection.  

After rule generation algorithm has identified ‗what‘ has been done for making an ‗R‘ 

version (rejected version) of a record in order to correct it. However, it is not easy to identify 
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‗how‘ it has been done. In some cases it is possible while in other cases it is not possible to 

identify ‗how‘ the action has been performed or from where corrected data has come. Therefore 

rule generation algorithm uses ‗user action- rule action‘ mapping table (a sample table is given 

below as Table 4-4), to append action part of production rules being extracted. 

4.10 Production Rule Mining From Medical Billing Data  

Algorithm described in previous section has been tested in medical claim processing domain. 

Algorithm extracted production rules from medical billing data which were used by a rule based 

system for scrubbing medical claims i.e. detecting errors and performing small, legitimate, and 

corrective actions.  

4.10.1 Algorithm Objects in Medical Billing Domain 

Text-Schema conversion table (with sample records shown in Table 4-3) is used by the algorithm. 

Table 4-3: Some records of „text-schema conversion table‟ 

SR Table 
Text 

Table Column 

Text 
Column 

1 Pat DmPatient Acc Dt Accident_date 

2 Payer DmInsurance Identifier Policy_Number 

3 Insurance DmInsurance State State 

4 Subscriber DmPatient Payer Payer_ID 

5 Subscriber DmPatient Birth date DOB 

 

Simple select command is used to get focused columns from ‗Text-Schema Conversion Table‘. 

These columns are also used in algorithm B1 and A2. User action and rule action mapping table, 

used for attaching action part of a production rule, is shown as Table 4-4 given below. This table 

is used by algorithm A4 during production rule generation process. 
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Table 4-4: Reason-Action (i.e. user action – rule action) mapping table 

SR Reason Action of production rule 

1 Datetime value is less than 
other column value 

Store other column as datetime 
of the current column 

2 Datetime value is greater than 
other column value 

Store other column as datetime 
of the current column 

3 Predefined prefix missing Attach the prefix 

4 Predefined suffix missing Append the suffix 

5 Required character missing 
inside string value 

Insert the required character at 
specified position 

6 
Negative value stored where 

non negative value is 
required 

Change the sign to + ive 

7 Datetime is less than 1900 
(i.e. century digit is 18) 

Change the century digits to 19 
(as 18 is not allowed in SQL) 

8 Value from invalid list 
inserted 

Block the claim 

9 Value not from predefined 
list of values 

Block the claim 

10 Default action Block the claim 

 

4.10.2 Testing of Production Rule Mining Algorithm  

After implementation, before moving to operation, following three datasets were used for testing 

production rule mining algorithm described above. Mined rules were in descriptive form as well 

as in equivalent SQL query form. Threshold (minimum) support was kept high in order to avoid 

large number of rules generation. After some test run, (before major execution), suitable value 

found for minimum support was 50. 

Dataset 1: Rejection message: ―Patient Zip code required.” 

A Sample dataset of 500 claims (two records for each claim, one rejected from insurance 

and other corrected by user and accepted by insurance), was given to the production rule mining 
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algorithm for testing purpose. A sample of 5 claims (10 records) is shown in Table 4-5 given as 

follows. In Table 4-5, shaded records (having SR 1, 3, 5) are ‗R‘ (i.e. rejected from insurance 

payer), while others (having SR 2, 4, 6) are ‗C‘ corrected versions of corresponding claims. User 

inserted zip code in order to correct the claim.  Many such record couples are input of production 

rule mining algorithm (A1). 

Table 4-5: A portion of dataset 1, showing three record couples (SR 1-2, 3-4, 5-6) 

SR Claim No Payer Code Patient 

Account 

Zip Code ………… 

1 100123 5001 203  ………… 

2 100123 5001 203 52134 …………. 

3 100135 5003 506 5234 ………….. 

4 100135 5003 506 52134 ………… 

5 100260 5001 423 22225-467 …………. 

6 100260 5001 423 22225-5467 …………. 

Table 4-6 and Table 4-7 given below, are generated by production rule mining algorithm 

containing rejected records and corrected records respectively, hence termed as R-Table and C-

Table.   

Table 4-6: A portion of R-Table of rejection dataset 1 

SR Claim_no Zip code 

1 100123  

3 100135 5234 

5 100260 22225-67 

 

Table 4-7: A portion of C-Table of rejection dataset 1 

SR Claim_no Zip code 

2 100123 52134 

4 100135 52134 

6 100260 22225-5467 
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Table 4-8 is generated by sub-algorithm A1. It shows that out of 500 record couples of sample 

dataset, 285 were corrected by inserting missing zip code and 149 were corrected by modifying 

the zip codes. Length of focused attribute i.e. ‗Zip code‘ as identified by string generalization sub-

algorithm is 5 and 9. Template patterns identified by the algorithm are ‗\N\N\N\N\N‘ and 

‗\N\N\N\N\N-\N\N\N\N‘.  

Table 4-8: A portion of what-table containing count of every user action 

SR Action Couple Count 

1 Zip code inserted 285 

2 
Zip code modified (due 

to invalid length) 
149 

3 Accident date inserted 8 

 

‗When-Table‘ generation sub-algorithm (A3) generated Table 4-9 given below; 

Table 4-9: A portion of when-table containing claim count for each attribute value of focused column 

SR Column Value Couple Count 

1 Zip code   285 

2 Zip code length 4 95 

3 Zip code length 8 54 

Table 4-10 is ‗what-when table‘ generated at third step of production rule mining algorithm (A1), 

by merging ‗what-table‘ and ‗when-table‘ tables. 

Table 4-10: A portion of what-when (action–condition) table 

What\When Condition 1 Condition 2 Condition 3 

1 Zip code inserted 285 0 0 

2 Zip code modified due to invalid length 0 95 54 

3 Accident date inserted 5 8 2 
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Encircled values are above threshold (i.e. 50) set by the user. Condition and action of encircled 

values are used by rule generation algorithm (A4) to generate production rules in the form: 

‗When‘ (Condition) => ‗What‘ (Action) 

In this case condition 1 is patient‘s zip code > = ‗‘, condition 2 is ‗length of patient zip code not 

equal 4 (i.e. less than 5)‘ and condition 3 is ‗length of patient zip is 8 (i.e. less than 9). Following 

rules have been extracted by the production rule mining algorithm. 

<Zip_code>  = „‟  block the claim 

Length (<zip_code>) not in (5, 9)  block the claim 

Sub-algorithm A4 (rule generation algorithm) has taken action part of above rules from 

‗user action-rule action‘ mapping table shown as Table 4-4. 

Dataset 2: A second data of 500 record couples associated with rejection “Subscriber primary 

identifier invalid for payer, it must be 8 to 14 alpha-numeric characters” was used for testing the 

algorithm.  

Table 4-11 given below is showing 5 record couples related to this rejection. Gray 

records (with SR 1, 3, 5, 7, 9) are rejected ones while others (with SR 2, 4, 6, 8) are corrected 

records of corresponding claims.  

Table 4-11: A portion of dataset 2 showing record couples of the rejection 

SR Claim No Payer Code Patient 

Account 

Policy  No ………… 

1 10023 500114 203 4513678 ………… 

2 10023 500114 203 04513678 …………. 

3 10045 500114 506  ………….. 

4 10045 500114 506 100000035185 ………… 

5 10060 500114 423  …………. 

6 10060 500114 423 100000122291 …………. 

7 10045 500114 506  ………….. 

8 10045 500114 506 100321112WA ………… 

9 10060 500114 423  …………. 

10 10060 500114 423 102220778WA …………. 
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User added preceding 0 to make the length of the policy number ‗04513678‘ valid for the payer 

(valid length is 8 to 14 alphanumeric characters). 

A table containing only corrected tuples extracted from all record couples of a rejection is 

termed as ‗C-Table‘. Similarly table containing all rejected tuples extracted from all record 

couples of a rejection, is termed as ‗R-Table‘. R-Table of dataset 2 is shown as Table 4-12. 

 

Table 4-12: A portion of R-Table of rejection dataset 2 

SR Claim No Policy Number Payer Code 

1 10023 4513678 500114 

3 10045 
 

500114 

5 10060 
 

500114 

7 10045 
 

500114 

9 10060 
 

500114 

C-Table generated from ‗C‘ (i.e. corrected) tuples of all record couples of the rejection dataset 2, 

is shown as Table 4-13 as follow;  

 

Table 4-13: A sample portion of C-Table of rejection dataset 2 

SR Claim No Policy Number Payer Code 

2 10023 004513678 500114 

4 10045 100000035185 500114 

6 10060 100000122291 500114 

8 10045 100321112WA 500114 

10 10060 102220778WA 500114 

 

For above C-Table format returned by string generalization algorithm is: 

‗\N\N\N\N\N\N\N\N\N\n\n\n\x\x‘ 

Table 4-14 is the ‗what-table‘ generated by sub-algorithm A2, containing count of actions 

identified by matching rejected and corrected records within all record couples of a rejection. 
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Table 4-14: A portion of what-table containing count of user actions 

SR Action Couple Count 

1 Policy number inserted 250 

2 
Policy number modified 

(due to invalid length) 
173 

 

‗When-Table‘ generation sub-algorithm (A3) generated Table 4-15 given below; 

Table 4-15: A portion of when-table containing claim count for each attribute value of focused columns 

SR Column Value Couple Count 

1 Policy number  250 

2 Policy number length 
less than 

8 107 

3 Policy number length 
greater than 

14 66 

4 Payer code 500114 500 

Table 4-16 is ‗what-when table‘ generated at third step of production rule mining algorithm (A1), 

by merging ‗what-table‘ and ‗when-table‘ tables. 

Table 4-16: A portion of what-when (action–condition) count table 

SR What\When Condition 1 Condition 2 Condition 3 

1 Policy number inserted 250 0 0 

2 Policy number modified 0 107 66 

 

Encircled values are above threshold (i.e. 50 in this case) set by the user. Condition and action of 

encircled values are used by rule generation algorithm (A4) to generate production rules in the 

form; 

‗When‘ (Condition) => ‗What‘ (Action) 
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In this case condition 1 is that for payer 500114, patient‘s policy number is blank, 

condition 2 is ‗for payer 500114, length of policy number is less than 8‘ and condition 3 is ‗for 

payer 500114, length of policy number is greater than 14‘. Note that these length limits are 

identified by string matching algorithm while forming template pattern. Following rules have 

been extracted by the production rule mining algorithm. 

<payer id> = 500114 AND <policy_number>  = „‟  block the claim 

<payer id> = 500114 AND Length (<policy_number>) < 8  block the claim 

<payer id> = 500114 AND Length (<policy_number>) > 14  block the claim 

Sub-algorithm A4 (rule generation algorithm) has taken action part of above rules from 

‗user action-rule action‘ mapping table. 

Dataset 3: Rejection message: “Patient Gender Missing or Invalid.” 

A third dataset of 500 claims (i.e. record couples) was given to the production rule mining 

algorithm having rejection message ‗patient gender missing or invalid‘.  

Three record couples of sample dataset 2 have been shown in Table 4-17 given below. In 

Table 4-17 Shaded records (having SR 1, 3, 5) are ‗R‘ (i.e. rejected from insurance payer), while 

others (having SR 2, 4, 6) are ‗C‘ corrected versions. First record couple (SR 1 and 2) has gender 

missing in rejected version of claim record. A value from valid list (i.e. ‗Male‘, ‗Female‘) is 

inserted to correct the record. Similarly record couple with ‗unknown‘, ‗undefined‘ (invalid) 

values have been corrected and replaced with values from valid list. 

Table 4-17: A portion of dataset 3 showing three record couples (SR 1-2, 3-4, 5-6) 

SR Claim No Payer Code Patient 

Account 

Gender ………… 

1 10023 5001 203  ………… 

2 10023 5001 203 Male …………. 

3 10045 5003 506 Unknown ………….. 

4 10045 5003 506 Female ………… 

5 10060 5001 423 Undefined …………. 

6 10060 5001 423 Male …………. 
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Focused columns values of ‗C‘ and ‗R‘ are listed separately (to form ‗C-Table‘ and ‗R-table‘), to 

get list of valid and invalid values. In this example, correct values of focused column ‗Gender‘ 

taken from ‗C‘ tuples of all record couples of the rejection, are ‗Male‘ and ‗Female‘. Similarly ‗R‘ 

tuples have values ‗‘, ‗Unknown‘, Undefined‘ which are listed in ‗R-Table‘. 

Sub-algorithm of record couple matching (A2) has used ‗C-Table‘ and ‗R-Table‘ (shown 

as Table 4-18 and Table 4-19) to generate ‗valid-list‘ and ‗invalid-list‘ of values of the attribute 

‗Gender‘. 

Table 4-18: A small portion of R-Table (showing rejected entries) of dataset 3 

SR Claim_no Gender 

1 10023  

3 10045 Unknown 

5 10060 Undefined 

 

Table 4-19: A small portion of C-Table (showing corrected entries) of dataset 3 

SR Claim_no Gender 

2 10023 Male 

4 10045 Female 

6 10060 Male 

 

Template patterns of ‗gender attribute‘ generated by string generalization sub-algorithm from C-

Table are ‗Male‘ and ‗Female‘. Note that characters are fixed not generic as all correct values of 

gender attributes have one of these sequences.  Table 4-20 shows ‗what-table‘ generated by sub-

algorithm A2. 

Table 4-20: A portion of what-table containing count of every user action 

SR Action Couple Count 

1 Gender inserted 317 

2 Gender modified  118 
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‗When-Table‘ generation sub-algorithm (A3) generated Table 4-21 given below; 

Table 4-21: A portion of when-table containing count of attributes and values 

SR Column Value 
Couple 

Count 

1 Gender  317 

2 Gender  Unknown 65 

3 Gender Undefined 53 

‗what-when table‘ generated during the step 3 of production rule mining algorithm, is shown as 

Table 4-22, given below. Counts greater than threshold value (50 in this example) have been 

encircled.  

Table 4-22: A portion of what-when (action –condition) Count Table 

What\When Condition 1 Condition 2 Condition 3 

1 Gender inserted 317 20 5 

2 Gender modified 0 65 53 

In this case condition 1 is patient gender = ‗‘ (blank). While condition 2 is patient gender = 

‗unknown‘ (i.e. invalid). Similarly condition 3 is patient gender = ‗undefined‘. Following three 

rules have been generated by the production rule mining algorithm and validated by domain 

experts; 

(<Patient Gender> = „‟)  block the claim 

(<Patient Gender> = „unknown‟)  block the claim 

(<Patient Gender> = „undefined‟)  block the claim 

Action, ‗block the claim‘ has been inserted from ‗User action-Rule action‘ mapping table, 

by the rule generation algorithm A4.  
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4.11 Time Complexity Analysis of the Proposed Algorithm 

Time complexity of the proposed production rule mining algorithm A1 depends upon time 

complexities of its sub-algorithms (B1, A2, A3 and A4). We can calculate time complexity of 

each of these sub-algorithms by finding the ‗step count‘ for given size of data. 

Let ‗m‘ be the total number of rejections and ‗n‘ is the number of record couples in each 

rejection, time complexity expression of the proposed algorithm can be written as; 

T(A1) = m × [ 1+ (n + T(B1)) + n × T(A2)  + T(A3) + 1 + T(A4)] + 1  ---------(1) 

Master algorithm has two steps at top level, second step i.e. ‗return all generated rules‘ has step 

count one, therefore it has no effect in time complexity. While the first step (i.e. ‗For each  i = 1 

to 'n',  Ři  is ith  rejection do following steps; ’ ) is a loop which executes ‗m‘ times (total number 

of rejections) indicated as multiplication of ‗m‘ in equation (1). In step 1 there are 6 more steps 

(1.1 to 1.6), step count of each step of master algorithm is being added inside square brackets of 

equation (1). Setp 1.1 is a simple check thus have step count 1, step 1.2 performs limited number 

of iterations of the dataset to generate ‗R-Table‘ and ‗C-Table‘ and also invokes Algorithm B1. 

Step 1.3 invokes algorithm A2, step 1.4 calls algorithm A3, step 1.5 is a single step while step 

1.6 invokes algorithm A4.  For one rejection with size of data „n‟ (i.e. there are „n‟ number of 

record couples associated with the rejection), ‗step count‘ and worst case time complexity of 

each of the sub-algorithms is given below; 

Step count of sub-algorithm B1: 1+1+ n/2 (1+1+1+1) + 1+1+1= 5+4n/2 

Hence worst case time complexity of B1 = T(B1) = O(n)   ---------(2) 

Step count of sub-algorithm A2: 1+| Ā |+ 19 = 20 +  | Ā | 

Where …| Ā | is cardinality of fussed attributes. For current testing domain (medical billing) | Ā | 

is 5 i.e. maximum of 5 attributes/columns have been mentioned in any of the rejections. 

Therefore for current testing domain worst case time complexity of A2 is  

T(A2) = O(1) ---------(3) 

 For some other domain, where number of focused columns are not limited, it could be O(n) 
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Step count of sub-algorithm A3:  1+1+ n/2 + 1+1 = 4+ n/2   

Therefore worst case time complexity of A3 = T(A3) = O(n) ---------(4)  

Step count of sub-algorithm A4: n(1+1+1+1)+1 = 4n+1 

Therefore worst case time complexity of A4 = T(A4) = O(n)  ---------(5) 

Hence for one rejection time complexity of the proposed production rule mining algorithm (i.e. 

maximum time complexity of its sub-algorithm) can be written by replacing time complexities of 

each of the sub-algorithm given above as equations (2), (3), (4), (5) in equation (1); 

T(A1) = [ 1+ (n + O(n)) + n × O(1)  + O(n) +1+ O(n)] + 1 

Ignoring constant steps and selecting the worst time complexity, we can write time complexity of 

the master algorithm (for 1 rejection) as follow;  

T(A1) = O(n) 

And for ‗m‘ rejections it is; 

T(A1) = O( m x n)  

Or simply   

T(A1) = O (n
2
)  

Time complexity of the proposed production rule mining algorithm is quadratic and in future 

work can be done to improve it. 

4.12 Applying Apriori Algorithm  

Although existing rule mining algorithms do not focus on mining of production rules and cannot 

process record couples, however we can modify them to process record couples and extract what 

user has done (to make the difference within a record couple). Apriori algorithm (Agrawal, et al., 

1994), a famous rule mining algorithm, has been modified and compared with the proposed 

algorithm. For performance comparison ‗execution time‘ has been used as criteria.  
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4.12.1 Original Apriori Algorithm 

Original Apriori algorithm consists of two phases; in the first phase it finds out one or more 

largest frequent itemsets and in second phase association rules are generated from the largest 

frequent itemsets. 

Algorithm  Apriori(I, T, Smin, Cmin, Kmax) 
begin 

 k := 1; 

 Ck := UiЄ I {i}; 

 Fk := prune(Ck, T, smin); 
 while Fk ≠ Ф and k ≤kmax do begin 
  Ck+1:= candidates (Fk); 

  Fk+1:= prune(Ck+1, T, smin); 

  k = k + 1; 
 end 
 R = Ф; 
 forall f Є Uk

j=2Fj do begin 
  m:= 1; 
  Hm:= UiЄf {i};  

  repeat 
  forall h Є Hm do  
    if s(f) / s(f-h) ≥ cmin 
   then R:= RU{(f - h)h}; 

   else Hm := Hm – {h}; 
  Hm+1 := candidates(Hm); 

  m := m+1; 
  until Hm = Ф or m≥|f| 
 

 end 
 return R; 
end (* Apriori *) 
 

procedure candidates (Fk) 
begin 
 C = Ф; 
 forall f1,f2 Є Fk 
 with f1={i1,…ik-1,ik}; 
 and f2={i1,…ik-1,i’k}; 
 and ik < i’k do begin 

  f:=f1U f2={i1,…ik-1,ik,i'k}; 

 if  i Є f : f – {i} Є Fk 

 then C := C U f; 
 end 

 return C; 
 end  (* candidates *) 
 

(*Apriori algorithm for association rules*) 

(* --- find frequent item sets *) 

(* start with single element set *) 

(* and determine the frequent ones *) 

(* while there are frequent item sets *) 

(* create item with one item more *) 

(* and determine the frequent ones *) 

(* increment the item counter *) 

(* --- generate association rules *) 

(* traverse the frequent item set *) 

(* start with rule heads (consequents) *) 

(* that contains only one item *) 

(* traverse rule heads of increasing size *) 

(* traverse the possible rule heads *) 

(* if the confidence of the rule *) 

(* is high enough, add it to the result, *) 

(* otherwise discard the rule head. *) 

(* create rule heads with one item more *) 

(* increment the head item counter *) 

 
 

(* until there are no more rule heads *) 

(* or the antecedent would become empty *) 

(* return the rules found *) 

 

(* generate candidates with k+1 items *) 

(* initialize the set of candidates *) 

(* traverse all pairs of frequent item sets *) 

(* that differ only in one item and *) 

(* are in a lexicographic order *) 

(* (the order is arbitrary but fixed) *) 

(* the union of these sets has k+1 items *) 

(*only if all k element subsets are frequent) 

(* add the new item set to candidates *) 

(* (otherwise it cannot be frequent) *) 

(* return the generated candidates *) 
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procedure prune(C, T, smin) 
begin 
 forall c Є C do 

  s(c) := 0; 
 for all t Є T do 
  for all c Є C do 
  if c Є t 
  then s(c):= s(c) + 1; 
 F = Ф; 
 forall c Є C do 

  if s(c) ≥ smin 
  then F = F U {c}; 
 return 
 end  (* prune *) 

 

Steps of the original Apriori algorithm in simple descriptive format are given below; 

1. Phase 1: Finding largest frequent itemsets  

a. Start with single items  

b. Repeat the following steps till candidate itemset(s) can be generated 

i. Generate candidate itemsets with increased length 

ii. Prune the candidates and keep only those itemsets which are frequent (i.e. 

support greater than threshold)  

2. Phase 2: Rule generation from frequent itemsets 

a. foreach frequent itemset Fi do the following steps; 

i. Put each subset of the frequent itemset as ‗consequent‘ 

ii. And place compliment of the subset as ‗antecedent‘ 

iii. Check if the rule has sufficient confidence (i.e. greater than threshold 

value), then save the rule otherwise ignore the subset. 

 

Considering each attribute value pair as individual item, when applied on dataset 3 (containing 

claims rejected due to the reason ‗patient gender missing or invalid‘) original Apriori algorithm 

tend to generate frequent itemsets with superfluous attributes value pairs. 

Some of the frequent itemsets are shown in Table 4-23. Note that all the optional 

attributes which has missing values are selected as frequent. Similarly, other common attributes 

such state, city, zip have also been selected as frequent, although these attributes have nothing to 

do with the rejection of „patient gender missing or invalid‟. 

(* prune the infrequent candidates *) 

(* initialize the support counter *) 

(* of all candidates to be checked *) 

(* traverse the transactions *) 

(* traverse the candidates *) 

(* if the transaction contains the candidates) 

(* increment the support counter *) 

(* initialize frequent candidates set *) 

(* traverse the candidates *) 

(* if a candidate is frequent *) 

(* add it to the set of frequent candidates *) 
(* return the pruned set of candidates *) 
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Table 4-23: Frequent itemsets containing superfluous attribute value pairs generated by original Apriori 

algorithm 

SR Frequent Itemsets 

1 ((gender male) (state NJ) (zip 08755) (email ' ') (notes ' ') (language ' ') …….) 

2 ((gender female) (state NJ) (zip 08755) (email ' ') (notes ' ') (language ' ') …….) 

3 ((gender unknown) (state NJ) (zip 08753) (marital-status single) (accident-date ' ') …….) 

4 ((gender undefined) (city New-York) (zip 10003) (notes ' ') (language ' ') ……..) 

5 ((gender ' ') (payer-id 500114) (accident-date ' ') (notes ' ') (language ' ')  ………) 

 

Similarly, if we use above itemsets in rule generation portion of the Apriori algorithm, a lot of 

meaningless rules will be generated (e.g. (gender  male)  (state NJ) ).  

Therefore in order to apply Apriori algorithm we need to modify it considerably. 

Following section describe the Apriori-modified algorithm, which has been used for performance 

comparison with the proposed record couple based algorithm.  

4.12.2 Apriori-Modified Algorithm 

Steps of Apriori-modified algorithm in simple descriptive form are given below; 

1. Phase 1: Finding frequent itemsets 

a. Start with single item, consider only focused attributes (i.e. attributes mentioned 

in rejection message). 

b. Add ‗action‘ attribute value pairs, such as (action accept), (action block). In case 

of training data value of ‗action‘ attribute can be obtained from database and in 

case of operational data its value can be derived using sub-algorithm A2 proposed 

in this research work (section 4.6) 

c. Include additional attributes in the initial single item list. Additional attributes can 

be generated by applying different functions on focused attributes. For example 

(length policy-number), (mode zip-code), (accepted-list gender), (min-accepted-

length zip-code) etc. additional attributes also includes calls of relational 

operators, less-than, greater-than etc.  
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Some functions such as „length‟ are already defined in implementation 

environment, while other functions such as „mode‟ (i.e. most frequent value), 

accepted-list (i.e. list of all possible values which have been accepted by the 

processing system), min-accepted-length (i.e. minimum length of the given 

attribute from all its accepted values), are user defined.  

d. Generate candidates with increased itemset size. 

e. Save the closed frequent itemsets i.e. itemsets which are frequent in current 

iteration but cannot extended for next iteration. 

f. If there is any candidate itemset then select frequent itemsets by pruning the 

candidates on the basis of support threshold, and goto step d. otherwise go to next 

phase of rule generation. 

2. Phase 2: Generating production rules 

a. foreach frequent itemset do the following steps 

i. Select only „action‟ attribute as consequent (i.e. then-part) of candidate 

rule 

ii. Place remaining attribute value pairs of the frequent itemset as antecedent 

(i.e. condition-part) of the candidate rule. 

iii. Accept the rule if confidence of the rule is greater than threshold value. 

 

Note that rule generation portion of the Apriori-modified algorithm is totally different from 

original Apriori algorithm (except the step of checking threshold confidence, which is same in 

both algorithms). Apriori-modified algorithm generates one rule per frequent itemset. While 

original Apriori algorithm generates many rules from a single frequent itemset (by taking its 

power set). Frequent itemsets generated by Apriori-modified algorithm from dataset 2 and 3 are 

shown in Table 4-24 and Table 4-25. 

 

Table 4-24: Frequent itemsets generated by Apriori-modified from dataset 2 

SR Frequent Itemsets 

1 ((payer-id 500114) (policy-number ' ' ) (action block)) 

2 ((payer-id 500114) ((length policy-number) 8) (action accept)) 

3 ((payer-id 500114) ((length policy-number) 14) (action accept)) 
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4 ((payer-id 500114) (less-than (length policy-number) 8))  (action block)) 

5 ((payer-id 500114) (greater-than (length policy-number) 14))  (action block)) 

 

Table 4-25: Frequent itemsets generated by Apriori-modified from dataset 3 

SR Frequent Itemsets 

1 ((gender male) (action accept)) 

2 ((gender female) (action accept)) 

3 ((gender unknown) (action block)) 

4 ((gender undefined) (action block)) 

5 ((gender ' ') (action block)) 

 

Production rules generated by Apriori-modified algorithm for datasets 2 and 3 are shown in 

Table 4-26 and Table 4-27. 

 

Table 4-26: Production rules generated by Apriori-modified from dataset 2 

SR Production Rules 

1 ((payer-id 500114) (policy-number ' ' )  (action block)) 

2 ((payer-id 500114) ((length policy-number) 8)  (action accept)) 

3 ((payer-id 500114) ((length policy-number) 14)  (action accept)) 

4 ((payer-id 500114) (less-than (length policy-number) 8))  (action block)) 

5 ((payer-id 500114) (greater-than (length policy-number) 14))   (action block)) 
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Table 4-27: Production rules generated by Apriori-modified from dataset 3 

SR Production Rules 

1 ((gender male)  (action accept)) 

2 ((gender female)  (action accept)) 

3 ((gender unknown)  (action block)) 

4 ((gender undefined)  (action block)) 

5 ((gender ' ')  (action block)) 

 

Production rules generated with action ‗block‘ are of more interest as they represent violation of 

some specific condition of billing compliance. Rule based engine shall take the action and block 

such claims which are captured by ‗block‘ action rules. Rules with action ‗accept‘ are not of 

particular interest as they represent passing of only one check. For a claim to be accepted by the 

system all checks should be passed or in other words not a single rule with action ‗block‘ is 

executed.  

4.13 Modifying Inductive Learning Algorithm for Mining of Production Rules 

Tolun and Abu-Soud (1998) proposed a production rule induction system called Inductive 

Learning Algorithm (ILA), which produces IF-THEN rules directly from a set of training 

examples in a general-to-specific way (i.e. starting off with the most general rule possible and 

producing specific rules whenever it is deemed necessary). ILA eliminates all unnecessary and 

irrelevant conditions from the extracted rules and therefore its rules are more simple and general 

than those obtained from other algorithms, such as ID3 and AQ (Tolun & Abu-Soud, 1998). The 

generality of rules increases the classification capability of ILA. A rule becomes more general as 

the number of conditions in its „if-part‟ becomes fewer. A general rule also help in classifying 

incomplete examples in which one or more attributes may be unknown. ILA in its original form 

is not useable for mining of production rule. Following section describes ILA modified for 

mining of production rules. 
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4.13.1 Formulation of ILA-modified 

Given a dataset of „n‟ training examples listed in the form of table „D‟ where each row „R‟ 

corresponds to a training example and each column „A‟ contains attribute values, with total „k‟ 

attributes. 

D= {R1, R2, … , Rn} 

 

R1 = (V11, V12, V13, V14, ….., V1k) 

. 

. 

Ri = (Vi1, Vi2, V13, V14, ….., Vik) 

. 

. 

Rn = (V11, V21, V31, V41, ….., Vnk) 

 

Where V11 is 1
st
 value of attribute 1 (i.e. A1) and Aik is i

th
 value of attribute Ak. 

 

A rule list L is initially empty. 

L = φ 

Whereas all rows in the table „D‟ are initially unmarked. 

 

4.13.2 The Inductive Learning Algorithm Modified (ILA-modified) 

ILA modified for mining of production rules given in the form of pseudo code as follows; 

Input: training dataset „D‟ as described above. 

Output: A list of production rules „L‟ 

Steps:  

1. Append „action‟ attribute, Aa to data table ‗D‘ and foreach row of data table ‗D‘ update its 

values either from database (in case of training dataset) or derive using sub-algorithm A2 

proposed by this research work (section 4.6). 

2. Append ‗additional‘ attributes to data table ‗D‘ and foreach row update their values using 

corresponding functions, such as length, mode, accepted-list, min-accepted-length etc.  

3. Partition the dataset ‗D‘ into ‗m‘ sub-tables. One table for each possible value of the „action‟ 

attribute. 

D = T1 U T2 U ..… U Tm 

4. foreach sub-table Ti where i= 1,2,3,……, m. do following steps; 

4.1. Initializing j = 1, where j is attributes combination. 
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4.2. Divide the attribute list into distinct combinations C1, C2,… Cp, such that |C| = j. 

4.3. foreach Cj where j = 1, 2,3,….p count the number of occurrences of attribute values that 

appear in unmarked rows of Ti but at the same time that should not appear under the 

same combination of attributes in other sub-tables. Call the first combination with the 

maximum number of occurrences as max-combination i.e. maxC. 

4.4. If maxC = φ then set j = j + 1 and go to Step 4.2, else go to step 4.5. 

4.5. Mark all rows of Ti, in which the values of maxC appear, as classified. 

4.6. Extend rule list ‗L‘ by adding new rule R. 

L = L U R 

Such that right hand side of ‗R‘ contains only attribute value of „action‟ attribute and left 

hand side comprise of attribute names of maxC with their values separated by AND 

operator(s). 

4.7. If there are still unmarked rows in Ti then go to step 4.3, else process next sub-table i.e. 

set  i = i + 1 and go to step 4.1. 

5. If no sub-tables are available (i.e. i = m), then return L. 

 

Production rules generated by ILA-modified algorithm for datasets 2 and 3 are shown in Table 4-

28 and Table 4-29. 

 

Table 4-28: Some production rules generated by ILA-modified from dataset 2 

SR Production Rules 

1 ((policy-number ' ' )  (action block)) 

2 (((length policy-number) 8)  (action accept)) 

3 (((length policy-number) 14)  (action accept)) 

4 ((less-than (length policy-number) 8))  (action block)) 

5 ((greater-than (length policy-number) 14))   (action block)) 
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Table 4-29: Some production rules generated by ILA-modified from dataset 3 

SR Production Rules 

1 ((gender ‗male‘)  (action accept)) 

2 ((gender ‗female‘)  (action accept)) 

3 ((gender ‗U‘)  (action block)) 

4 ((gender ‗not known‘)  (action block)) 

5 ((gender ' ')  (action block)) 

 

Production rules generated from test dataset 3 are fine, however for dataset2 production rules 

generated are not accurate, as all the conditions (except condition in rule 1) are valid with one 

basic condition i.e. payer-id = 500114. The algorithm is ignoring the attribute value condition 

because it is present in all the sub-tables. 

4.14 Performance Comparison of the Proposed Algorithm, Apriori-modified and 

ILA-modified 

One important drawback of original Apriori algorithm has been overcome in Apriori-modified 

algorithm, which is generation of large number of irrelevant rules. It is due to modification of the 

first step, which now considers only those columns which are mentioned in rejection message. 

Moreover, modifying the rule generation part by considering only ‗action‘ attribute as 

consequent also limits the number of rules and no superfluous rules are generated. 

All the three algorithms have been applied on three datasets. The dataset 1, described in 

section 4.10.2, consists of 1000 records of 500 claims initially rejected with message ‗Patient Zip 

code required‘ and later on accepted after correction. Therefore there are exactly two records for 

each single claim, first rejected one and other accepted one. Dataset 2 consists of 1000 records of 

500 claims rejected due to the reason ‗Subscriber primary identifier invalid for payer, it must be 

8 to 14 alpha-numeric characters‘. Similarly, dataset 3 includes record couples belonging to 

rejection ‗Patient gender missing or invalid‘. 
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On a particular dataset, each algorithm is applied at least 10 times and then average 

execution time is recorded. Table 4-30 shows execution time (in seconds) for all the three 

algorithms on three test datasets. 

Table 4-30: Time comparison of Apriori-modified, ILA-modified and the proposed algorithm 

 Execution time of 

Apriori-modified 

(seconds) 

Execution time of 

ILA-modified 

(seconds) 

Execution time of 

proposed algorithm 

(seconds) 

Dataset 1 36 18 12 

Dataset 2 42 20 14 

Dataset 3 38 19 12 

Average 38.67 19 12.67 

 

From experiments it is found that Apriori-modified is considerably slow as compared to ILA-

modified and the proposed record couple based production rule mining algorithm. It is because 

of the fact that Apriori-modified algorithm performs multiple scans of the data during pruning of 

candidate itemsets. While the proposed production rule mining algorithm performs roughly three 

scans (one for comparing record couples, second for traversing C-Table and third for processing 

R-Table) and during the scans it builds the counts in ‗count tables‘. On the other hand Apriori-

modified performs one scan of dataset for each itemset. Therefore, for one rejection dataset time 

complexity of Apriori-modified algorithm is (n x m), where „n‟ is size of the dataset and „m‟ is 

Figure 4-4: Execution time of three algorithms on three datasets 
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number of unique itemsets. „m‟ includes itemsets with length 1 and more than 1, formed during 

candidate generation step.  

For one rejection dataset, ILA-modified algorithm performs limited scans (depending 

upon number of focused attributes of the rejection). Therefore execution time of ILA-modified is 

near equal to the proposed algorithm. However, ILA-modified is not accurate in mining 

condition part as shown in Table 4-28, which is containing rules extracted from test dataset 2. 

4.15 Applying the Proposed Algorithm on Real Life Data 

With the help of this production rule mining algorithm, knowledge engineers have been able to 

insert more and accurate knowledge which increased the effectiveness of the rule based system 

(RBS) deployed for scrubbing medical claims. Extracted rules are in the form of SQL queries 

directly usable by rule based engine. The proposed production rule mining algorithm works at 

the background, on a data warehouse. Therefore it does not have any direct influence on the 

performance of operational database. Algorithm is invoked automatically at the end of each day. 

Next day domain experts find extracted rules waiting for validation. Validation of knowledge is 

the area of data mining which necessarily involves domain experts.  

Advantage of data mining algorithm is that it provides drill down information as an 

evidence for the piece of knowledge extracted from data warehouse. On the basis of data 

evidence, domain expert simply needs to accept or reject the rule. A knowledge editor has been 

provided to domain experts to do validate the extracted rules (Abdullah, et al., 2012a). Some of 

the rules mined by the algorithm and validated by domain experts are shown in Table 4-31. 

Table 4-31: Five sample rules mined by the production rule mining algorithm 

SR Rule Condition  Rule Action 

1 
<Procedure code> = 54160  AND 

<gender> = ‗Male‘ 
 set gender = ‗Female‘ 

2 
<Procedure code> = S0612  AND 

<gender> = ‗Female‘ 
 set <gender> = ‗Male‘ 

3 <Accident Date> > <DOS>  set <Accident Date> = <DOS> 
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4 
Length (<Policy Number>) != 8 AND 

<Payer ID> = 200204 
 Block the claim 

5 
Format (<Policy number>) != 

‗\N\N\N\N\N\N\N\N\n\n\n\x\x‘ AND 

<Payer ID> = 200114 

 Block the claim 

 

Where ‗<Procedure code>‘ is one of the procedure codes applied to the patient and mentioned in 

the claim (being processed by RBS). 

Similarly, 

<Gender> = Gender of the patient to whom the claim belongs. 

<Accident Date> = Accident date of the patient  

<Payer ID> = Payer id of the insurance being billed for the claim. 

<Policy number> = Policy number of the patient for the insurance being billed. 

<DOS> = Date of service of the claim. 

Table 4-32 shows monthly count of rules created prior to the implementation of knowledge 

editor i.e. January, February, March, April. During these months total of 208 rules have been 

created with monthly average of 52 rules.   

Table 4-32: Number of rules created manually (without Knowledge Editor and Production rule mining 

algorithm) 

Months No. of rules 

January 52 

February 58 

March 41 

April 57 

 

Table 4-33 shows number of rules created, in four months, by rule development group with the 

help of knowledge editor. A total of 366 rules have been created with monthly average of 91 
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rules. During first month of knowledge editor implementation i.e. May, 32 rules are created, as 

rule development group was learning to use the knowledge editor.  

Table 4-33: Number of rules created with Knowledge Editor 

Months No. of rules 

May 32 

June 68 

July 139 

August 127 

 

Table 4-34 shows number of rules created during last four months of 2011 with monthly average 

of 223 rules. 

Table 4-34: Number of rules created with the help of Knowledge Editor and data mining algorithm 

Months No. of rules 

September 140 

October 236 

November 259 

December 260 

 

Speed of rules creation doubled after the implementation of production rule mining algorithm. It 

is primarily because humans cannot fully describe what they know although they can do problem 

solving with the help of their knowledge. 
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Figure 4-5 shows the graph of number of rules created during three terms (of four months 

each) during 2011 with and without knowledge editor and with production rule mining 

algorithm. 

 

4.16 Accuracy of the Proposed Algorithm 

Accuracy of the proposed rule mining algorithm has been calculated as the ratio between total 

number of rules validated by the domain experts and total number of rules extracted by the 

algorithm. The ratio is multiplied with 100 in order to describe it in percentage. 
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Rulecount

Rulecount
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Where Rulev is a rule validated by the domain expert and Rulex is the rule extracted by the 

proposed algorithm.  

Shown in Figure 4-6, calculated from data logs of the evaluation period it has been 

observed that approximately 20% extracted rules are validated by the domain experts without 

any change, while 30% of the extracted rules are rejected by the user (i.e. domain expert, 

knowledge engineer). However majority of the rules i.e. 50% are validated after making some 

Figure 4-5: Graph Showing Number of Rules in Three Terms of Four Months During 2011 
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minor changes by the user. These changes normally belongs to setting the values of other 

attributes of rule not ‗condition‘ or ‗action‘ parts of the rules. 

Moreover, it is important to note that approximately 10% rules are challenged by the 

domain users in production environment, resulting in detailed discussions between domain users 

and domain experts. At the end, result could be total rejection of rule or modification of rule or 

rule remains as it is while data is modified with respect to the rule.  

 Accuracy of extracted rules is also affected by changing the values of „support‟ and 

„confidence‟ thresholds. By increasing the threshold values algorithm may miss some important 

and accurate rules which has fewer occurrences. While decreasing the threshold values results in 

generation of more inaccurate rules. 

4.17 Validation of Extracted Rules 

One basic limitation which is inherent with almost all of the rule mining algorithms is that they 

extract large number of un-necessary and redundant rules. To some extent this issue can be 

controlled by adjusting the threshold values of support and confidence. Moreover, validation of 

extracted rules is necessary for their proper utilization in operational environment. A Graphical 

User Interface (GUI) based knowledge editor has been provided to the knowledge engineers 

(domain experts) for validation of extracted rules. Users, without any prior knowledge of any 

programming environment, can add, update, delete, validate, and visualize production rules using 

GUI of the editor. SQL queries are generated by the editor itself. Moreover, knowledge editor 

facilitates debugging of rules by step by step execution of rule conditions on test claims. It also 

Figure 4-6: Percentage of extracted rules validated by the domain experts. 
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displays performance graphs of all the rules present in the knowledge base. Details of the 

knowledge editor have been presented in the next chapter. 

4.18 Chapter Summary 

Most data warehouses are for reporting purposes. Data warehouse developed during this research 

work is for mining of useful rules. An approximate star schema is used for designing the data 

warehouse. Most data mining algorithms mine either classification rules or association rules. 

While algorithm presented in this chapter is concerned with mining of production rules.  

Main entity in the proposed production rule mining algorithm is ‗record couple‘. A 

‗record couple‘ is collection of two versions of the same record; the former is faulty (when the 

claim is rejected by insurance) and the latter is corrected (when insurance paid the claim). 

Algorithm uses several tables during production rule mining process. It has four major steps. At 

first step, ‗what-table‘ is generated containing count of user actions performed to fix the errors. 

At second step ‗when-table‘ is generated which contains count of attribute values. At third step, 

both count tables are merged to form ‗what-when‘ count table. At fourth step, rule generation 

sub-algorithm generates production rules with the help of ‗user action-rule action‘ mapping 

table. During these steps, counts less than threshold values are ignored. Threshold values are 

manually adjusted by the user to see different number of production rules generated by the 

algorithm. Production rules mined by this algorithm are used after validation from domain 

experts.  

Proposed algorithm is tested against Apriori-modified algorithm to compare execution 

time. The proposed algorithm is proved to be considerably faster (three times faster for given 

datasets) mainly because it performs fixed three scans of data. While Apriori-modified performs 

multiple scans of data during first phase of finding frequent itemsets. Due to implementation of 

the production rule mining algorithm rule creation speed increased from 91 rules per month to 

the average of 223 rules per month (which is more than double), during the last four months of 

2011. Further since mined rules were based on evidence of data (i.e. mined from data) therefore 

their quality was good as compared to the manually developed rules. 
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Chapter 5: SQL Based Knowledge Representation and Knowledge 

Editor 

5.1 Introduction 

One of the basic differences between a coded ‗if-statement‘ and a ‗production rule‘ is that ‗if- 

statement‘ is a part of code while ‗production rule‘ is a part of data. Programming knowledge, 

along with sufficient privileges, is required to modify a piece of code, which further needs 

compilation to become effective. Compilation of code is not possible at runtime (i.e. when 

system is running). On the other hand, it does not require any programming skills and/or special 

privileges to develop a rule at runtime. Since rule is part of data, therefore it is possible to add a 

rule to the system when the system is running. Due to this flexibility of developing and 

managing rules at runtime; rule based systems are still an active area of research despite being an 

old computer science technology.  

  While treating rules as part of data, a knowledge editor has been developed during this 

research work to facilitate knowledge engineers to insert, update, delete, validate (the extracted 

rules), and manage production rules.  This chapter contains details of the knowledge editor and 

knowledge base of the system. Knowledge is represented in the form of production rules. Other 

rule related entities are meta-rules, logical variables, and rule action procedures. Attributes 

related to entities of the system have been explained in this chapter. User interface of the 

knowledge editor developed during this research work has also been presented.  

5.2 Knowledge Representation 

In this research, knowledge is represented in the form of production rules which is a task specific 

representation, based on transfer model i.e. getting knowledge from domain expert and 

transferring it to system. Production rules are implemented in the form of SQL queries. Rule 

engine of the system use database server to run rule queries and perform rule actions. A 

knowledge editor has also been developed which helps domain experts (having no knowledge of 
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SQL queries) to build rules with the help of Graphical User Interface (GUI). Knowledge editor 

generates SQL queries by itself.  

5.3 Representing Production Rules as Dynamic SQL Queries 

 SQL has been used to represent production rules in the form of queries. These SQL queries are 

stored in relational database in the form of data. Production rules stored in the form of SQL 

queries can be edited at runtime without stopping the production environment. These queries are 

executed at runtime by the rule based engine, therefore also termed as ‗dynamic SQL queries‘ in 

this write up. Rule based engine designed and developed during the research, described in 

chapter 6, uses Microsoft SQL server, as interpreter for the execution of production rules (stored 

in the form of dynamic SQL queries). 

As described earlier, there are two main reasons for choosing SQL as knowledge 

representation language for the proposed system. Firstly, most of the data of the business world 

is stored in some Data Base Management System (DBMS), such as Oracle, Microsoft SQL 

Server etc. Specialized tool of AI, such as LISP or Prolog, cannot store relational database. 

Therefore transformation is required from database to knowledge base of the system if AI tools 

are used as implementation environment. Using database language (i.e. SQL) to represent 

knowledge has removed the need of data transformation from AI environment to relational 

DBMS and vice versa.  

Second main reason for using SQL as a programming language for this AI related 

research is that ‗SQL Server‘ operates as an interpreter.  An interpreter can execute code 

dynamically (i.e. at runtime). On the other hand, a compiler need to compile a code in order to 

execute it, however code remains unchanged at runtime. A compiler cannot execute data, as data 

is updated at runtime, while an interpreter (such as LISP, Prolog and SQL server as well) can 

treat data as part of code. Production rules are part of data and can be executed by the SQL 

server. Similarly, production rules can be added and deleted at runtime, thus giving flexibility 

and dynamic behavior of AI tools. 
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5.4 Knowledge Base of the System 

Data mining driven rule based learning apprentice system developed during this research work 

contains knowledge in the form of production rules (for simplicity, termed as ‗rules‘). Other 

main entities of the system include ‗Logical Variables‘ and ‗Meta-rules‘. Following sections 

contain details of these entities and other related objects. 

5.4.1 Logical Variables 

Logical variables represent claim related values. As a convention, a logical variable is enclosed 

in < >. For example ‗<DOB>‘ is a logical variable which represents ‗Date of Birth‘ of a patient. 

Value of this logical variable is obtained by executing ‗query‘ associated with it. Figure 5-1, 

shows attributes related to logical variables along with short description. 

 

<<Variable Symbol>> : It contains the name of variable symbol. The name of the variable symbol is used in 

queries of rules and Meta-rules e.g. <DOB>. 

<<Description>> : It stores English description in the logical variable. 

<<Column Name>> : It stores one of the three possible values, ‗claim_no‘, ‗patient_account‘, and 

‗Procedure_code‘. It is used to get value of the logical variable. 

<<Query >> : A SQL query is associated with every logical variable which when executed, returns 

one or more values for the logical variable. 

<<Comments>> : Comments of knowledge engineer are stored here. Knowledge engineer can save 

any information, like why logical variable is being created, where it can and cannot 

be used etc. in this column. 

<<Created By>> : Identification of the user (knowledge engineer), who creates the logical variable, is 

stored in this field 

<<Date Created>> : Creation date of the logical variable is stored in this field. 

<<Modified By>> : Identification of the user, who performs last modification in record of the logical 

variable is stored in this attribute 

<<Date Modified>> : Last modification date of the record of logical variable is recorded in it. 

Figure 5-1: Attributes of Logical Variable 
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5.4.2 Meta-Rules 

Meta-rules are used for making the knowledge base more efficient. Normally, a recurring 

common condition is defined as a meta-rule which when found true, triggers the rules associated 

with it. Meta-rules are like meta-conditions or preconditions which help in indexing of the 

knowledge base of production rules. Rule Engine first executes all meta-rules one by one, then 

selects rules which are associated to those meta-rules which returns true. Figure 5-2 shows short 

descriptions of attributes related to a meta-rule.  

5.4.3 Rules 

A production rule or simply a rule is the main entity of knowledge base of the system. Logically, 

the configuration of a rule is ‗if <condition> then <action>‘. In this system, it has several 

attributes as shown in Figure 5-3.  

<<Meta-rule Name>> : Meta-rule name can be any suitable symbol selected by the user. Many rules can 

link to a Meta-rule by referencing Meta-rule name. 

<< Description>> : English description of the condition for which Meta-rule is defined. 

<<Condition Query >>  : Conditions which Meta-rule checks on a claim are defined in the form of SQL 

query stored in this slot. 

<<Priority>>  : Priority of the Meta-rule. 

<<Status>>  : Status 0 or 1 represents inactive or active status respectively. 

<<M Rule Log>> : It is a flag which tells the rule engine whether to store log of the execution of meta- 

rule or not. 

<<Comments>>  : Comments about the Meta-rule are saved in this column 

<<Created By>> : User id of Meta-rule creator 

<<Date Created>> : Date and time of Meta-rule creation 

<<Modified By>> : User id of last modification 

<<Date Modified>> : Date and time of last modification 

Figure 5-2: Attributes of Meta-rule 
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The attribute ‗Query Condition‘ is the main slot for saving production rule in the form of 

SQL query. The SQL query includes logical variables to access claim related values. The 

attributes of ‗Insurance payers‘, ‗practices‘, and ‗Codes‘ serve as preconditions during rule 

<<Rule Name>>  : Rule name is a suitable symbol which is used to refer the rule. 

<<Description>> : English description of rule condition and action 

<<Query Condition>> : Actual representation of rule is in the form of SQL query. It contains both condition 

and action parts. Logical variables are used in the query to access claim related 

values. 

<<Insurance Payers>> : Insurances which are related to the rule. ‗0‘ represents all insurances. 

<<Practices>>  : Practices which are related to the rule. ‗0‘ represents all practices.  

<<Codes>> : Procedure codes and/or diagnosis codes which are related to the rule are stored in 

this column. For a rule ‗0‘ shows that the rule is not related to any specific code(s). 

<<Meta-rules>> : Name of Meta-rule which should trigger this rule. 

<<Severity>> : Severity ‗5‘ is for critical rules which block the claim. While ‗4‘ represents auto-

correction rules. Severity ‗3‘ is for warning and suggestion rules. 

<<Rule Category>> : It has two possible values. Value ‗1‘ is for rules which are executed at main 

database server of the company. Value ‗2‘ is for those rules which should process 

claims created using EMR. 

<<Status>>  : It is flag to mark active and inactive rules. 

<<Priority>> : An integer value is used as priority of rule. Priority 75 or 25 is for must try rules. 

<<Reference Code1>> : Code referring to GUI component of billing software which is related to rule. 

<<Reference Code2>> : Second code referring to GUI component of billing software which is related to 

rule, or from where billing executive can correct the claim. 

<<Rule Owner>> : Domain expert who proposed the rule. 

<<Reference>>  : Reference like email, and/or call etc mentioning the knowledge source. 

<<Comments>>  : Comments of the knowledge engineer. 

<<Created By>> : Id of knowledge engineer who created the rule 

<<Date Created>> : Date of creation of rule. 

<<Modified By>> : Id of user who modified the rule last time 

<<Date Modified>> : last modification date and time of the rule. 

Figure 5-3: Attributes of Production Rule 
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selection phase in rule engine.  

Default value ‗0‘ in these three columns represents that the rule is for all insurances, for 

all practices and for all codes (i.e. not specific for any diagnosis or procedure code). Suppose a 

rule has been developed against some special instruction of practice 1001, it would be specific 

for that practice and will have ‗1001‘ in ‗practices‘ column. Similarly if a rule is specific for 

insurance payers with codes ‗500301‘, ‗500302‘, and ‗500303‘ then it will have ‗500301, 

500302, and 500303‘ in ‗insurance payers‘ slot of the rule. 

‗Rule Owner‘ and ‗Reference‘ are two important attributes used when validity of a rule is 

challenged in operational environment. Rule owner is the domain expert or knowledge source 

who proposed the rule. And reference is the description of communication when the rule was 

proposed. Its value can be like ‗Email sent by Mr. John on 02 Feb 2009‘, clearly indicating that 

the rule was created as a result of email from Mr. John on the mentioned date. When validity of a 

rule is challenged, rule owner is contacted with the reference of his/her rule proposing 

communication. Rule owner then review the objections made by users of operations department 

and either guides the users and justifies the rule, or suggest the knowledge engineers of RBS 

team to modify the rule.  

Attribute ‗Rule Category‘ determines when the rule should be tried by RBS engine. 

Currently, there are three rule categories. Category 1 is that of the rules which are executed on 

main database server of the company, category 2 is of those rules which are executed on EMR 

server of the company (where data from Electronic Medical Records of the company gets 

populated before replicating to main database server), and category 3 is of those rules which are 

tried by RBS engine on both, the EMR server and the main database server.  

Reference code1 and Reference code2 are numbers which are used by billing software to 

highlight GUI components which are related to rule. For example 106 code in ‗reference code1‘ 

column of a rule identifies and highlight GUI component of billing software that is related to 

‗date of birth‘ (as 106 is reference code of date of birth of patient). In this way users of billing 

software quickly know from where the error identified by RBS can be fixed. 
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5.4.4 Rule Action Procedures 

Rule actions which can be performed by RBS on medical billing data are programmed in the 

form of SQL stored procedures by RBS developers. Rule actions have been stored in database 

along with attributes shown in Figure 5-4. Users of knowledge editor select rule action from list 

of available rule actions to develop a production rule. 

5.4.5 Rule Application Log 

Results of applying RBS on claims are saved in rule application log table. Fields of the table are 

shown in Figure 5-5 given below. A claim can be modified by billing executives several times. 

Therefore, RBS can apply on a claim several times. However this log table stores only the results 

of the last execution of RBS on a claim. Log is deleted when RBS process a claim again.  

This table is used to get various reports related to RBS. For example ‗RBS blocked 

claims‘ report is pulled from the table which contains information when a claim is processed by 

RBS.  

Initially RBS was storing log of all rules on a given claim, this got bulky as number of rules 

increased. Therefore, now RBS only saves log of those rules which indicate error on a particular 

<<Action Procedure>> : Name of SQL stored procedure which works as rule action 

<<Description>> : English description of the rule action. 

<<No. of Arguments>> : Number of arguments required by the rule action stored procedure 

<<Action Command >>: It is a segment of SQL query which is appended with the rule when a rule is 

developed. 

<<Comments>>  : It stores any extra information which is entered by knowledge engineer 

<<Created By>> : User id of RBS developer who creates the rule action 

<<Date Created>> : Creation date of the rule action procedure 

<<Modified By>> : It stores user id that performs the last modification 

<<Date Modified>> : Last modification date of the rule action procedure 

Figure 5-4: Attributes of Rule Action Procedure 
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claim. This table is used by claim submission module to get the final sign-off on all claims 

before submitting them to insurances.  

5.4.6 Rule Application Log History 

A similar table like rule application log is used to store all historic data of claim errors identified 

by RBS. This is for analysis purposes; as rule application log contains only results of last 

execution of RBS on a claim, and for all claims, last execution should be clear (i.e. without RBS 

error). Therefore, if we want to get information like ‗how man faulty claims have been identified 

by RBS‘, we shall use rule application log history table. 

Remaining sections of this chapter contains details about rule development process, and 

the knowledge editor developed during this research study. Knowledge editor is used by a team 

of knowledge engineers for dynamically developing and managing production rules of the 

knowledge base. 

 

<<Claim Number>> : Identification number of the processed claim 

<<Applied Rule>> : Name of the rule that gave error on the processed claim 

<<Rule Description>> : Description of the applied rule 

<<Applied Query >> : Resultant query created by RBS engine after replacing logical variables with 

their values in rule query condition  

<<Result>> : Its value is ‗1‘ for indicating that the fault exists in the claim, while ‗0‘ for 

clearing the applied rule (i.e. doesn‘t have fault) 

<<Applied Date>> : Date and time of applying the rule on the claim 

<<Specific Description>>: Detailed description of error containing values from the processed claim 

<<Comments>> : Any extra information associated with processing of the claim by the rule 

<<Created By>> : User id from where RBS is executed 

<<Date Created>> : Date of creation of the record 

<<Modified By>> : User id of the last modifier 

<<Date Modified>> : Last modification date and time of the record 

Figure 5-5: Fields of Rule Application Log Table 
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5.5 Rule Development Process 

Advantage and benefit of the knowledge editor can be visualized in rule development process 

before and after the implementation of the knowledge editor, as shown in Figure 5-6 and Figure 

5-7. 

Flow of rule development process prior to knowledge editor is shown in Figure 5-6. 

Domain user initiates a rule by sending a piece of knowledge to rule development group. It is a 

group of domain experts with normally more than five years of experience and in-depth 

knowledge of medical billing. Rule development group then analyzes of information received, 

confirms its validity, and sends the refined information to RBS team for development of the rule. 

Since there was no user interface available for them, so they were dependent on RBS team for 

development of production rules. RBS team, consisting of persons with knowledge of SQL 

programming, was dependent on rule development group for knowledge of application domain. 

RBS team was using Microsoft SQL Server Management Studio 2005 to write production rules 

in the form of SQL queries. After some loops of correspondence and sign-off from dev-group, 

Figure 5-6: Rule Development Process Before Knowledge Editor 
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RBS team was responsible to move rules to the production server. This process is time 

consuming and involves chances of error, miscommunications and false assumptions.  

The flow of rule development process after the implementation of knowledge editor is 

shown in Figure 5-7. Now it is more simplified, efficient, and less error prone.   

 

Rule initiator sends the piece of knowledge to the domain experts. Domain experts of rule 

development group can develop rules with the help of graphical user interface of knowledge 

editor software which is developed and maintained by RBS team. Rule creation process has sped 

up due to the knowledge editor. 

5.6 Knowledge Editors 

Experts agree that knowledge acquisition and verification are among the most difficult problems 

associated with the development of knowledge-based systems. At the time of building 

knowledge base, mistakes in understanding of subject domain and weaknesses in the used 

representation techniques are highlighted. 

Figure 5-7: Rule Development Process After Knowledge Editor 
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There are many companies which provide rule editors for adding and editing business 

rules and knowledge acquisition. A few of them are described below: 

j.MD Solutions is a tool for authoring, testing and processing expert knowledge bases in 

medical domain  (http://wormek.org/jmd.jsp) . It was originally designed for interpretation and 

validation of laboratory tests. Now, other medical or even non-medical domains can also be 

served. Today, j.MD Solutions is one of the most powerful software products for knowledge-

based and rule based systems in medical domain. j.MD Knowledge Editor authors expert 

medical knowledge. It organizes expert medical knowledge in hierarchies of knowledge bases, 

laboratory tests, diagnostic concepts and rules. It provides an intuitive and easy-to-use graphical 

user interface (http://wormek.org/jmd.jsp). 

OpenRules, Inc. provides a Web application that consists of two parts, data input with 

rule engine and online rules editing (http://openrules.com/ExternalRulesFromGUI.htm). Blue 

Fish Development Group provides Web Publisher. It is a browser-based customizable tool that 

allows a business user to create Web content. It has an advantage over raw web page authoring 

tools by allowing a more secure enforcement of rules (Web publisher template basics, 2005). 

EZ-Xpert, AI Developers, Inc.‘s rapid application development (RAD) environment 

makes development of powerful rule based expert systems, simple enough for even the most 

novice computer user. An intuitive and easy-to-learn interface walks through the steps to develop 

own rule bases while EZ-Xpert transparently generates the complex code. The rule based 

engineering techniques built into the product verify consistency of the knowledge during its 

building, thus minimizing the need for testing and debugging (http://www.ez-xpert.com/). 

None of the rule editors described above is associated with SQL queries. All of them 

have their own rule engines associated with their own specific languages.  

5.7 Knowledge Editor of the RBS 

The knowledge (rule) editor developed during the research provides a graphical interface to 

domain experts to feed their knowledge into the system. Medical billing domain experts perform 

the role of knowledge engineers for building rules.  

http://wormek.org/jmd.jsp
http://wormek.org/jmd.jsp
http://openrules.com/ExternalRulesFromGUI.htm
http://www.ez-xpert.com/
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Multi Document Interface (MDI) main window of knowledge management studio is 

shown in Figure 5-8. It is used to access different modules of RBS. Main modules of RBS 

include knowledge (rule) editor, rule debugger, rule management module, performance analysis 

module, RBS reports, and RBS security module. 

5.7.1 Knowledge Editor 

It is the main module of knowledge management studio. It provides graphical interface to 

knowledge engineer for developing rules, meta-rules, and logical variables. Production rule 

editor, opened in MDI main window, is shown in Figure 5-9. It generates SQL queries of rules, 

meta-rules and logical variables by itself, while the user has to interact with the graphical user 

interface only. 

Figure 5-8: Knowledge Management Studio 
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A list of rules is appearing on the left side of the editor window shown in Figure 5-9. 

User can switch to meta-rules and logical variables by clicking their respective radio buttons 

present above the rule list. User can search and select any rule from the list in order to edit it. 

Data of the selected rule appears on the main area of the window. 

Gray portion near bottom shows SQL query of the rule generated by the rule editor. This 

SQL query is the representation of a production rule. Upper half of the form shows attributes 

related to the rule. These include the rule name, description, status, meta-rule, rule owner, and 

reference etc. Every rule name should be unique i.e. no two rules in the knowledge base are 

allowed to have the same name. It can be any meaningful symbol entered by the user. 

Description is a piece of information in English describing the rule.  

Figure 5-9: Knowledge (Rule) Editor Main Window 
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Other two important attributes are ‗reference‘ and ‗rule owner‘. Often it happens that 

when a rule is moved to production, it is challenged by some domain users. Reference attributes 

help knowledge engineering team to track the documentary proof of knowledge source of the 

rule, and ‗rule owner‘ defends the rule and convinces domain users about the authenticity and 

validity of the rule. In some cases, a rule needs to be modified or even fully rolled back from the 

production.  

On main production rule editor window, the middle portion of the form (labeled as 

‗Rule‘) is the main rule developing area. It is the working area of the user where the user can 

define rule conditions and action. If user wants to add more conditions, he/she can click ‗Edit‘ 

button to open an information segment window shown in Figure 5-10. User can click a hyperlink 

to open rule condition window shown in Figure 5-11 and build a rule condition. The last 

hyperlink, after ‗then‘ is action part of the rule. It opens rule action window (not shown here) 

where user can select some predefined actions and input rule message. 

Figure 5-10: Information Segment Window 
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Information segment window has two parts. Upper panel is the list of data 

attributes/columns related to claim, patient, insurance, practice, and provider etc. Required 

information segment is included in a rule to define a rule condition. Popup menus (shown in 

Figure 5-10) have been provided to join multiple conditions with the help of logical operators i.e. 

‗and‘, ‗or‘, ‗not‘. From popup menu user can insert opening and closing parenthesis to make rule 

condition more logical. User can build conditions on main rule developing area of either main 

window or information segment window. In rule developing area values are in the form of 

hyperlinks. When a user clicks the hyperlink, a rule condition window opens up as shown in 

Figure 5-11.  

A condition is basically a collection of conditional operator in the middle, left operand 

and right operand on left and right side respectively. Rule condition window allows the user to 

build a condition. Left operand is normally a logical variable associated with information 

segment which was added in the rule on information segment window. Right operand can be 

another logical variable or a single specific value; like, in example rule of previous section, 

insurance code of Health First i.e. 515314 (a specific value) used as right operand in one of the 

rule conditions.  

Right operand can be a list of more than one values when user selects ‗in‘ or ‗not in‘ as 

conditional operator. Right operand can be two values when user chooses ‗between‘ operator. 

Figure 5-11: Function Application Window 
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On rule condition window (shown on Figure 5-11), ‗apply function‘ button is available 

on both sides of conditional operator. When user clicks this button, Function application window 

opens up. It is shown in Figure 5-12.   

A list of commonly used SQL functions is provided in ‗Functions‘ portion in the form of 

two rows of radio buttons shown on left side of the function application widow in Figure 5-12. 

Some other functions are also included in list box present below these radio buttons. Argument 

text box becomes active in ‗arguments‘ portion when a function requires additional argument. 

User can apply function by checking its radio button and clicking ‗apply‘ button. Applied 

function along with its arguments appears in the applied functions‘ list present on the right side 

of function application window shown in Figure 5-12. In this way, user can apply many 

functions or even the same function multiple times. User can remove a function by selecting it 

from applied function list and clicking the ‗remove‘ button.  

Final output value along with applied functions is shown in output text box present at the 

top area of function application window. Functions are applied in SQL syntax. When ‗ok‘ button 

is pressed, value appearing in output text box will be returned as left value or right value on rule 

condition window. 

In this way, multiple rule conditions are built on information segment window forming 

condition portion of the rule under development. Action part of the rule is added using 

information segment window. When the check box of ‗rule action‘ present at upper left corner is 

Figure 5-12: Rule Condition Window 
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checked, a list of all available actions is displayed in information segment window shown in 

Figure 5-10. User can select one action at one time to complete a rule. On pressing ‗OK‘ button 

of information segment window, rule is displayed on main window in the same format. SQL 

query of the rule is generated and displayed in gray area near bottom of the main rule editing 

window shown in Figure 5-9.  

5.7.2 Meta-Rule Editing 

Meta-rules are the same as rules, except that their action is to trigger other rules instead of 

updating the database. On the same knowledge/rule editor window, the second tab opens a form 

for editing meta-rules. Meta-rule form is similar to that of rule editor shown in Figure 5-9, except 

that it has fewer fields. User can use same interfaces like shown in Figure 5-10, 5-11, and 5-12 

for including information segments in rule conditions and applying functions in rule conditions 

to build a meta-rule. A SQL query is generated by meta-rule editor as it is done for rule editor. 

5.7.3 Logical Variable Editor 

The third tab on knowledge editor window is for editing the logical variables. With the help of 

logical variable editor, user can edit logical variables of the rule based system. A logical variable 

is a symbol which is used in rule queries to access claim related values. Every logical variable 

has a SQL query associated to it which is executed by RBS engine and variable symbol is 

replaced by the values obtained by query execution.  

Figure 5-13 shows window for editing logical variables. In the middle portion of Figure 

5-13 ‗Logical Variable Query‘ portion is used for adding conditions in SQL query of the logical 

variable. This portion has three clauses for every logical variable. In the logical variable query 

editing area, first clause is ‗From‘, which mentions table names involved in the query.  

Second clause is ‗select‘ which requires user to select one column from tables included 

(joined) in ‗From‘ clause. Value of the selected column is returned as value of the logical 

variable. Third clause in the logical variable query editing area is ‗where‘ clause in which user 

can add multiple conditions to form a SQL query.  
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User can change logical operator, add small parenthesis to organize conditions and can 

also apply inner queries. User can click the hyperlinks to update the values with the help of 

graphical user interface. SQL query is generated by the editor when user clicks ‗Build Logical 

Variable Query‘ button or save the logical variable. This SQL query along with other attributes is 

saved in the table of logical variables. Editor window automatically encloses variable symbol 

name in angled brackets <>. User can also store English description of the logical variable. 

5.7.4 Rule Debugger 

After developing rule by using knowledge editor windows, user can test the new rule using Rule 

Debugger. User interface of rule debugger is shown in Figure 5-14 given below. It is connected 

to test database where a copy of part of medical billing data is stored. Users can create their own 

test claims and use debugger to see results of rule conditions being matched or unmatched on test 

claims. Actual rule engine does not try the remaining conditions of a rule query if one condition 

Figure 5-13: Logical Variable Editing Window 
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returns false, rather it moves on to try the next rule. While the debugger shows the results of all 

conditions of a rule query on a given test claim. It also shows the results of meta-rule and 

preconditions of insurance, practices and codes. Like all other windows, Rule debugger window 

also opens up inside the main MDI window of knowledge management studio. User can also use 

the debugger window while he/she is creating rule on rule editor window. 

5.7.5 Rule Management Module 

An important module in knowledge management studio of the system is ‗rule management 

module‘. Only knowledge engineers with sufficient rights can use this module. This module is 

used to move the rule to production environment where it is used by the RBS engine for 

processing the claims. User interface of the rule management module is shown in Figure 5-15.   

List of rule names along with their descriptions is shown to the user. Each database server 

is shown as one column in the rule management window. First column is for development server 

where all the rules are developed and tested, and to which knowledge editor is normally 

connected. Other two columns represent production servers where actual medical billing data of 

Figure 5-14: Rule Debugger Window 
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the company resides. Specific color scheme is used to convey the status on every rule on each 

server. Dark green color indicates that the rule is present on the database server and is active. 

Light green color indicates that record of the rule is present on the server however the rule is 

currently inactive. Orange color indicates that the rule record does not exist on the server.  

Knowledge manager can check, uncheck, and unmark the check box for any rule for any 

server to move, delete, or disable the particular rule on particular server. All actions selected by 

the user on rules‘ grid are then listed in ‗Actions list‘ shown on right hand side of Figure 5-15. 

Knowledge manager can finally review the actions and if satisfied, he/she can click ‗Apply‘ 

button to perform all the actions mentioned in actions list. User can exclude any specific action 

by double clicking it or cancel all actions by pressing ‗Clear All‘ button. 

Figure 5-15: Rule Management Window 
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5.7.6 Knowledge Base Security Module 

One of the important modules in knowledge management studio is RBS user security module. 

User interface of this module is shown in Figure 5-16.  

It is an easy to use, simple interface for assigning different rights to different users of the 

knowledge editor. List of knowledge engineers appears on the left hand side of RBS security 

module window. By default, a user ‗RBSADMIN‘ exists with full security privileges. This user 

can be used to further assign rights to the users. A user can have ‗read only‘, ‗modify‘, or ‗full 

control‘ for one RBS module.  

Knowledge editor identifies a user from its login to windows operating system. When a 

user opens the knowledge management studio, only those modules are enabled for which the 

user has privileges to access. 

5.7.7 RBS Performance Monitor 

Performance or effectiveness of the RBS system depends upon performance of individual rules. 

Performance of individual rules can be measured in terms of number of claims captured by the 

rule. A rules performance graph in terms of number of claims captured is shown in Figure 5-17. 

Figure 5-16: Knowledge Editor Security Window 
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User can mention specific criteria to see the performance of rules. Report of number of claims 

captured by rules can also be pulled in tabular form in excel file. Knowledge engineers can make 

decision to deactivate a rule on the basis of its performance. Like, if a rule has never blocked any 

claim since its creation, then it is better to disable the rule as it is only wasting processing time of 

the database servers (as RBS engine executes on database servers).Similarly, knowledge 

engineers can decide to review a rule if it is catching too many claims. Users of this module can 

see performance of rules on all servers where RBS is operational. 

5.7.8 Rule Learner Module 

A data mining algorithm has been implemented in SQL environment which does learning of the 

production rules from rejected claims.  

Details of the algorithm have been presented in chapter 4 of this report. Rules identified 

by the algorithm have ‗RBS‘ in ‗created by‘ field of the rule. Initially, status of extracted rules 

remains inactive. Knowledge engineers can review the rules and mark their status as ‗active‘ if 

the rule is correct. If extracted rules are incorrect, then either knowledge engineers change the 

rule or delete it altogether. No separate window is provided for editing the extracted rules; they 

are updated in normal rule editor. 

Figure 5-17: Rule Performance Graph 
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5.7.9 RBS Dynamic Reports 

Besides rule performance analysis, knowledge engineers may need other reports. A dynamic 

report generation module has been provided in the knowledge editor. No knowledge of SQL 

programming is required to pull the reports related to RBS. User can give specific criteria of the 

report with the help of GUI components. SQL query is generated by the editor itself and the 

generated query is executed on the database which is selected by the user. Data extracted from 

database is presented in grid to the user. User can export the file in excel file format. The 

dynamic report generation module allows knowledge engineers/ domain experts to pull data from 

all the tables of the medical billing database; it is not limited to pull reports related to RBS. 

5.7.10 Rule Serialization  

In knowledge editor, different classes like Rule, Rule Condition, and Query etc. have been used. 

From objects of these classes, SQL queries of rules are generated and saved in the database. To 

reload the saved rule in knowledge editor i.e. to create objects of Rule and Rule Condition, there 

are two options. Firstly, write a translator module which could build class objects from SQL 

query of the rule. Secondly, we can create snapshots of class objects in XML form and save 

them, known as ‗serialization‘. Then create class objects from XML form later on, known as ‗de-

serialization‘. Second approach is used, as this feature is provided by the Microsoft .Net 

programming environment and is known as ‗Serialization‘. So, when a rule is created by using 

knowledge editor, a serialized image of the object of ‗Rule‘ class is also created in XML form 

along with SQL query of the rule. A serialized rule along with rule conditions is shown in Figure 

5-18.  

This XML form is then de-serialized to create object of ‗Rule‘ class when a rule is loaded 

in knowledge editor where user can edit this rule. In future, these serialized rules in XML form 

can be shared, sent to other organizations, and can be used as a commodity in knowledge trading. 
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5.8 Execution of Rules 

All the production rules, either manually developed or extracted from rule mining algorithm, 

needs to be applied on data. A rule based engine is required in order to apply rules on operational 

data. Without the rule processing engine all the defined rules are of no advantage. The rule based 

Figure 5-18: Serialized Rule in XML Form 
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engine works like an interpreter; it selects the suitable rules for the given dataset and tries to 

apply all the selected rules one by one. For each rules, conditions are checked from the given 

data. If all the conditions are true then action part (consequent) of the rule is executed. Action 

part of the rule when executed performs some changes to the given data. Most of the rules have 

default action part, which blocks the faulty claims. In this way, rule engine applies all the 

selected rules on given data and faulty claims are either corrected automatically or excluded from 

the data. At the end clean claims are passed to medical insurances for reimbursements. Design 

details of the rule based engine developed during this research are presented in next chapter.  

5.9 Chapter Summary 

Although a rule is logically ‗if then‘ construct; however in rule based system, this construct is the 

part of data, not of code. This allows users to edit and manage rules at runtime, thus providing 

flexibility to the user. Further, attributes can be associated with the rules, which help in their 

analysis like the time and date when the rule was created, modified, and moved to the 

production. What is the knowledge source of the rule, and when it was suggested? Questions like 

this can only be answered if rules are kept as part of data. Such questions cannot be answered if 

same conditions and then parts are implemented in the form of compiled code. 

According to this rationale, a knowledge editor is essential with almost every rule based 

system so that knowledge engineers could edit the knowledge base. Keeping this in view, a 

knowledge editor has been developed and given to the domain experts for management of the 

knowledge base. Prior to knowledge editor, rule development was being done by RBS 

development team (persons with knowledge of SQL programming). After implementation of the 

knowledge editor rule, development process improved and speed of knowledge acquisition 

process increased.  
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Chapter 6: Rule Based Engine Design 

6.1 Introduction 

This chapter describes design of the rule based engine developed during this research work. A 

simplified version of the system‘s architecture (that has been shown in chapter 3 as Figure 3-1) is 

shown as Figure 6-1. Inside the rule based system box, Rule Based Engine (RBE) is one of the 

main components depicted in the form of a gear. Production rule mining based learning module 

has been presented in chapter 4. Knowledge Base and Knowledge Editor has been given in 

chapter 5. This chapter contains details of the last component i.e. RBE of the data mining driven 

learning apprentice system. 

After a very brief description of examples from other researchers to develop rule based engine 

using SQL, Section 6-3 presents rule engine design developed initially during this research work. 

Initial rule engine design got refined after practical implementation. In the last two sections, the 
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rule engine developed during this research has been compared with a claim scrubber (also 

developed in SQL however having data consistency checks as hard coded queries) and 

conventional software (developed using C#) having data consistency checks as hard coded ‗if‘ 

statements. 

6.2 Rule Based Engine using SQL 

In 1996 Paul Skarek also used database engine for his rule based system. He argues that 

knowledge engineering tools are normally not the part of computing environment and may be 

costly. Hence, it is convenient to use a simple rule language which can easily be translated into 

SQL queries and SQL interpreter is used to run rule queries (Skarek & Varga, 1996).  

A simple example of rule based engine in SQL is also presented by Greenberg 

(Greenberg, 2006).  Ren  (Ren, 2010) presented an example of a rule based engine in nothing 

more than few tables and some simple queries (as described by himself). All these researchers 

represented rules as small hard coded queries, and their engine is merely a loop for executing 

those queries. No concept of logical variables and working memory has been used.  

Rule based engine developed during this research has also been implemented using SQL 

programming. It is a complete, full-fledged system with thousands of lines of code, containing 

all necessary ingredients of rule based systems such as logical variables, working memory, and 

conflict set resoultion.  

6.3 Design of Rule Based Engine 

The main point of rule based engine is that it stores production rules as part of data. These 

production rules are applied by the engine on claims‘ data to perform checks and do necessary 

changes in the data. Initial design of rule engine got refined after several iterations of analysis 

and practical feedback. 

6.3.1 Initial Engine Design 

The initial logic of rule engine is very simple i.e. take one claim at a time, keeping in view the 

rule priority and meta-rules, apply all rules on it one by one, and execute ‗then-part‘ of those 
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rules for which rule conditions are true. The above simple logic has been explained as logical 

design of the rule based engine shown in Figure 6-2. 

First phase (represented by dotted line box in Figure 6-2) is the selection of applicable 

rules. In the initial stage only those rules are selected which have priority 25 or 75. Then all the 

meta-rules are executed one by one. When a meta-rule returns true then its related rules are 

selected. At the end of this phase all applicable rules have been selected (either due to priority or 

due to true condition of their meta-rule). 

In the second phase, rule engine applies all these selected rules individually on a given 

claim and identifies the inconsistencies and errors. Each rule is like a check with some action 

part associated to it and implemented as a ―where‖ clause of a SQL query. The ―select‖ portion 

of the rule query is attached automatically within RBE. For example the check of ―missing date 

of birth‖ will be implemented as “where „<DOB>‟ = „‟ ”. The token <DOB> is a logical 

variable and will be replaced by its value. RBE will get its value by executing the query stored in 

Logical variables table. For example, if <DOB> is blank then rule query after replacing the value 

of logical variable will become:  

select @rowcnt = count(*) where „‟ = „‟ 

In above rule query, ‗where‘ clause is true so @rowcnt SQL variable will get value 1 indicating 

the error of ―patient date of birth missing‖. Suppose date of birth of the patient is not missing i.e. 

it is ―08/20/2009‖, then rule query after replacing value of logical variable <DOB> will become:  

select @rowcnt = count(*) where „08/20/2009‟ = „‟ 

In this case @rowcnt SQL variable will get 0 value (as condition is false in ‗where‘ 

clause), thus indicating that error of ―patient date of birth missing‖ has not occurred. 

The claim scrubbing behavior of RBE is briefly demonstrated above where it can identify 

the inconsistencies in the patient data (such as the missing or invalid information). Each 

production rule in the RBE‘s knowledge base has its own scrubbing behavior. The critical rules, 

in general, stop RBE from submitting a faulty claim, whereas the non-critical rules simply 

generate a warning message.  
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Some rules exclude the specific faulty procedure code instead of blocking the whole claim. 

Furthermore, some rules apply modifiers with the procedure code however these changes are 

according to the instructions given by the providers. Rule application log is maintained by the 

system. This log is used for pulling ‗daily claim error report‘ and ‗RBS blocked claim reports‘ 

and any other analysis related to the performance of RBS. 

Figure 6-3 shows the physical design of the rule based engine i.e. how the engine has 

been implemented in SQL. In Figure 6-3 single line arrows (  ) showing control flow and 

double line arrows (  ) showing data flow, and   represents permanent table of the 

database. Similarly,     is being used for temporary storage while    represents process 

or action. 

Rule based engine consists of four permanent tables in the relational database, three for 

storing rules, meta-rules, and logical variables; and fourth table as log, for storing the results of 

rules when applied on claims. Main loop of rule engine is implemented as stored procedure 

named sp_ApplyRule. It applies all the rules on given claim one by one. 

There are three main steps when rules are applied on the claim. First step involves finding 

all suitable rules which should be applied. This step is implemented as a stored procedure in SQL 

named sp_find_applicable_rules. Second step implemented as sp_replace_LV_values is to 

replace all logical variables present in rule with their values. Third step is the execution of rule 

i.e. checking the condition of rule engine, storing its result in rule application log table, and if 

result is true, then executing the query present in then part of the rule which will do the 

scrubbing function.  

As stored procedures in SQL cannot input or output tables as argument so temporary 

tables #Queries and #AppRules are used for sharing data between above stated stored 

procedures. These three steps are repeated when the engine executes a meta-rule as shown in 

stored procedure of ‗find applicable rules‘ in Figure 6-3.  
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At first step of finding applicable rules, engine checks the status of rules, and only those 

rules are considered which have active status. Then rules with priority 25 and 75 are selected for 

application. Priorities 25 and 75 have been selected intuitively for indicating the compulsory 

rules (i.e. rules which must be applied on every claim). Further priority is used to determine 

execution sequence among rules. Finally, those rules are selected for which meta-rules return 

true. All these selected rules are saved in temporary table of #Apprules (which will be washed 

automatically by SQL server when RBE is applied on next claim). 

Second phase, which starts after the selection of rules, applies all rules on the given claim 

one by one. For each rule all the logical variables in rule query are replaced with their values 

specific to the given claim. If a logical variable has more than one value then copies of the rule 

query are generated. Thus, the number of copies of rule query equals the number of values of 

that logical variable, each copy having one value of that variable.  

Thus, at the end, multiple queries are produced from single rule query. Suppose a claim 

having id 1001 and date of service ‗02/18/2009‘, has two diagnoses 872.061 (i.e. ‗open wound 

ear drum uncomplicated‘) and 998.30 (i.e. ‗disruption of wound unspecified‘). So rule query of 

R4 after replacing logical variables will produce two copies shown below; 

R4 Query Replica 1:  

select @Recordcnt = count(*) where left('872.061',3) between '800' and '999' ; if @Recordcnt = 

1 begin update claims set Accident_Date = '02/18/2009' where claim_no = 1001 end 

R4 Query Replica 2:  

select @Recordcnt = count(*) where left('998.30',3) between '800' and '999' ; if @Recordcnt = 1 

begin update claims set Accident_Date = '02/18/2009' where claim_no = 1001 end 

Both of the above queries will be stored in temporary table of #Queries being ready for 

execution. If every logical variable of a rule query has one value, then result of 

‗sp_replace_LVs_values‘ stored procedure will be one rule query. 
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After the replacement of logical variables, resultant rule queries are executed 

independently. For each query if @Recordcnt gets value 1, then claim is faulty and then-part 

(action part) of the rule query is executed. Else, if @Recordcnt get value 0, it means the given 

condition is clear. In both cases, result is stored in rule_application_log table. Data of this log 

table is later used for reporting purpose and for measuring the performance of the rule engine. 

6.3.2 Sample Rules 

As described in chapter 5, knowledge base of the system consists of three entities, meta-rules, 

rules, and logical variables stored in Meta_Rules_Table, Rules_Table, and 

Logical_Variables_Table respectively. 

6.2.2.1 Logical Variables 

In rule queries, symbols within angled brackets <> are considered as logical variables. Rules are 

executed/ applied after replacing logical variables with their corresponding values. Value of a 

logical variable is obtained by executing its respective query. All the attributes associated with 

logical variables are given in Figure 5-1. Table 6-1 shows only three attributes of some logical 

variables along with their queries; 

Table 6-1: A Sample set of logical variables 

Variable 

Symbol 
Variable Description Variable Query 

<PAT_FNAME> Patient first name 
select first_name from patient where patient_account = 

@patient_account 

<PAT_GENDER> Patient gender 
select gender from patient where patient_account = 

@patient_account 

<DOB> Patient date of birth 

select  date_of_birth  from  dbo.patient  where   

patient_account = @patient_account 

 

<CLAIM_NO> Claim number select @claim_no as claim_no 

<DOS> 
Date of service of the 

claim 
select DOS from dbo.claims where claim_no = @claim_no 
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<ACCIDENT_DATE> 
Accident date of the 

claim 

select accident_date from claims where claim_no = 

@claim_no 

<AGING> 
Number of days claim 

spent to submission 

select datediff(day,DOS,Bill_date) as aging from claims  

where claim_no = @claim_no 

<INS_ID> 
Insurance payer id of the 

claim 

select i.InsPayer_Id from patient_insurance pis, insurances i 

where pis.insurance_id = i.insurance_id and 

pis.patient_account = @patient_account 

<DX_CODE> 
Diagnoses codes applied 

in the claim 
select dx_code from claims where claim_no = @claim_no 

 

In above queries @claim_no is SQL variable which holds id of the claim on which RBE 

is applied. Similarly @patient_account is SQL variable which holds id of the patient to whom 

the claim belongs. 

These queries are executed dynamically by the SQL server after passing values of SQL 

variables @claim_no and @patient_account in order to get the value(s) of logical variables. 

6.2.2.2 Meta-Rules  

RBE uses divide and conquer strategy, somewhat like indexing. Common conditions of 

rules can be identified and saved as a separate meta-rule query. It first evaluates the meta-rule 

query. If it returns true, then all the rules related to that meta-rule are selected and applied in 

order of their priority, otherwise no rules are  executed in that group reducing the search space of 

the rule base.  For example, condition of accident date missing can be used in many rules. 

Therefore, it is better to define it as a meta-rule, shown as MR1 in Table 6-2. Similarly, rules 

associated with insurance payer 5002471 can be categorized under a meta-rule MR2. 

Table 6-2: A Sample set of meta-rules 

Meta-rule name Meta-Rule  Description Meta-Rule Query 

MR1 Accident date  missing 
where isnull ('<ACCIDENT_DATE>', '1900-01-01') = 

'1900-01-01' 

MR2 
Claim belongs to payer 

5002471 
where <INS_ID> in (5002471) 
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6.2.2.3 Rules 

In a typical rule based engine each rule consists of a conjunction of condition elements 

corresponding to the ‗if-part‘ of the rule and a set of actions corresponding to ‗then-part‘ of the 

rule. Descriptions of some of the rules currently active in RBE are shown in Table 6-3. 

Table 6-3: Sample list of rules 

Rule 

name 

Meta- 

Rule 
Priority Rule  Description Rule Query 

R1 NULL 75 Patient Gender Missing where isnull ('<PAT_GENDER>', '') = '' 

R2 NULL 75 
Patient First Name 

missing 
where isnull ('<PAT_FNAME>', '') = '' 

R3 NULL 75 
Date of birth follows the 

date of service 

where convert(datetime,'<DOB>') > 

convert(datetime,'<DOS>'); if @Recordcnt = 1 

begin select ‗date of birth <DOB> follows date of 

service <DOS>' end 

R4 MR1 50 

Accident date missing 

for ICD range 800 to 

999 

where left('<DX_CODE>',3) between '800' and 

'999';  if @Recordcnt = 1 begin update claims set 

Accident_Date = '<DOS>' where claim_no = 

<CLAIM_NO> end 

R5 MR2 51 

Claim aging greater than 

95 days limit of 

insurance payer 

where <AGING> > 95 

Action part of most of the rules is to display the given description as error message to 

user. Some critical rules block the claims i.e. do not allow submission to insurance. 

In this engine, a rule is a condition portion of an SQL query statement.  Rules are selected 

and applied according to their priority.  Priority of rules has been declared as positive integer 

value ranging from 1 to 100. Two priorities 25 and 75 (low ‗must execute‘ priority and high 

‗must execute‘ priority respectively) have been defined. A rule having ‗must execute‘ priority 

(25 or 75) is always tried/applied on the claim. Otherwise for a rule to apply on a claim, its meta-

rule should be true. Rules R1 and R2 do not have explicit ‗then-part‘. So, displaying their 

description as a message to user will serve as default ‗then-part‘ of these rules. 
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In rule queries given in Table 6-3, ‗begin‘ and ‗end‘ block after ‗if @Recordcnt = 1‘ form 

‗then-part‘ or ‗action-part‘ of the rules. The ‗then-part‘ of R3 is just a select statement containing 

logical variables of date of birth (i.e. <DOB>) and date of service (i.e. <DOS>). So, after 

replacing these logical variables with their corresponding values, resultant text will be displayed 

as message to the user. This displaying of message is the action-part of the rule. 

Then part of rule R4 is an update statement which is setting <DOS> i.e. date of service as 

accident date for the given claim as for the given range of ICDs, accident date is required. 

In rule R5, default action will be taken i.e. description will be displayed as message to 

user if its condition is true (i.e. query returns true). 

In short, two steps are performed with every rule before dynamically executing it. Firstly, 

with every rule query, a fixed string i.e. ‗select @Recordcnt = count(*)‘ is attached at the 

beginning of rule query. Secondly, logical variables (symbols with angled brackets) are replaced 

with their respective values.  For example, rule query of R1 will become ‗select @Recordcnt = 

count(*) where isnull ('Male', '') = ''‘ for the patient having gender ‗Male‘.  

Input of RBE is a claim-no which it needs to check for validation with respect to billing 

compliance rules and do scrubbing (small modifications, corrections, and enhancements). The 

actual data of the medical claim consists of information about diagnosis also known as 

International Classification of Disease (ICD) or diagnosis code (DxCode), procedures / 

treatments also known as Current Procedure Terminology (CPT), patient demographic data like 

its first name, last name, date of birth, SSN etc. and some other information which is required by 

the insurances for making payment of the claim. This data is stored in relational database 

connected with the billing software of the company. Rule engine picks this data from the 

concerned tables.  

6.4 Weaknesses of Initial Rule Engine Design 

This section describes some weaknesses of the initial rule based engine, although it also has 

certain advantages like, first of all, it is implemented in SQL, in the form of stored procedures 

and functions, which eliminates the need of data transformation from operational environment 
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(i.e. relational database) to some knowledge base environment. Secondly, meta-rules have been 

used to find out potential errors without executing/ evaluating the whole condition. Meta-rules 

increase the efficiency of the system. Thirdly, Concept of ―must try‖ priorities (which are 25 and 

75 for lower and higher compulsory rules respectively) has been used. These numbers are 

intuitive assuming the priority of a rule between 1 and 100. Rules which must be tried should be 

defined with priority 25 or 75. Rules with priorities between these two values will be tried after 

the execution of priority 75 and before trying priority 25 rules. 

Initial design has following weaknesses causing efficiency problems when the number of 

rules and claims reach thousands.  

 It has no separate working memory. Whole production database serves the purpose of 

working memory.  

 Rules do not interact with each other, rather they work independently. 

 Original tables of operation database are accessed again and again for getting values of 

logical variables. If a logical variable is used again in another rule, its value will be 

acquired again from original operational tables. 

 There is only one level of hierarchy below meta-rules. A rule cannot associate with more 

than one meta-rules, hence causing bottlenecks in various situations. 

 Rule engine performs linear one pass evaluation of production rules, i.e. rules are selected 

and tried. If condition of a rule is true, then its then-part is executed. While traditional 

rule engines perform multiple passes of rules and continues to try rules till some specific 

condition is met or exists in working memory. 

 When a critical rule identifies some error, it simply blocks the claim i.e. it no longer 

remains ‗being billed‘ to insurance. This stops the remaining rules from executing on the 

given claim. Since all the rules should be applied/tried when claim is being billed, this 

limitation stops RBE from identifying all the errors present in the claim. 
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 Mutually exclusive rules are not catered for. If a rule returns true, other rules which are 

mutually exclusive are also tried, understandably consuming more CPU time without 

generating any results. 

 Works in batch format where the claims from multiple practices are processed 

sequentially, thus reducing the overall efficiency of RBE.  

Improved RBE design described in the following section has also been developed and tested 

using SQL. It was expected to overcome the weaknesses of initial rule engine design mentioned 

above. 

6.5 Multi-Pass Rule Engine Design 

Multi-pass rule based engine has been shown in Figure 6-4. Starting point is the same i.e. like 

initial engine, it also takes one claim at a time as input and process the claim. It checks the claim 

for potential errors and carries out modifications where possible. 

Before starting the main execution, multi-pass RBE fetches all the data which is related 

to the given claim into working memory. The working memory is represented by temporary 

tables. When fetching the values of logical variables, engine does not access original data tables; 

rather, it uses these temporary tables (working memory). 

Second major modification proposed is the selection of rules for applying on the claim. 

Instead of using must execute priority and meta-rules in enhanced RBE, rules are activated and 

deactivated by other rules starting from ―rStart‖ which is the designated starting rule of the 

engine. It activates other rules which in turn can activate more rules.  

A temporary table #Rules is used for activating and deactivating rules. A rule is activated 

(by another rule) by simply adding its name to #Rules table and a rule is deactivated (by some 

other rule) by simply deleting its name from #Rules temporary table. 

This kind of mechanism allows multi-level rule hierarchy i.e. one condition is checked in 

one rule and if it is true, remaining conditions are checked in the proceeding rules (which will be 

activated by this rule) and so on.  
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Furthermore, main loop of rule engine is multi-pass i.e. it keeps on trying rules till the 

#Rules table is empty. A rule is automatically deleted from #Rules table immediately after its 

execution. It can be re-activated again by some other rule. Similarly, mutually exclusive rules are 

also handled in the same fashion. 

Third major change is the defining of #Variable_values temporary table for storing values 

of logical variables. This technique solved the problem of showing only one error after one 

execution of RBE on the claim. It also reduced RBE effort of fetching value(s) of the same 

logical variable again and again.  

Figure 6-4: Multi-pass Rule Engine Design 
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6.5.1 Working Memory (WM) 

The difference in problem solving power and efficiency of initial RBE and multi-pass RBE is 

due to the introduction of #Rules, #variable_values, and claim related temporary tables. These 

tables serve the purpose of working memory of the rule engine. These tables are populated when 

the RBE is activated on a single claim and flushed at the end. Working memory (temporary 

tables) is re-filled again when RBE is applied on other claims. 

6.5.2 Concurrency 

Contrary to the initial RBE, multi-pass RBE operates concurrently, i.e. many users are able to 

process their claims simultaneously. Each user has its own set of temporary tables (working 

memory) for scrubbing the claims. 

Initial engine was linear with only two levels of hierarchy i.e. meta-rules and rules. Only 

meta-rules can activate normal rules. While in multi-pass RBE design normal rule can activate 

and also deactivate one or more other rules, thus allowing multi-levels of rule hierarchy. 

6.6 Enhanced Rule Engine Design 

Although multi-pass rule engine design has certain advantages on initial rule engine design, yet it 

has two major disadvantages. The first is that of complexity of its execution cycle. During this 

research work, multi-pass rule engine design was implemented, tested, and moved to production. 

It performed well when the number of production rules is few hundreds. However when the 

number of rules increased, it became difficult to trace execution of RBE on given claims. 

Tracing of RBE is an important requirement of the operational environment. Many times, 

question is raised that why a particular rule did not apply on specific claims. It has been 

practically experienced that with multi-pass rule engine design, it is difficult to answer such 

questions, thus failing to justify the effectiveness of RBE. 

Second main disadvantage of multi-pass rule engine design is the visualization of 

knowledge base. Although editing of individual rules is not very much difficult, yet it is difficult 

for knowledge engineers to visualize and understand which rule shall trigger which rules. 
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Therefore, due to difficult visualization of knowledge base and difficult tracing of rule 

engine execution loops multi-pass rule engine design from operational environment was rolled 

back and it was decided to enhance the initial rule engine design and keep it single-pass. 

Two major enhancements are made in the initial rule engine design. Firstly, to achieve 

efficiency, three preconditions are added in the rule. To do this, three fields (‗practices‘, 

‗insurance payers‘ and ‗codes‘) are added to rule definition. For each rule, these columns contain 

codes with which rule any particular rule is related to. For example, if rule ‗R1‘ is for practices 

101 and 220, then its record will have ‗101,220‘ in ‗practices‘ field. Rule engine will try ‗R1‘ 

only when a claim related to practice 101 or 220 is processed in RBE. Same technique is applied 

for insurances and codes to quickly select relevant rules (i.e. which are related to given 

insurances and diagnosis and procedure codes). If a rule is related to all practices then ‗0‘ is 

stored in ‗practices‘ column. 

SQL query in rule engine returns all those rules which are related to given claim (which 

is being processed) in terms of practice, insurances, or codes within one second. This technique 

made the rule selection mechanism very efficient, and logically formed indexing of rules on the 

basis of these columns. In initial rule engine matching of practice, insurances and codes (of the 

rule and claim) were being done in meta-rule or within rule itself. Now meta-rules contain some 

other common condition which should be checked besides checking practice, insurance and 

codes of the claim being processed by RBE. 

Secondly, to achieve concurrency, concept of working memory is implemented in the 

form of temporary tables in SQL as rule engine is already implemented in SQL environment. 

This also gave advantage of identifying all errors in one execution of RBE. In initial rule engine, 

all rules are querying directly from the original tables to get claim related values from database 

and are performing actions on original tables if conditions of the rule are true. Due to this, a rule 

executed first disturbs the execution of proceeding rules as it updates the original claims data. 

This logic is resulting one error after one execution of RBE on a claim.  
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This enhanced, single-pass rule engine design is moved to production and all the modules 

of RBE like knowledge editor, data mining algorithm, RBE reports etc. have been implemented 

according to this design. 

Rule engine performance is real time i.e. it is being used in operation department of the 

company where billing executives are entering medical claims into the database with the help of 

medical billing software. It takes approximately 6.8 (± 4) seconds for a claim to apply 1500 rules 

on it. 

6.7 RBE vs. Claim Scrubber (implemented in SQL) 

As an alternate of RBE, a claim scrubber was developed in SQL using conventional 

programming technique i.e. embedding data consistency checks in code. Design of medical 

claim scrubber table is shown in Table 6-4 given below: 

Table 6-4: Design of claim scrubber table 

Error Messages 
Patient claim attributes 

Field 1 Field 2 … Field n 

Error Message 1 Value11 Value12 
…. Value1n 

Error Message 2 Value21 Value22 
…. Value2n 

Error Message 3 Value31 Value32 
…. Value3n 

Error Message 4 Value41 Value42 
…. Value4n 

.…… …… …… …. …… 

Error Message m Valuem1 Valuem1 
…. 

Valuemn 

 

Design of medical claim scrubber is relatively simple. It is based on a two dimensional array (a 

table) shown in Table 6-5, where first column of every row is the error message. Columns 

represent attributes related to claim, patient, and insurance payer of the patient. Scrubber, when 

applied on a claim, checks the values of all the fields of the given claim against this table; if 

value of any field of the claim matches with any value in respective column of the table, then 

error message of the corresponding row is shown by the scrubber.  
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Table 6-5: Claim scrubber table with sample values 

Error Message FName DOB 
… 

Policy No. 

Patient Date of birth missing Null  … Null 

First name missing  Null …. Null 

Policy number missing Null Null …  

Policy number invalid Null Null …. ‗99999‘ 

.…… …… …… …. …… 

Policy number invalid Null Null 
…. ‘000000‘ 

Medical claim scrubber table, with sample values, is shown in Table 6-5. Error messages in first 

column with invalid values of corresponding fields in remaining columns are shown. 

For example, in scrubber table field 2 represents date of birth (DOB) of patient, and 

value12 is a blank i.e. ‗‘. The error message 1 is „Patient date of birth missing‟ as shown in Table 

6-5. When a claim is passed to the scrubber and date of birth of its patient is blank, then scrubber 

shows error message ‗Patient date of birth is missing‘. Sometimes, an error message is related to 

multiple fields combined with logical operator of ‗and‘/ ‗or‘. Scrubber function (developed in 

SQL) contains the information of logical relationship between multiple fields of the scrubber 

table for an error message related to multiple fields  

Medical claim scrubber is like a ‗switch‘ statement in C++ where all possible invalid 

values (cases) should be known in advance. So, when a claim is passed to the scrubber its values 

are matched against each case (i.e. row of scrubber table). If any case is matched, then 

corresponding error message is displayed. Although medical claim scrubber is supposed to have 

‗scrubbing‘ features, yet its current implementation does not have any such feature. It neither 

modifies the given claim (i.e. does not take any action if faults are detected in the claim) nor does 

it have any slot for incorporating scrubbing action in future implementation. Another main 

disadvantage is the memory loss; column DOB will have null values in all remaining rows since 

it is only related to the error message in first row i.e. ‗Patient date of birth missing‘. Same is the 

case for all columns i.e. they have null values in all rows except few rows related to them. 

Medical claim scrubber can only perform basic checks such as presence of claim‘s mandatory 
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values, comparison of claim related dates etc. Comparison of RBE and claim scrubber is given 

below: 

1.  Scrubber is developed in SQL comprising of one stored procedure and one function along 

with one scrubber table. Hence its code size is small as compared to the rule based engine which 

is also developed in SQL however consists of more than 20 stored procedures and functions 

along with 10 tables in the database.  

2. Both of them work on the claim‘s data stored in database tables.  

3. There are approximately 280 checks implemented in scrubber while there are 1800 rules in 

rule based engine. Checks of the scrubber are relatively simple, concerned with presence of 

values, validity of claim related dates, and confirmation of numeric values etc.; while rules 

processed by the rule based engine are knowledge oriented data consistency checks such as, CCI 

(i.e. Comprehensive Component Initiative) edits, valid use of modifiers, LCD (i.e. Local 

Coverage Determination) edits etc. 

4. Claim scrubber is being used for one client for last three months, while RBE (i.e. Rule Based 

Engine) is being used for more than two hundred clients for the last one year. 

5. For single claim, there is no noticeable difference between the response time of scrubber and 

RBE, scrubber is faster when executed on batch of claims (consisting of approximately 5000 

claims). RBE response time is simple sum response time on single claim thus having linear time 

complexity (i.e. n where n is number of claims). 

6. In scrubber, there is no distinction between critical and non-critical checks. It just only 

displays a message when a check failed; while in RBE custom action part has been defined with 

each rule thus distinguishing critical and non-critical rules. 

7. In scrubber, checks are part of stored procedure and function definition, so it is not easy to add 

a new check or modify existing one at runtime. To do so user requires alteration of procedure 

and function definition. In RBE rules, meta-rules, and logical variables are stored in table like 

records of data. So, rules can be easily modified, added, and deleted at runtime (while system is 

running). 
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8.  No check has been added in scrubber since its deployment. RBE was deployed with only 20 

rules now reaching 2000. 

9. Scrubber checks can only be developed using SQL Server Management Studio. RBE rules can 

be developed by a non IT person using Knowledge Editor (described in last chapter). 

10. User needs administrator rights of the database to add new checks in scrubber. In RBE 

adding a new rule is like insertion of record, hence it does not require any administrative rights 

of the database.  

11. Scrubber is like a switch statement, suitable for finding missing values and comparison of 

dates etc.  RBE is like collection of if statements which can be used for implementing complex 

conditional checks. 

6.8 Rule Based Engine vs. Conventional Software  

Table 6-6 contains comparison of RBE and conventional programming (using C#, C++). During 

the research, it has been observed that RBE is more suitable, efficient, easy and flexible for 

implementing knowledge oriented conditions and actions. Conventional application software can 

only do simple format checking at front end. 

At the company (where this research has been carried out), medical providers have 

submitted their instructions which are related to medical coding and billing known as ‗Special 

Instructions‘. Before the implementation of RBE, developers of ‗billing software‘ of the 

company had tried their best to automate those instructions given by the providers. Nevertheless 

it has never been possible to encode those special instructions in billing software. After the 

implementation of approximately half of the instructions, performance of billing software 

considerably reduced. Eventually, those implemented instructions were removed from the billing 

software.  

In RBE it has been very easy and fast to implement providers‘ special instructions 

without any effect to the system‘s performance. Approximately 500 special instruction rules 

have been developed and moved to operation. Comparison of RBE with conventional 

programming is shown as under:  
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Table 6-6: Comparison of RBE and conventional programming 

SR RBE (developed in this research) Conventional Software (Desktop Application) 

1 

Rule based engines are developed in specialized 

tools like OPS-5, KEE or in AI languages like 

LISP, PROLOG. However current RBE has been 

developed using SQL. 

Conventional desktop application software like billing 

software of the company are developed using some 

conventional programming languages like VB, C++, C# 

etc. 

2 
Conditions and actions are implemented in the 

form of production rules. Hence, they are part of 

data. 

Conditions and actions are implemented in the form of 

nested if else statements, hence they are part of code not 

data. 

3 

Being part of data, production rules are easily 

updated, modified, inserted, deleted from the 

database by end user. Hence, making the system 

flexible and dynamic. 

Being part of code, conditions and actions need special 

rights or access to the code for modification or change. 

Also require recompilation of code and distribution of 

new exe. 

4 

In RBE, processing is centralized on database 

server. Checks are performed on the data stored in 

the database, and data is updated directly in the 

database. 

In case of desktop application, processing of conditions 

and actions is normally decentralized, every front end 

application performing checks by itself and updating the 

database. 

5 More efficient due to direct implementation at 

database level in Structured Query Language. 

Less efficient due to increased network traffic and 

increased application size at client end. 

6 
Heavy on database server. Therefore it requires a 

powerful machine with sufficient memory as 

database server. 

Not heavy on database server. Server is used for fetching 

and updating the data. 

7 

An easy to use knowledge editor is provided to 

knowledge engineers for rule development. With 

little training user can easily use knowledge editor 

to use for development of rules. 

Current billing software is developed using Microsoft 

.Net environment. To update the software, software 

development skill is required along with Team 

Foundation Server account to access the code. 

8 A rule in RBE has single value for an attribute i.e. 

the value stored in the database. 

A front end check can use two values for one attribute, 

one that is stored in the database and other that is entered 

by the user on front end (not yet updated in database) 

 

Many researchers use terms like ‗rule programming‘ and/or ‗rule programming language‘, which 

seems to be inappropriate in context of the difference between a production rule and a coded ‗if 

then‘ statement i.e. production rules are part of data not code. 
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6.9 Performance Evaluation of the Overall System 

Rule based engine, knowledge editor, production rule mining algorithm, all the pieces joined 

together forms data mining driven learning apprentice system. However, designing, development 

and deployment of a system is not the final goal. Main objective is the usefulness of a system, 

which requires systematic evaluation of the proposed system.  Next chapter presents the details 

of the performance evaluation of the proposed system, its usefulness, its limitations and future 

possibilities. It also concludes the research study and answers about the validity of research 

hypothesis. 

6.10 Chapter Summary 

Merger of rule based systems technique with database management systems technology has 

produced efficient, flexible, and powerful result. Efficiency gain is due to splitting of single 

query into pieces and thus avoiding table joins.  

Initially, a sequential one pass rule engine was developed with two levels (meta-rules and 

rules) of knowledge hierarchy. Efficiency of the initial rule engine reduced when number of rules 

exceeded one thousand. Then, a multi-pass rule engine design with multi-levels (virtually 

infinite) of knowledge hierarchy is tried. However claim processing was difficult to track in the 

engine due to multi-level knowledge hierarchy, and also visualization and management of 

knowledge became difficult. Therefore, multi-pass rule engine design was abandoned.  Then, a 

third design is implemented by making enhancements in the initial one pass rule engine. New 

design has fixed four levels (meta-rule, practice, insurance, and codes) of knowledge hierarchy. 

This third design is in production and has proved to be efficient for processing thousands of 

claims. 

The enhance rule engine design has been compared with a claim scrubber and a software 

module developed using conventional programming. RBE has outperformed both alternative 

methods in terms of flexibility, problem solving ability and efficiency. It was proved that it is not 

possible to encode all the billing related checks and special instructions in any form other than 

rule based system. 
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The enhanced rule engine design implemented in SQL environment is best suitable for 

any real life application domain which involves frequent updating of knowledge.  Manual data 

entry process induces a lot of mistakes, and with huge volumes of data being processed on daily 

basis, such an engine is useful to minimize knowledge oriented errors.   
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Chapter 7: Results and Conclusion 

7.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents evaluation of the data mining driven rule based learning apprentice system 

being used for medical billing compliance. Focus of this chapter is to define performance 

evaluation measures and discuss the results and performance of the system. Performance of the 

system has been measured by the time saved in three categories i.e. development time saved, 

working time saved, and aging time saved. Guidelines described in this chapter can be used for 

performance evaluation of other rule based expert systems. 

7.2 Evaluation of Rule Based Expert Systems 

Evaluation of expert systems became hot topic of research in late 1980s and early 1990s. Since 

then it has been part of active research all over the world. In 1990s after technology shift to focus 

the extracting knowledge and useful information from huge volumes of data and feeding it to 

expert system, evaluation methods are also being changed. 

Performance evaluation of a rule based expert system or rule based learning apprentice 

system is not an easy task; primary reason that makes the evaluation of rule based systems 

difficult is the lack of a well-defined relation between system conception and its realization 

(Chander, Shinghal, & Radhakrishnan, 1997). Primary reason that makes the evaluation of rule 

based systems difficult is the lack of a well-defined relation between system conception and its 

realization (Chander, et al., 1997). Other main problems are - the complexity of the system being 

evaluated, the complexity of evaluation process, and the lack of motivation for evaluation 

(Ammenwerth, et al., 2003). With proper systematic, continuous evaluation of performance of a 

system, we can prevent possible hazards and failures of software in healthcare (Ammenwerth & 

Shaw, 2005). Continuous monitoring and evaluation of health information systems helps to 

improve planning, development, implementation, and operation of the systems (Ammenwerth & 

Shaw, 2005). Guidelines for evaluation of healthcare related systems are available, although 

these need to be adapted and extended for the specific case of evaluation.  
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Guidelines for publication of evaluation studies of Health Informatics applications have 

been presented by (Talmon, et al., 2009). STARE-HI (STAtement on the Reporting of 

Evaluation studies in Health Informatics) provides guidelines for writing evaluation reports in 

Health Informatics so that they can be easily studied by intended readers (Talmon, et al., 2009). 

Many researchers (Preece, 1990), (Chander, et al., 1997), recommend evaluation process to be 

part of expert system development phase as it is done in software engineering for developing 

conventional software.  

Meesad (Meesad & Yen, 2003) proposed some quantitative measures for a Fuzzy Expert 

Systems (FES) to determine the degree of accuracy, comprehensibility of the fuzzy sets, and the 

completeness of fuzzy rule structure.  Quantitative measures are then used as a fitness function 

for a genetic algorithm in optimally refining a Fuzzy Expert System.  According to Meesad  

(Meesad & Yen, 2003), to exploit the transparency characteristics of FES for reasoning in a 

higher-level knowledge representation, an FES should provide high comprehensibility while 

preserving its accuracy. Using optimization tools such as genetic algorithms to construct an FES 

focusing only on its accuracy without considering the comprehensibility may not result in a 

system that produces understandable expressions.  

Abu Naser (Abu-Naser, et al., 2010), in a preliminary evolution of a medical expert 

system, used a few classical test cases. Result was accurate when compared with the result of the 

physician. Furthermore, in order to evaluate the system, some diabetic patients tried the medical 

expert system; results of diagnosis and treatment were surprisingly accurate. Thus, like many 

researchers Abu Naser used test cases for performance evaluation of medical expert system. 

One conclusion made by most of the researchers is that expert systems have distinct 

characteristics; therefore, they require quality assurance and performance evaluation techniques 

different from those of conventional software. Most of the researches have tested their expert 

systems on sample test cases and compared the results with decisions of human experts.  

How an expert system should be evaluated and what measures should be taken in account 

for rule based expert system evaluation are important questions tried to answer in this chapter. 

The main measure for every business organization is Return on Investment (ROI).  Organizations 
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use it to judge usefulness of a system and promote their businesses (NewsLetterIBM, 2011). ROI 

analysis prior to implementation affects the investment decisions. And ROI analysis after the 

implementation determines future of the project. It may result in increased funding or 

abandonment of the project. In this research, ROI and working efficiency (performance) have 

been proposed as measures for evaluation of the applied rule based expert system. ROI analysis 

includes cost analysis and measurement of benefits i.e. usefulness in terms of money and time. 

Usefulness of the rule based system has been calculated as sum of the benefit provided by 

individual rules. Evidence from database has been used for calculating these measures.  

Important reason behind using these two measures is that, ROI (or usefulness) of the 

system primarily depends upon quality and quantity of knowledge (production rules) present in 

the system. A team of knowledge engineers (domain experts) develop, test, and manage 

production rules in the knowledge base of the system. So, if system is not being useful, then 

performance of knowledge engineers (domain experts) should be improved. Second measure, i.e. 

working efficiency of the system, actually reflects the quality of work done by the team of 

developers of the rule based expert system. RBS developers‘ team is responsible for 

implementation of the rule based engine and knowledge editor system.  

Besides these two direct measures, indirect measures are also important and should be 

considered and discussed in performance evaluation of a system. Indirect measures are those 

reports within an organization which are generated from operational data and should be affected 

to reflect the effectiveness of the applied rule based system. For example, ‗claim rejection report‘ 

is an indirect measure of current RBS system. Number of rejected claims should be reduced if 

RBS system is positively affecting the overall medical billing process. 

7.3 RBS Performance Analysis 

During November 2011, there are on average 1150 rules in the system. With average daily claim 

processing count of around 3800, Figure 7-1 shows rule queries executed per second. 

Not all rule queries are executed on the server. Rule selection algorithm filters and find 

the suitable rules for any specific claim. Those rules are selected and applied on claims, which 
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are marked for the practice and for the payer.  Higher the rule queries count, better is the 

performance of the system. No standard value has been defined as optimal value of the systems‘ 

performance. We can have comparative analysis, such as, from graph shown in Figure 7-1, we 

can see that on 1
st
 and 27

th
 November system performance is good, while on 20

th
 and 23

rd
 

November, system performance has been poor.  RBS runs in Microsoft SQL server environment, 

therefore various other factors such as work load on SQL server affect its performance.  

Nature of data also affects working efficiency as processing faulty claims with many 

errors will reduce speed of the system as compared to the claim with fewer errors. More 

importantly, rule base engine design is the main factor for working efficiency of the system. 

Poorly designed rule engine will process the claims slowly. Therefore, as mentioned earlier, 

measure of RBS performance (processing speed) reflects quality of work done by rule based 

system developers and it indirectly affects the usefulness of the system.  

Counts of claims processed during a given period of time give us an overview of the 

performance (efficiency) of the system. During last quarter of 2011, 60000 errors have been 

identified by the system. Out of 60000 errors, 16000 corrections have made by the rules 

automatically; in 15000 claims; 32000 errors were critical and corrected by the users in 24000 

claims; while 12000 are suggestions and warning messages in 9000 claims. Figure 7-2 shows 

Figure 7-1: Rule Queries per Second from Daily RBS Performance Graph 
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these counts graphically. Counts of the last quarter are higher than first three quarters of 2011 

(40000, 50000, and 52000). Thus, we can say that in last quarter of 2011, performance of the 

system has been good. This may be due to increased number of rules in the knowledge base. One 

claim can have multiple errors, therefore error count shown in Figure 7-2 is greater than number 

of distinct claims‘ count. 

Usefulness of individual rules is very important. If a rule is correct and is correctly 

implemented however it does not block or update any claim, then it is of no use; it is only costing 

processing time to the system. Usefulness of a rule has been termed as benefit of the rule. 

7.3.1 Rule Development 

Quality and quantity of knowledge plays vital role for the success of a system. Knowledge 

acquisition is difficult and time consuming task. A knowledge editor has been developed to 

facilitate knowledge engineers in developing the rules. Further, a data mining algorithm has been 

implemented to speed up rule development process. 

Figure 7-2: Number of Claims Processed During Last Quarter of 2011 
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As shown in last section of chapter 4, the speed of rule development almost doubled after 

the implementation of knowledge editor and it increased four times after the implementation of 

data mining algorithm. 

In production, there are total 1385 rules; out of them, 977 are critical, 330 are warnings, and 

suggestions, and 78 are auto-correction rules (on Dec 24, 2011), shown in Figure 7-3 . 

7.3.2 Claim Scrubbing 

Auto correction of claims, to perform small, legitimate, and corrective actions in order to remove 

medical billing mistakes, is known as claim scrubbing. Production rules which can update claims 

by themselves have been termed as ‗auto correction‘ rules. 

Table 7-1 given below shows a list of ten production rules being used for claim 

scrubbing. Rule name is used to refer the rule during development process and later when rule is 

in operation. Rule description is used to display as a message to the user. SQL query is the actual 

rule containing both condition and action parts. 
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Figure 7-3: Count of Three Types of Rules in RBS on 12/24/2011 
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Table 7-1: Showing a sample of 10 auto-correction/ claim scrubbing rules 

SR Rule Name Rule Description SQL Query 

1 r1010521_Thomas 

RBS Modified Claim: According 

to Special Instructions, Billing 

physician must be ‗Powers, 

Thomas‘ 

where '<billing_physician_a>' != '500121'; if 

@recordcnt = 1 begin execute 

dbo.rbs_sp_set_billing_physician 

<claim_no>,'500121' end 

2 r1010885_Modi_26 

RBS Modified Claim: RBS auto 

updated modifier 26 whenever 

CPT code from 75992, 75625, 

75716, 76937, 75960 is billed.  

where '<proc_26>' in ( '75992', '75625', '75716', 

'76937',  '75960' )  ; if @recordcnt = 1 begin 

execute dbo.rbs_sp_apply_modifier 

<claim_no>,'<proc_26>','26' end 

3 r275_PrintCenter 

RBS Modified: Checked print 

center, because Diagnosis codes 

V25.40 and V61.5 are used in 

the same claim 

where  charindex('v25.40','<dx_all>') >  '0'  and  

charindex('v61.5','<dx_all>') >  '0'  and  

'<print_center>' =  '0'   ; if @recordcnt = 1 begin 

execute dbo.rbs_checked_print_center 

<claim_no> end 

4 rEmr_IsCapitated 

RBS Modified Claim: Has 

Capitation box been checked 

against Aetna HMO 

where '<n_inspayer_id>' =  '500150' and 

'<iscapitated_check>' !=  '1'  ;if @recordcnt = 1 

begin execute dbo.rbs_checked_capitated 

<claim_no>, '500150' end 

5 rEMR100_86580 

RBS Modified Claim: Matching 

DX code V74.1 has been applied 

for CPT code 86580. 

where '<procedure_code>' =  '86580' and 

charindex('v74.1','<cdx_all>') =  '0'  ; if 

@recordcnt = 1 begin execute 

dbo.rbs_sp_set_dxcode  <claim_no>, 

'86580','v74.1' end 

6 rMCR_group 

RBS Modified Claim: If 

insurance is MCR, then group 

number field should be blank. 

where '<group_no>' !=  ''  ;if @recordcnt = 1 

begin execute dbo.rbs_clear_group_no 

<claim_no>, '<group_no>' end 

7 rSonix_POS_NH 

RBS Modified Claim: For the 

selected location, RBS changed 

POS to NH 

where  '<location_code>' in ( '527150', '527151', 

'527157' )  and  '<pos>' !=  'NH'  ; if @recordcnt 

= 1 begin execute dbo.rbs_sp_apply_pos_cpos  

<claim_no>, 'NH' end 

8 rTricare 
TRICARE should not be billed 

for 90663, G9142 

where '<procedure_code1>' in ('90663','g9142') 

and '<n_inspayer_id>' in (5002508) ; if 

@recordcnt = 1 begin execute 

dbo.rbs_uncheck_include_in_edi <claim_no>, 

'<procedure_code1>'  end 

9 sir111_36410 
SIR: Changed CPT code 36410 

to 36415 

where '<n_p_inspayer_id>' = '5002492' and 

'<procedure_code1>' = '36410' ; if @recordcnt = 

1 begin execute dbo.rbs_sp_change_cpt  

<claim_no>, '36410','36415' end 

10 sir111_amerihealth 

SIR: For AMERIHEALTH all 

patients will be self-paid, so 

claim billed to patient 

where '<n_p_inspayer_id>' in 

(5002438,5002439) and '<amt_due>' > '0.0' ;if 

@recordcnt = 1 begin execute 

dbo.rbs_sp_bill_patient <claim_no> end 
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7.4 Measurement of Benefits 

Benefit of an RBS system can be measured in terms of amount of money or time saved by the 

system. A simple intuitive equation for an RBS system for the measurement of benefit is given 

below: 





N
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Total benefit of an RBS system is equal to the sum of benefits of all its rules. Where Ri 

represents the i
th

 rule and Benefit (Ri) is the benefit in terms of time due to i
th

 rule Ri. N is the 

total number of active production rules present in the system and executed on at least one claim. 

Some of these rules can be incorrect or incorrectly implemented. Such rules will have negative 

impact i.e. time saved by wrong/incorrect rule is actually time wasted by the system. Therefore, 

equation (1) can be expanded as follows: 
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Where C be the number of correct production rules and W is the number of incorrect 

rules applied by the system.  

(Total Applied Rules) N = C (Correct Rules applied) + W (Wrong Rules applied) 

Benefit of a rule can be measured in terms of time saved. Benefit of a rule shown in 

equations (1) and (2) is the total amount of time saved by a rule obtained by the following simple 

equation: 

Benefit of a Rule = Saving Time per Claim × Number of Claims Processed By the Rule 

Time saved by a production rule can be of different types, it can be development time, or 

processing/working time, or aging time. ‗Development time saved‘ is the difference between 

time spent on implementing condition and action in the form of production rule (i.e. storing 

condition and action as part of data) and in the form of conventional programming (i.e. writing 
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condition and action as part of code). ‗Processing/working time saved‘ is difference between 

amount of time spent by a user to correct a faulty claim and time spent by an auto-correction rule 

to do the same correction. ‗Aging time saved‘ is the difference between amount of time 

consumed to get payment of a claim without RBS and with RBS processing.  

In following sections, benefit of RBS is calculated in terms of time saved for above 

mentioned three categories. 

7.4.1 Gain 1 (Development Time Saved) 

During this research, it has been calculated that RBS is more suitable, efficient, easy, and 

flexible for implementing knowledge oriented conditions and actions. Conventional application 

software is usable in cases where simple format checking at front end level is required. 

Every medical provider (client of the billing company in which this research has been 

carried out), has submitted its instructions related to coding and billing, known as ‗Special 

Instructions‘. Before the implementation of RBS, developers of ‗billing software‘ of the 

company had tried their best to automate those instructions. However it has never been possible 

to encode these special instructions of the providers in billing software. After the implementation 

of approximately half of the instructions, performance of billing software considerably reduced; 

eventually, those implemented instructions were removed from the billing software. In RBS it 

has been very easy and fast to implement provider‘s special instructions without any effect on 

the system‘s performance. Approximately 500 special instruction rules have been developed and 

are operational. Even if the same checks (conditions and actions), defined as production rules in 

RBS, are successfully and correctly implemented using conventional programming techniques, 

then still there would be gain in terms of development time saved. During current research study, 

it has been found that time spent on development and deployment of such checks is on average 

three times lesser in RBS than in conventional programming.  Knowledge engineer can build, 

test, and deploy any rule from scratch on average three times faster than the programmer who 

implements the same condition and action in application software which also involves 

compilation and redeployment of the software. 
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This conclusion has been drawn by an experiment conducted on a sample of 100 

conditions (along with corresponding actions), which were assigned simultaneously to a 

knowledge engineer and to a programmer (both with excellent skills of their domain). 

Experiment lasted for approximately one month and measurements of time spent by both the 

individuals on every condition were recorded. Table 7-2 given below shows time spent for first 

100 checks in the form of rule and as a piece of code. Total time to implement each check, 

starting from analysis to moving to operation, is shown in Table 7-2 given below; 

Table 7-2: Comparative implementation time of rules and coded checks 

Imp. 

Seq. 

Description Dev. Time 

as Rule 

(hours:min) 

Dev. Time in 

Code 

(hours:min) 

1 Vaccine is not payable by Medicaid in practice state 0:40 1:00 

2 If you want to get the Admin codes processed then do bill the CPTs having 

zero charge amount to insurance. 

1:00 1:30 

3 Primary insurance is Medicare and procedure code 82274 and G0328 are used 

so please add modifier of QW 

1:00 1:10 

4 According to Special Instructions, if CPT code is in range 92980-92982, 

restrict user to add modifier LC, LD OR RC 

0:30 1:00 

5 Please enter QW modifier With CPT 81003 and 82570 as per provider‘s 

special instructions 

0:40 1:40 

6 If Secondary insurance Medicaid, patient would not be billed for any due 

amount and amount will be adjusted 

0:30 1:40 

7 According to Special Instructions, if POS is OF then attending and billing 

physicians should be same 

0:40 2:10 

8 Medicaid patients cannot be billed, so adjust the due amount or bill to 

Medicaid. 

0:45 1:00 

9 You have entered office and well care code in the claim, please append 

modifier 25 with office visit code. 

0:30 1:00 

10 Append modifier SE with Vaccine Codes being billed to Priority Partners and 

Diamond Plan/MD Medicaid. 

0:30 1:00 

11 If facility is Alliance Healthcare System Inc. and location is Holly springs 

then Attending and Billing physician should be Dr. Lyons, Michael 

1:00 1:25 

12 If POS is OF and location is Hernando then Attending and Billing physician 

should be Dr. Lyons, Micheal. 

0:45 1:20 

13 If POS is OF and location is Southaven then Attending and Billing physician 

should be Dr. Wenzler, Robert. 

0:40 1:25 
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14 Modifier 26- will be auto updated whenever any CPT code is used from the 

list (59025, 76801, 76805, 76811, 76815, 76816, 76817, 76818, 76819, 

76820, 76830, 76946) 

0:35 1:10 

15 Please inform client / Account Manager (Vivian) that CPT 96118 has been 

received and adjusts it with payment source Z-other adjustment to make the 

due for this CPT equal to zero. 

0:35 1:15 

16 If primary payer id is 5273884, then balance should be adjusted with payment 

source W or Z. 

0:35 1:20 

17 According to billing instruction, practice location must have the 9 digit zip 

code. 

0:40 1:35 

18 According to billing instruction, please submit claim with 9 digit zip code in 

provider payer setup to get claim reimburse. Without this information claim 

will be denied. 

0:55 1:40 

19 CPT 97110 will be billed with $50.00 and 1 unit. 0:40 1:45 

20 CPT 97112 will always be billed with 2 units but in 2 lines and they will be 

$50.00 each. 

0:45 1:50 

21 CPT 97530 will always be billed with 2 units (one line) and the charges will 

be $50.00 for each unit. 

0:40 1:05 

22 For Physical Therapy procedure codes 97001, 97002, 97110 and 97112 billing 

physician should be Melissa Makower 

0:40 1:20 

23 The date of death precedes the date of service 0:20 0:50 

24 For CPT code 11982 or 11983, ICD code V25.43 must exist. 0:40 2:10 

25 Procedure code inconsistent with patient gender 1:30 2:30 

26 Procedure code inconsistent with patient age 1:50 3:30 

27 Checked print center, because Diagnosis codes V25.40 and V61.5 are used in 

the same claim 

0:40 1:40 

28 Transport distance, ambulance transportation reason code and ambulance 

transportation code required: it must be entered 

1:15 4:10 

29 Please enter NDC number for the CPT 90680, 90670, 90707, 90716, 90700, 

90713. 

0:50 1:40 

30 In New York state, the procedure code for transfusions (36430) is only 

allowed to be billed once a day. 

1:00 3:00 

31 Please adjust the due as provider granted 15% discount on this claim. 1:30 1:25 

32 The administration code should be G0008 instead of 90471 as per special 

instructions 

0:35 1:45 
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33 If payer id is 5001525 and used CPTs are 95903, 95904, 95934, 95861, then 

medical notes must be attached with claim in first submission. 

0:55 2:20 

34 If payer id is 5002046 then first 10 characters of policy number should be 

numeric. 

0:30 0:55 

35  Age limitation for procedure code L1960, L1970, L1990, L2020 and L2405 

is 21-65. 

0:40 1:05 

36 Effective for dates of service on or after August 1, 2010, modifier ZS will no 

longer be reimbursable with MRI, MRA and PET scans. 

1:30 2:40 

37 CPT T1001 or S9470 should not be billed on the same DOS with E& M 

codes. 

0:50 1:55 

38 CPT 83655 is applicable for age 0 - 2 years 0:45 2:00 

39 Claim DOS is equal or prior to 90 days from the current date. Please mention 

late filing reason 

0:50 1:05 

40 CPT 36415 will not be separately reimbursed when submitted with 85025. 0:40 2:10 

41 If payer id is 5003748 and received rejection is PP, then claim should not bill 

to patient. 

1:20 2:00 

42 If payer id is 5004229, then prefix should be G with 10 numeric characters. 0:40 1:20 

43 If payer id is 5004485 then policy number must be 8, 9 or 11 characters; if 8 

characters then 1-7 must be numeric and 8th must be alpha; if 9 or 11 

characters, then all must be alpha-numeric. 

1:00 2:30 

44 For insurance payer CHAMPVA HEALTH ADMIN relationship should be 

Self. 

0:30 1:50 

45 If payer id is 500763, then insurance group number is must for the submission 0:30 1:00 

46 Policy Number and group number cannot be same. Please check and correct. 0:30 1:20 

47 CPT (22520 - 22525) are payable only with 198.5, 203.0, 203.1, 228.09, 

238.6, 228.0 and 733.13, Other than these, ICD services will be denied as Non 

Covered 

0:50 2:10 

48 Health first health plan requires prior authorization for the billed service code. 

Please update PA number. 

0:40 1:50 

49 If payer id is 500950, than insurance policy must be 9 to 11 numeric 

characters. 

0:40 1:30 

50 CPT 58150 should be the primary code and CPT 57270 should be secondary 

code. 

0:30 1:20 
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51  Procedure code 80055 can only be applied on female. 0:45 1:30 

52 Do not use 90471 in conjunction with 90473. 0:40 1:50 

53 Vaccine code 90632 is reimbursable in the state of California when used with 

high risk ICD Codes. 

1:10 3:20 

54 Claim being billed to Medicare and CPT 90658 being used. Therefore use 

G0008 instead of 90471 or 90472 

0:50 2:15 

55 Vaccine code 90707 is reimbursable if billed with ICD Code V06.4. 0:40 1:55 

56 Vaccine Code 90733 is reimbursable with only high risk ICD Code V03.89. 0:50 2:10 

57 Procedure code 90746 is payable in the state of Hawaii, New jersey and Texas 

when used with high risk ICD Code V05.3. 

0:55 2:10 

58 CPT code 90951- 90953 is for patients younger than 2 years. 0:30 1:45 

59 CPT 97150 cannot be used on the same DOS with CPT code 97110-97542. 1:20 2:50 

60 From & to date should be same for a discharge code (99238-99239). 0:40 2:05 

61 If procedure code is from 00100 - 01999 then enter start and end time of 

anesthesia. 

1:05 2:25 

62 Modifier of G8 can only be used with 00100, 00300, 00400, 00160, 00532 

and 00920. 

0:45 1:50 

63 Modifier -  LT, RT cannot be used in anesthesia claim 0:40 1:45 

64 Use V81.2 as primary ICD Code when Procedure code is G0389. 0:50 2:10 

65 Consultation Codes not allowed for Medicare 1:00 3:50 

66 CLIA number is expired; please get the updated CLIA information. 1:05 2:20 

67 Claim DOS is prior to Commencement date. Please adjust it. 0:50 1:50 

68 Total units of Admin do not match the number of Vaccines. Please check and 

correct it. 

0:45 3:15 

69 For E812.0-E812.9 DX codes, Accident date and state are necessary. 0:40 2:10 

70 G Code used with E-Prescription claim 0:50 3:30 
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71 CPT code G0247 must be billed on the same date of service with either 

G0245 or G0246 in order to be considered for payment. 

1:30 4:10 

72 If CPT G8553 and G8443 are entered with $0 charges in the claim then EDI 

should remain checked at CPT level in case of Medicare insurance only. 

1:25 5:20 

73 Guarantor address is same as location address. Please amend. 0:40 2:25 

74 Patient age is less than 18 years and Financial Guarantor does not exist, check 

the (GUARANTOR INFO FOR PATIENT BILLING) check box at patient 

demo 

0:50 2:10 

75 if payer ID is 5003825 and 5003832, then policy number must start with alpha 

"F" 

0:50 2:25 

76 CPT J3420 is a diagnosis based CPT code and should be mapped the Dx 

pointers if any of the Dx is used (266.2, 281.0, 579.8) 

1:35 2:20 

77 If Billing physician is not equal to supervising Physician then use one of the 

modifiers from SA & 52 with CPT code 90862. 

1:50 5:40 

78 Medical Notes attachment missing for Procedure While Units are more than 

400 

0:50 2:25 

79 Billed procedure codes are related to the hospital subsequent care. So, place of 

service should be IH  

0:55 2:40 

80 Payer required accident date missing for ICD within range 800 to 999 1:00 4:30 

81 Adjust CPT 82270 with payment source Z - Other Adjustment to make due 

amount for this CPT equal to zero. 

1:50 6:00 

82 When CPT code 90656 or 90658 is used, then use ICD code V04.81 and set 

pointer. 

1:10 2:30 

83 For patients age less than 18 years, use ICD code V20.2 and if patient age is 

greater than or equal to 18 years, then use ICD code V70.0 

1:30 4:00 

84 Patient status cannot be set as new if the last payment entry date has rejection 

code 03 and amount due > 0. 

1:10 5:10 

85 According to Special Instructions, if DOS is Tuesday or Wednesday or 

Thursday or Friday and POS is OF and location code is TURNERSVILLE 

500148, then billing physician should be Dr Booth Durham 

1:10 6:50 

86 According to Special Instructions, if DOS is Monday and location code is 

TURNERSVILLE 500148 and POS is OF, then billing physician should be 

Dr Gruber 

1:20 4:30 

87 According to special instruction, Claim contains more than one surgery code 

please append modifier 51. 

1:05 2:50 
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88 According to Special Instructions, 1. Changed POS to HO if CPT code is 

99354, and facility does not exist or 2. Changed POS to AL if CPT code is 

99354, and facility exists 

1:30 5:20 

89 If initial visit got denied that it has been already paid, resubmit the claim with 

established patient visit code of same level (99211 - 99215 / 99391 - 99397) 

according to special instructions. 

1:15 4:55 

90 Adjust the patient due amount as according to special instructions, all 

balances under $1 can be written off. 

0:40 2:30 

91 According to special instructions, if self-pay patient pays $50.00, make sure 

that patient does not receive the bills after paying on the Date of service 

1:15 3:05 

92 According to special instructions, please replace consult code (99241 - 99245) 

with office visit (99201 - 99205). 

0:55 2:10 

93 Please confirm if Medicare denied 77080 as Not Deemed as Medical 

Necessity. Please resubmit the CPT to Medicare with Dx V49.81 for female 

and 733.00 for male. 

1:20 6:15 

94 Add secondary ICD code V25.2 when primary is 222.8 0:40 1:40 

95 If facility is BARRETT HOSPITAL and Insurance is Medicare-MT(Payer ID 

5004572) or Medicaid-MT(Payer ID 5004573) then BILL Professional (Add 

modifier 26 and Remove TC modifier). 

1:20 6:20 

96 According to special instructions, if primary insurance denied Admin Codes 

(90471, 90472, 90460, 90461) with rejection type 02/ 12/ 18, do not submit 

the code to secondary insurance or patient. Adjust the Admin code amount 

with payment source Z - Other adjustment. 

1:10 6:30 

97 According to special instructions, please append modifier 22 with Flu Vaccine 

codes (4274F, 90655, 90656, 90657, 90658, 90660, 90661, 90662, 90663, 

FC448, FS448, G8424, G8425, G8482, G8483, G8484) 

0:50 2:50 

98 As per special instructions, billing team must not submit administration codes 

along with vaccination codes in the case of Medicaid insurance 

1:25 5:40 

99 According to special instructions, please adjust CPT 87430  with payment 

source Z - Other Adjustment to make due amount for this CPT equal to zero 

in case of receiving denial from insurance that provider is not eligible to 

perform these services. 

1:05 6:20 

100 According to special instructions, if day is Tuesday/Thursday and POS is OF 

then location cannot be Toms River (location code 338). 

0:50 4:10 

 TOTAL (hours : minutes) 91:00 254:35 
 

First column ‗Imp. Seq.‘ (i.e. implementation sequence) represents the sequence in which checks 

had been implemented in the form of production rules and/or as piece of code embedded in 

billing software. Therefore checks implemented earlier were affecting the checks implemented 
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later in the sequence. Due to this cumulative effect, coded implementation of checks started 

taking more time, especially debugging became difficult with increase in size of the code, while 

rule development (done with the help of knowledge editor) remains unaffected when more and 

more checks had been implemented.  

Rule actions are in the form of SQL stored procedures. Initial rules took longer time due 

to the implementation of rule action procedures. Later in the sequence those action procedures 

had been reused by just passing different parameters. It increased speed of rule implementation 

later in the sequence. 

The ‗Dev. Time‘ includes time of analysis, design, development, testing, debugging, and 

deployment i.e. moving the check to production, and it is rounded to nearest 5 minutes. Every 

condition description given in table above includes some implicit conditions, like condition of 

specific practice, provider, insurance, state etc. In other words, most of the conditions are 

specific to practices and payers. Conditions specific to the provider include segment like 

‗according to the special instructions‘ in their description. 

Coding implementation not only requires time for recompiling the executable file 

however it also needs time for log-out and log-in source code files from Team Foundation Server 

(being used in the company for configuration management of the code). Time measurements 

taken during the experiment are given below: 

Time spent for development of 100 rules = 91 Hours 

Time spent for implementing 100 rules in the form of code = 251 Hours 

Hence, it has been concluded from the experiment that rule development (for medical billing 

domain) is 2.75 times faster than conventional software programming. 

There were 1385 rules by the end of last year, hence 1260 hours spent for rule development, 

(calculated as 1385 × (91 / 100)). Conventional programming would have taken 3476 hours 

(calculated as 1385 × (251 / 100)). Thus RBS has saved 2216 hours for members of development 

team in one year. A programmer with monthly salary of 400 USD working 8 hours daily, 5 days 
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a week, and availing total of 20 leaves during the year, costs 5540 USD for 2216 hours. Thus, 

5540 USD dollars have been saved by RBS in rule development stage. 

7.4.2 Gain 2 (Processing Time and Claim Aging) 

As described earlier in this chapter, conventional programming failed to implement all the 

checks like special instructions, CCI Edits etc.  Therefore all conditions and actions have been 

implemented in the form of production rules. Knowledge oriented data consistency checks have 

been removed from the billing software. 

7.4.2.1 Processing Time Saved 

Auto-correction rules benefit in processing time. Different users work at different speed. Novice 

users take more time to open a claim in the billing software, edit it and save it back. Experienced 

users perform data editing tasks more quickly. An average has been taken to calculate the time 

consumed by a user for updating the data. 

Sample list of 20 auto correction rules with average processing time saved is shown 

below in Table 7-3. 

Table 7-3: Showing time consumed by average user for updating the given change 

SR Action Description Time Consumed 

(Seconds) 

1 Apply specific modifier with specific CPT 110 

2 Set billing physician for specific location 90 

3 Apply place of service of a specific CPT 105 

4 Insert insurance notes and check send notes 90 

5 To open a claim and insert claim notes 40 

6 Exclude any CPT from submission 80 

7 Block a claim for carrier hold instruction 105 

8 Check print center for specific insurance 70 

9 Check include in EDI for a specific CPT 85 
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10 Apply G codes for E-Prescription claims 180 

11 Apply specific DX code for specific CPT 130 

12 Apply specific CPT for specific DX code 135 

13 Insert service authentication code for a claim 85 

14 Check ‗is Capitated‘ box for a claim  65 

15 Adjust the claim and exclude it from submission 125 

16 Replace procedure codes 130 

17 Set referring physician of a claim 60 

18 Change attending physician of a claim 65 

19 Clear group number for a Medicare patient 70 

20 Update CLIA check box for a claim 65 

 

Manual average time consumed by users for doing a change is actually the saving time per claim 

of an auto correction rule that makes the change by itself. Time has been calculated from 

opening a claim and till the claim is successfully saved (user has already logged in and opened 

the billing software and opened the desired practice). Seconds have been rounded to nearest 5 

seconds.Table 7-4 shows that during last three months of 2011, top 10 auto-correction rules have 

corrected 20795 mistakes and saved 512 hours of billing executives which they would have spent 

to make those corrections if rules were not executed. 

Table 7-4: Top ten auto-correction rules in terms of number of corrections made during October, November, 

and December 2011 

SR Rule Description Number of 

claims 

processed 

Saving 

time per 

claim 

(seconds) 

Total 

processing 

time Saved 

(hours) 

1 RBS Modified Claim: Checked print center, because the 

electronic corrected claim box is unchecked at insurance payer 

level 

6456 70 125.5 
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2 RBS Modified Claim: Modifier 26- will be auto updated 

whenever any CPT code is used from the list (59025, 76801, 

76805, 76811, 76815, 76816, 76817, 76818, 76819, 76820, 

76830, 76946) 

4232 110 129.3 

3 RBS Modified Claim: Service-authentication Exception code is 

set to 7 for Anesthesia Practices (1010884, 1010887, 1010892) 

2954 85 69.7 

4 Missing CLIA check automatically updated by RBS 1234 65 22.3 

5 RBS Modified Claim: For the selected location, RBS changed 

POS to OH 

1204 95 31.8 

6 SIR: RBS Modified Claim: Patient age is less than 18 years and 

Financial Guarantor exists, RBS has checked the guarantor info 

for patient billing at patient demo 

1094 65 19.8 

7 RBS Modified Claim: Unchecked print center, because the 

Electronic Corrected Claim is checked at Insurance Payer‘s 

level 

1002 85 23.7 

8 RBS Modified Claim: G Code used with E-Prescription claim 920 180 46 

9 G Codes not accepted by insurances other than Medicare  899 80 20 

10 RBS auto updated modifier 26 800 110 24.4 

 TOTAL 20795  512.5 

 

In totality, currently there are 120 auto correction rules in the knowledge base of the 

system. Processing time saved by all these rules during 2011, (i.e. from January 2011 to 

December 2011) has been calculated by the following formula: 

Total Processing Time Saved = ∑ (Saving time of Ri * Number of claims processed by Ri ) 

Total Processing Time Saved = 1665 Hours 

Number of rules increased with the passage of time. Therefore, processing time saved 

during later months is relatively higher than time saved in initial months of the specified period. 

A billing executive working 8 hours daily, 5 days a week, with monthly salary of 200 USD, costs 

2038 USD for 1665 hours. Thus, RBS has saved 2038 USD during operational phase. 
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7.4.2.2 Claim Aging Time Saved 

Main advantage of the RBS is in time saved by blocking faulty claims. Instead of letting them 

pass to insurance and get rejected, RBS blocks faulty claims from submission and user is asked 

to correct the faults. In this way, a lot of time is saved as insurance may take many days to 

process a faulty claim and finally reject it.  

Figure 7-4 and Figure 7-5 given below show processing time of faulty claim without and 

with RBS respectively. After the date of service, billing time and time taken by insurance for 

processing correct claim ‗insurance aging 2‘ is same with and without RBS. Also the time taken 

by billing executive to correct the claims is same in both cases.  

With RBS time taken by insurance for processing faulty claim is saved which is 

represented as gray area in Figure 7-4 and is absent in Figure 7-5 as RBS identifies the mistake 

and user is required to correct the claim. 

For a correct claim, there is no difference in time of a claim to get paid, whether it is processed 

by RBS or not.  Claim processing time in RBS is in seconds, therefore it is negligible as 

compared to insurance processing time which is in days. Figure 7-6 given below shows 

processing time of a correct claim with and without RBS. 

RBS Blocked Claim 

Correction time Insurance Aging 2 

Date of Service 

Billing time 

Time (Days) 

Payment Date 

Figure 7-5: Processing Time of Faulty Claim with RBS 

 

Figure 7-4: Processing Time of Faulty Claim without RBS 

Billing time 

Date of Service 

Insurance Aging 1 Insurance Aging 2 

Claim Rejection Date 

Correction time 

Time (Days) 

Payment Date 
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Sometimes there are incorrect rules built on the basis of incorrect information or incorrect 

implementation from correct information.  

In case of incorrect rule, RBS has adverse effect, unnecessary correction is done to 

already correct claim, thus wasting claim processing time.  Figures 7-7 and Figure 7-8 show such 

scenario. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7-6: Processing Time of Correct Claim with and without RBS 

 

Insurance Aging 

Date of Service 

Billing time 

Payment Date 

Time (Days) 

Figure 7-8: Processing of Correct Claim without RBS 

 

Insurance Aging 

Date of Service 

Billing time 

Payment Date 

Time (Days) 

Figure 7-7: Processing with RBS Incorrect Rule 

RBS Blocked Claim 

Rule/ Claim 

Correction time Insurance Aging  

Date of Service 

Billing time 

Payment Date 

Time (Days) 
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In case of incorrect rule, correction time is mostly for correcting the rule not claim. Claim 

remains blocked till the rule is corrected and reapplied on the claim. Corrected rule does not 

block the correct claim from submission. 

Figure 7-4 to Figure 7-8 give general idea of processing time during different stages. 

Exact number of claim processing days cannot be shown as it varies a lot and depends upon 

different factors. By analysis of historic medical billing data of the company it has been found 

that insurance time for processing a faulty claim and rejecting it (which becomes the time saved 

by RBS) depends upon following factors: 

 Type and nature of mistake/ fault in the claim 

 Insurance payer which is processing the faulty claim 

 Other factors like provider setup, patient insurance plan, claim amount etc. 

First two factors are major factors in determining insurance processing time. Some insurances 

process claims within 7 days and some insurances takes up to 30 days for processing a claim. 

Similarly, if some basic and important information is missing then claim is rejected 

spontaneously and for knowledge oriented mistakes claim is rejected after several days. Type 

and nature of errors also determine the rule of RBS. Normally for every error, there is one rule. 

Therefore, we can relate insurance time for processing faulty claim to production rule as time 

saved by the production rule. Following methods have been used to calculate the ‗time saved‘ by 

a rule. 

Same claim first rejected by insurance then corrected by RBS and paid by insurance. First 

processing time taken by insurance when it rejected the claim is noted. Time taken by similar 

claims (having same fault), some submitted to insurance without RBS, and some processed by 

RBS, corrected, and then submitted to RBS. Average difference in time till all the claims are 

paid is saved as saving time of the rule per claim. 

Medical billing data of previous years is used for finding the saving time per claim for 

most of the rules. For each rule, claims with same error (for which rule is built) identified from 
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historic data, then averaged the first insurance aging (i.e. processing time before the rejection) 

which gave us saving time per claim of the rule. 

Claims with critical errors are rejected in 1 day, i.e. known as rejected at first level. 

Claims rejected after some processing are known as rejected at second level, and they take 

minimum of 2 to maximum of 14 days in insurance processing before rejections. Table 7-8 given 

below shows top 10 claim blocking rules (in terms of number of claims blocked) of 2011, their 

estimated saving time per claim (calculated from one of the above three methods), thus 

computing the total time saved. 

Table 7-5: Top 10 claim blocking rules and their estimated time saved during 2011 

SR Rule Description Number 

of claims 

blocked 

Saving 

time per 

claim 

(Days) 

Total time 

saved  

(Days) 

1 RBS Modified: Checked print center, because the electronic 

corrected claim box is unchecked at insurance payer level 
5443 2 10886 

2 RBS Blocked Claim: Policy Number length or type is wrong for 

payer being billed 
3461 3 10383 

3 RBS Modified Claim: Service authentication Exception code is 

set to 7 for Anesthesia Practices (1010884, 1010887, 1010892) 
2953 2 5906 

4 RBS Blocked Claim: There are more than one insurances with 

same information updated in a claim, please check and correct it. 
2847 2 5694 

5 RBS Modified Claim: Modifier 26- will be auto updated 

whenever any CPT code is used from the list (59025, 76801, 

76805, 76811, 76815, 76816, 76817, 76818, 76819, 76820, 

76830, 76946) 

2195 3 6585 

6 SIR: RBS Blocked Claim: Patient age is less than 18 years and 

Financial Guarantor does not exist, check the (guarantor info for 

patient billing) check box at patient demo 

2077 5 10385 

7 RBS Blocked Claim: Referring physician NPI is missing or 

invalid 
1169 3 3507 

8 RBS Modified Claim: For the selected location, RBS changed 

POS to OH 
1116 3 3348 

9 SIR: RBS Modified Claim: Patient age is less than 18 years and 

Financial Guarantor exists, RBS has checked the guarantor info 

for patient billing at patient demo 

1094 2 2188 

10 RBS Blocked Claim: If payer is Medicare, then insurance policy 

number must be 9 to 11 and first 9 characters should be numeric. 1010 1 2020 

 TOTAL 23365  66582 
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Above table also includes auto-correction rules as they have double benefit. Auto-correction 

rules not only save processing time (by correcting the claims by themselves), but also save claim 

aging as claim-blocking rules do. 

Total claim aging days saved by top 10 rules are 66582. 

There are total 1300 rules (auto-correction and claim-blocking rules) for critical errors 

which if not corrected, result to claim rejection from insurance.  Total claim aging days saved by 

these rules are given below: 

Total Claim Aging Time Saved = ∑ (Aging Saved Per Claim by Ri * Number of claims processed by Ri )  

Total Claim Aging Time Saved = 81155 Days 

This linear calculation of claim aging does not correctly convey the aging benefit of RBS, 

as claims are not processed sequentially rather different claims can be under processing at the 

same time by different insurance payers or even by same insurance payers. Insurance processes 

claims in batches and as described earlier, claim aging depends upon insurance itself and the type 

of error in claim. Better analysis of RBS benefit is done on the basis of amount paid by 

insurance. Following analysis shows how much amount has been paid how many days earlier. 

Claim aging has been calculated from historic data of the rejections by the insurance. Minimum 

of average claim days and mode (i.e. most frequent) claim aging, of rejected claims by specific 

insurance has been used as claim aging. Top 10 on the basis of amount affected (i.e. paid earlier) 

have been shown in Table 7-6 given below;  

Table 7-6: Claim aging calculated from historic data of rejections 

SR Insurance Payer Rule Description 

Amount 

Paid 

Number 

of 

Claims 

Claim 

Aging 

(Days) 

1 
HEALTH FIRST 

PLAN 

RBS Modified Claim: Service 

authentication Exception code is set to 7 

for Anesthesia Practices (1010884, 

1010887, 1010892) 

$ 261,503 680 8 

2 BCBS-NJ 

RBS Modified: Check print center, 

because the electronic corrected claim box 

is unchecked at insurance payer level 

$ 113,017 975 5 
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3 MEDICAID-NY 

RBS Blocked Claim: CPT 99472 can be 

used for patient with age between 29 days 

to 2 years. 

$ 92,033 30 8 

4 
AFFINITY HEALTH 

PLAN 

RBS Modified Claim: Modifier 26- will be 

auto updated whenever any CPT code is 

used from the list (59025, 76801, 76805, 

76811, 76815, 76816, 76817, 76818, 

76819, 76820, 76830, 76946) 

$ 74,200 401 42 

5 
AFFINITY HEALTH 

PLAN 

RBS Modified Claim: Service 

Authentication Exception Code is set to 7 

for Anesthesia Practices (1010884, 

1010887, 1010892) 

$ 66,783 305 39 

6 
HEALTH FIRST 

PLAN 

RBS Modified Claim: Modifier 26- will be 

auto updated whenever any CPT code is 

used from the list (59025, 76801, 76805, 

76811, 76815, 76816, 76817, 76818, 

76819, 76820, 76830, 76946) 

$ 64,040 462 9 

7 
AETNA US 

HEALTHCARE PPO 

Policy Number length or type is wrong for 

payer being billed 
$ 63,990 525 5 

8 
UNITED 

HEALTHCARE 

RBS Modified Claim: Un-Checked print 

center, because the Electronic Corrected 

Claim is checked at Insurance Payers level 

$ 60,285 368 8 

9 
AETNA US 

HEALTHCARE HMO 

Policy Number length or type is wrong for 

payer being billed 
$ 39,893 331 4 

10 MEDICARE-NY 
RBS Modified Claim: For the selected 

location, RBS changed POS to OH 
$ 39,808 128 5 

 

In Table 7-6, first record shows that an amount of 261,503 USD dollars belonging to 680 claims 

has been paid by Health First Plan 8 days earlier due to RBS as RBS identified service 

authentication exception code error in 680 claims before submitting to Health First Plan 

insurance. If these 680 claims have been submitted to insurance without correction from RBS, it 

would have taken at least 8 days to process the faulty claims and reject it, which then would have 

been corrected and resubmitted. Claim aging of 8 days has been calculated from historic data of 

other claims submitted to Health First Plan insurance and rejected for service authentication 

exception code error. 
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In this why, by applying queries on historic data, number of days taken by insurance to 

reject claims for specific error has been calculated. Then it is cross matched with number of 

claims RBS has identified with same error which later submitted to same insurance (after 

removing the error and thus avoiding claim rejection). These calculations have been made for 

claims processed by RBS during last quarter of 2011. Results are shown in Figure 7-9:   

During last quarter of 2011 (Oct, Nov, and Dec), total amount affected by RBS (i.e. paid 

earlier as RBS saved claim aging by timely identifying the errors) is 4 Million USD. After 

grouping the amount paid in aging groups (buckets) amount paid with number of days earlier is 

shown in Figure 7-9 for last quarter of 2011.  

From Figure 7-9, it is clear that maximum amount of 1,141, 479 USD has been paid to 

medical providers for their services rendered to patients 8 days earlier due to RBS. Similarly, 39 

days have been saved for the payment of 217,464 USD to various medical providers due to RBS. 

7.5 Indirect Measures of Performance Analysis 

Important point, which is normally not considered in research studies on evaluation of applied 

expert systems, is the ‗indirect measures‘ of expert system‘s performance. This includes those 

Figure 7-9: RBS Benefit in the Form of Earlier Payments 
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regular business reports and measures which should be affected when an expert system is 

deployed in a company. These figures provide the evidence of the effectiveness of applied expert 

system. In the domain of medical billing compliance, an important indirect measure is ‗claim 

rejection report‘.  

7.5.1 Claim Rejection Report 

Indirect measure of effectiveness of the RBS is ‗daily claim rejection report‘ of the company. 

Billing analysis team sends it to operation department on daily basis. Claim rejection report 

shows actual rejections received from insurance payers. Rejections make considerable effect on 

future payments; therefore, higher management of the company gives importance to rejection 

reports. RBS has taken most of the credit for reduction in claim rejection rate. Similarly, if 

rejection rate goes up, then performance of the RBS is questioned by the management. Prior to 

deployment of RBS, average rejection rate for the month of October 2009 is 5.6% (i.e. 5.6 claims 

are rejected out of every 100 claims) shown in Figure 7-10. 

After implementation of RBS, average rejection rate for the month of October 2011 is 3.04%, 

thus showing 54% reduction in rejection rate. Graph of daily rejections for the month of October 

2011 is shown in Figure 7-11. 

Figure 7-10: Claim Rejection Graph of October 2009 (before RBS) 
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This sort of comparative graphs provide an evidence of the usefulness of the applied rule 

based expert system. If introduction of an expert system does not change any business measure, 

then its effectiveness will be challenged, which may result in termination of project (in worst 

case). 

7.5.2 Claim Blocking 

Claim blocking report is sent daily by RBS team to team leads of operation department. Claim 

blocking rules as shown in Table 7-7 given below block the faulty claims. 

Table 7-7: A sample of 10 claim blocking rules of RBS 

SR Rule Name Description Query 

1 r520_LC_LD_RC 

RBS Blocked Claim: According to Special 

Instructions, if CPT code is in range 

92980-92982, restrict user to add modifier 

LC, LD OR RC 

Where '<PROC_LC_LD_RC>' in 

('92980','92981','92982') 

2 r560_POS_OF 

RBS Blocked Claim: According to Special 

Instructions, if POS is OF then attending 

and billing physicians should be same 

Where '<ATTENDING_PHYSICIAN>' 

!= '<BILLING_PHYSICIAN_A>' and 

'<POS>' = 'OF' 

3 r875_513563 

RBS Blocked Claim: When insurance is 

Podiatry Network Solutions and claim 

charges exceed $500.00, need OP 

note/office attachment. 

Where '<CLAIM_CHARGES>'  >  500 

AND '<HCFA_IMAGE_EXISTS>' =  '0'   

4 r881_5131184 

RBS Blocked Claim: Please replace 

insurance Payer id 5005049 with 5273016 

Where convert(datetime,'<DOS>') >=  

convert(datetime,'01/01/2003') AND 

'<N_INSPAYER_ID>' =  '5005049' AND 

Figure 7-11: Claim Rejection Graph of October 2011 (after RBS) 
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'<N_INSPAYER_ID>' !=  '5273016'   

5 r959_97112_2 

RBS Blocked Claim: CPT 97112 will 

always be billed with 1 unit but in 1 line 

with charged amount $50.00 

Where  '<PROC_UNITS>' =  '97112'  and 

(<PROC_LINE>  != 1 OR 

<PROC_AMOUT> != 50) 

6 r959_Striet 

RBS Blocked Claim: For Speech Therapy 

procedure codes 92506, 92507, and 92526 

billing physician should be Nancy 

Makower or Melissa Striet. 

Where  '<PROCEDURE_CODE1>' in ( 

'92506', '92507', '92526' )  AND  

'<BILLING_PHYSICIAN_A>' NOT IN 

('5131564', '5131568')  

7 r289_TransportDist 

RBS Blocked Claim: Transport distance, 

ambulance transportation reason code 

required. 

Where ('<TRANSPORT_DISTANCE>' 

in ('','0') or '<TRANSPORT_CODE>' in 

('','0') or 

'<TRANSPORTATION_REASON_COD

E>' in ('','0')) 

8 r5002469 

RBS Blocked Claim: CPT 36415 will not 

be separately reimbursed when submitted 

with 85025. 

Where  '<PROCEDURE_CODE1>' =  

'85025'  AND  

charindex('36415','<PROC_ALL_IN>') >  

'0'   

9 r500256 

RBS Blocked Claim: Insurance must have 

1 - 9 alpha numeric policy number. 

Where  '<N_INSPAYER_ID>' =  

'500256'  AND   

(dbo.isAlpha('<N_POLICY_NUMBER>'

) !=  '0'  OR  

isnumeric('<N_POLICY_NUMBER>') !=  

'0'  OR  len('<N_POLICY_NUMBER>') 

not between '1' and '9'  )  

10 r500905_22520 

RBS Blocked Claim: CPT (22520 - 22525) 

are payable only with 198.5, 203.0, 203.1, 

228.09, 238.6, 228.0 and 733.13, Other 

than these ICD services will be denied as 

Non Covered 

Where  '<PROCEDURE_CODE>' 

between '22520' and '22525'  AND  

'<CDX_CODE>' not in ( '198.5', '203.0', 

'203.1', '228.09', '238.6', '228.0', '733.13' )  

 

Another important report related to RBS is ‗claim blocking report‘. It contains summary and 

details of claim blocked by RBS. Although generated from RBS data, it is mainly measurement 

of quality of work done in operations department. If billing executives in operations make fewer 

mistakes, fewer claims will be blocked by RBS. Claim blocking report is sent by RBS team to 

team leads and managers of operation department on daily basis. It contains several 

graphs/charts, like division of blocked claims on the basis of teams and shifts (morning, evening 

and night). Two important graphs from RBS blocked claim report of Nov 30, 2011 have been 

shown in Figure 7-12 and Figure 7-13: 
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Claim aging is an important measure for the management. Claims should be processed in timely 

manner. Average RBS aging represents number of days, claims being blocked by RBS and not 

being worked upon by operations department. Average is taken for all the claims being blocked 

by RBS on and prior to report date. Figure 7-12, shows average aging on November 30, is 4.16 

which is getting close to target average aging. Target average aging is an intuitive value set by 

the management. It can be said as optimum possible value.  

Graph shown in Figure 7-13 is another graph from ‗RBS daily blocked claim report‘. It is 

the total number of claims blocked by RBS. Again target is set by higher management and is an 

Figure 7-12: Average RBS Aging Graph from Daily „RBS Blocked Claims‟ Report 

 

Figure 7-13: RBS Blocked Claim Count from Daily „RBS Blocked Claims‟ Report 
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intuitive value. Again it represents quality of work done at operations department where billing 

executives are entering claims from scanned images into the database. 

Managers are not much concerned about the total number of claims blocked by RBS, shown in 

Figure 7-13, until average aging of RBS blocked claim shown in Figure 7-12 remains less. 

7.6 RBS Cost Analysis 

Cost of RBS can be divided into two main categories, first one is initial development cost and 

second one is the cost of maintenance of RBS that involves extension of knowledge base. 

Initial Cost = Rule Engine Development cost + Knowledge editor development (including initial rule set) 

Rule Engine Development cost = Development Time * (total monthly salary of RBS development team) 

= 3 * (1000) = 3000 USD 

It took 3 months for RBS team to develop rule base engine. Total salary of RBS development 

team was 1000 USD during those months. Knowledge editor was developed after the completion 

of rule based engine. It took 6 months by RBS development team to develop and release 

knowledge editor. Total salary of the RBS team at that time was 1800 USD. So development cost 

of knowledge editor is as follows: 

Knowledge Editor Development Cost = Development Time * (Total monthly salary of RBS team) 

= 6 * 1800 = 10800 USD 

Therefore, total initial cost of RBS according to equation (5) mentioned above is as follows: 

Initial system development cost = 3000 + 10800 = 13800 USD 

After the initial development now system is being maintained and its knowledge base is being 

extended. This costs runtime or running cost of the system. It consists of total monthly salary of 

RBS development team and RBS analysis team. 

Runtime cost per month = 3500 USD 
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These costs only include salary of the employees of RBS teams (with total strength of 12 

employees). For simplicity other costs of resources like hardware/software has not been 

included. Company has big setup in a custom built software technology park, with approximately 

1000 employees. If RBS would not have been there all the resources (hardware, software etc.) 

would have been maintained. Salary of RBS members is an additional expense incurred due to 

RBS system1.  

7.7 Return on Investment (ROI) 

Rule based expert system applied in medical billing domain gives benefit in terms of time in 

money at three stages. First gain is time saved during development/implementation. By an 

experiment of implementing 100 conditions and actions, it has been found that their 

implementation in the form of rules is 2.75 times faster than conventional programming, thus 

saving at least 2216 hours of development in a year. Similarly, in operations RBS has saved 1665 

hours of users‘ working time on correction of erroneous claims. Main advantage of RBS is 

saving time in claim aging which is in days. During last quarter of 2011, due to RBS, 

approximately 4 million USD were paid earlier. With RBS running/maintenance cost of 3500 

USD per month (10500 USD for three months), it has cost 1 USD to get payment of 3525 USD 

one day earlier during last three months of last year. There is no specific optimum value for 

return on investment. Higher the return better is the system performance. Return on investment 

(ROI) is an important measure for every project in every business. Even educational research 

projects involve financial motives for future. Return on Investment (ROI) should be the main 

criterion for performance of applied expert systems, which involves assessment of usefulness of 

the system and its cost analysis.   

Benefit of the rule based system has been calculated as sum of the benefit provided by 

individual rules. Wrong or incorrectly implemented rules have negative effect on the usefulness 

of the system. This technique can be used for almost all applied rule based expert systems.   

                                                      

1 Salaries are paid in local currency of the country, where back office of the company is situated (outside US). Calculations have been done in 
USD in order to give standardized view. 
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This research study also proposes indirect measures to be discussed and presented as an 

evidence of effectiveness and usefulness of applied expert system. Indirect measures are those 

business/process related reports/totals which should be affected or improved if system has 

positive impact on the business. Technique and method used for performance evaluation of the 

rule based expert system applied in medical billing domain can be effectively used for all applied 

expert systems especially rule based systems. 

7.8 Discussion 

Keeping in view, the benefit provided by the system in application domain of medical billing 

compliance we can conclude that system has been very useful in terms of time saved. The 

success of the system is mainly because of preferring some techniques on others, as discussed 

below;  

Problem domains:- Current research work is suitable for problem domains, which have large 

body of concrete regularly updating knowledge, involving large number of data consistency 

checks (application domain discussed in section 1.5, 2.7, 2.8, 2.9, 3.2, 3.5, 3.6). 

Rule based system vs. Conventional software: Rule based systems are suitable as compared to 

conventional objected oriented or structured programming based systems. It has been practically 

demonstrated by this research study in a healthcare IT company working in medical billing 

compliance domain (directly related sections are 6.8, 7.4.1) 

SQL as interpreter vs. Conventional AI environments: Moreover, SQL server should be used as 

interpreter instead of using traditional AI environments such as Prolog, LISP, OPS-5 etc. It 

eliminates the need of data transformation between different environments (discussion presented 

in sections 3.9, 5.2, 5.3, 6.2). 

Manual Knowledge Editing vs. Data Mining: Classical systems such as MYCIN used manual 

feeding of production rules to the system, which is obviously slower than data mining techniques 

(directly related sections 1.4, 2.2, 2.3.4, 2.8, 3.4.5, 5.6.8). 
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Record couple based rule mining vs. Existing rule mining techniques: Existing data mining 

techniques focus on mining of association rules and classification rules. These techniques should 

be modified for mining of production rules (rules with ‗action‘ as then-part). Similarly, new 

techniques can be proposed, as done in the current research study (directly related sections are 

from 4.5 to 4.14). 

A successful architecture: Four components (1. Inference engine, 2. Rule mining module, 3. 

Knowledge base, 4. Knowledge editor) combined together can build a successful combination 

for any application domain (architecture of the system described in section 3.3, 3.4). 

Evaluation Measures: The proposed system is said to be successful on the basis of the benefit 

provided by the system. A rule based expert system has been proposed to be evaluated on the 

basis of the benefit provided by the individual rules. Wrong rules or incorrectly implemented 

rules will result in negative benefit by unnecessarily blocking the data. Similarly, correct and 

valid rules will have no effect unless until they are not applied on the data (directly related 

sections are 3.8, 7.3, 7.4, 7.5, 7.6, 7.7). 

Note that sections mentioned with each point are those where the point is openly described, 

however this complete dissertation is a coherent description of all these ideas. 

7.8.1 The Basic Philosophy of Rule Based Systems 

Basic philosophy of rule based systems is to separate business logic from processing code. In 

rule based systems business logic is part of data, not the code and business logic is in the form of 

production rules. A production rule  is „if-then‟ construct where „then-part‟ is an action, contrary 

to other types of rules (association and classification).  

What computer can „do‟ (i.e. „action-part‟) is normally programmed in the form of code 

using some programming languages. Although, to perform a task there are specific instructions, 

however the way we assemble those instructions greatly matters.  

Following simple example of calculating area of circle clarifies how production rules can 

be used to solve the problem. 
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Example: Calculating area of a circle 

Using Object Oriented Programming 

#include <iostream> 
using namespace std; 
class  Circle 
{ 
private: 

int  radius; 
public: 
void  input( ) 
{ 
 cout<< “Enter Radius:”; 
 cin>> radius; 
} 
float  area( ) 
{ 
 return   3.14 *  radius * radius; 
} 
void  showArea( ) 
{ 
 cout<< “Area =” << area( ) <<endl; 
} 
 
}; 
int  main( ) 
{ 
 Circle c; 
 c.input( ); 
 c.showArea( ); 
 retrun 0; 
} 
 

-------------------------------- 

 

Using production rules in OPS-5 syntax 

 

(P   (input) 
 

(remove 1) 
(write “Enter Radius:”) 
(bind   <r> ,  (read)) 
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(insert   radius,  <r>) 
) 
 
(P  (radius  <radius>) 
 
 (remove 1) 
 (insert  area, (compute  <radius> * <radius> * 3.14)) 
) 
 
(P (area  <area>) 
 
 (remove 1) 
 (write  “Area :”) 
 (write  <area>) 
) 
 
(run) 
 

 

The major difference in above implementations is not that of syntactical nature. The main 

difference is that OOP code is compiled and converted to executable file, which cannot be 

altered at runtime. On the other hand OPS-5 code is executed on an inference engine or better we 

can say that it is interpreted by an inference engine and can be modified at runtime. In other 

words we can say that production rules are part of data which can be processed by an inference 

engine of a rule based system. So if these are data then we should be able to apply data mining 

techniques to extract them from huge volumes of data. To do so, this research work proposed a 

record couple based production rule mining algorithm in my dissertation, in future many 

researchers can try to do so. 

As database is separate from processing code, nowadays look-and-feel of websites is 

separated (as CSS) from processing code. Similarly, in .Net technology Microsoft has separated 

processing code from front end components. 

In 1970s and 1980s very successful rule based systems were developed. However 

computing community was focusing on efficient storage, retrieval (database) and presentation 

(desktop applications later replaced with web front ends and now being replaced with smart 

devices). Therefore the idea of keeping business logic as part of data did not get worldwide 
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acceptance. As we can see currently there are billions of websites and database, but very few rule 

based systems.  

According to the current research it happened due to following two problems; 

 Different design and development environment for AI applications. 

 Knowledge acquisition bottleneck. 

As practically demonstrated by this research work, we can build a successful system by solving 

these two issues. Proposed system has been designed and developed in SQL environment which 

is also the tool for storing and retrieving the data, and data mining techniques have been used for 

providing constant supply of knowledge to the system. It has been practically demonstrated that 

by providing a knowledge editor, team of knowledge engineers (with no programming skills) can 

do knowledge management. 

In future, knowledge trading will be done (i.e. production rules developed in one 

company will be sold to others). Similarly, as nowadays every dynamic website has a database, 

in future almost every dynamic website will have its own rule engine and knowledge editor i.e. 

business logic will be part of data not code.    

7.8.2 The Basic Philosophy of Data Mining 

As discussed in section 2.5, ‗usability‘ is the basic difference between data and knowledge. 

Similarly, basic concept of the recently evolved data mining domain is to extract ‗useful‘ 

material from huge volumes of data. However, use ability also depends upon the system which 

processes the material. Mostly, data mining techniques are being used to fulfill the informational 

needs of human decision makers. In other words, most of the times human mind is the 

‗processing system‘ for the material extracted from data mining techniques. This thing cause two 

major issues, firstly extracted ‗knowledge‘ is itself in large quantity and it gives information 

about the class of an object or association between objects, but does not tell he processing system 

what to do. This ‗what to do‘ should also be part of the data thus being concrete and editable. 

Second issue is that human decision makers may or may not ‗do‘ what is recommended by the 

data mining techniques. This is fine for problems of fuzzy domains, however for a domain with 
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well-defined body of knowledge recommended action must be done. So for such application 

domains, instead of depending upon human decision makers to do actions, recommending 

actions should be performed by computer automatically and without any delay. This point has 

been illustrated in this research work. A rule engine has been designed to do actions which has 

been recommended by the data mining algorithm and ‗the actions‘ are part of data not code thus 

being flexible to be changed at runtime. Application of data mining techniques in such a way 

solves the knowledge acquisition bottleneck of rule based expert systems and/or knowledge 

based systems. 

7.9 Limitations of the Research Work 

Keeping production rules as part of data in the form of SQL segments stored in table inherited 

some limitations for the system. Main limitations or weaknesses have been discussed below:  

7.9.1 Suitable Application Domains 

Proposed work is limited for application domains which involves concept of ‗record couple‘ i.e. 

all objects have two states, rejected and then accepted. It is not for the domains in which some 

objects got accepted and others got rejected by a processing system. For example, in case of 

university admission applications, some applicants get accepted while others get rejected. 

Proposed algorithm is for application domains in which same object has accepted state, which 

was previously in rejected state. Such as a student passing a previously failed course, a medical 

claim accepted by insurance which got rejected initially due to some missing information. 

Production rule mining algorithm proposed in this research study tries to find differences 

between accepted and rejected states of same object, and compare the differences with all other 

objects of same rejection type.  

7.9.2 Mining of „How‟ Actions are performed 

Proposed rule mining algorithm works to find ‗what‘ has been done, however it does not focus 

on ‗how‘ it has been done. A lot of work can be done on ‗how‘ users perform actions, and to find 

ways to automate those actions in the form of rules. For example if user puts 0s to make the zip 

code in proper format every time when rejection „zip code missing or in wrong format‟ is 
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encountered, then this pattern should be recorded by the system and used as rule action. 

Similarly when rejection of „accident date missing‟ encountered and user puts date of service as 

accident date then this point should be identified by mining process. Proposed mining algorithm 

is relying default action of claim blocking.  

7.9.3 One Value to Process 

RBS operates on values present in the database. A value entered by the user at front end is not 

accessible by the RBS till it is not saved into the database, while a check at Web or desktop front 

end can use two values, one being entered at the front end and other already saved in the 

database.  

7.9.4 Burden on Database Server 

This is the major weakness of the system as the RBS is developed, deployed, and operated in 

database environment; therefore it requires more resources at database level. Although network 

traffic is reduced, it puts burden on database server. A powerful machine is required as database 

server. Almost hundred users of operation department are connected to the main database 

through the billing software, doing data entry work for 24 hours a day and 6 days a week. 

Initially, RBS was deployed on main database of operation department. However later it was 

shifted to submission server which is replica of the operation‘s database. From submission 

server, claims are submitted to insurances. RBS on this server also give us advantage of checking 

missing data due to database replication issues.  

7.9.5 History Related Rules 

Implementing a condition which needs to perform linear scan on historic data is not suitable as 

rule in current system due to efficiency concern. Working efficiency or execution speed of the 

RBS totally depends upon the database server. If database server is executing the queries 

quickly, then RBS speed will be high. And if database is giving slow response, then RBS speed 

will be slow. As RBS is running in real time environment, therefore history related rules which 

take more time to execute are avoided.  
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7.10 Contribution Summary of the Research Work 

This research primarily involves four domains. Medical billing is real life application domain for 

which the system is developed. Data Mining based learning methodology, rule based expert 

systems and relational database environment are three computer science areas which are focus of 

this research work. This research has contributed to all these four domains as discussed below: 

7.10.1 Production Rule Mining Algorithm 

A data mining based learning apprentice system is very effective and useful because of the 

continuous supply of knowledge from data mining algorithm. A novel ‗record couple‘ based 

production rule mining algorithm has been introduced. This is the major contribution of this 

research work. Most of the research in data mining focuses on mining of classification rules and 

association rules, which further requires manual usage of the extracted material. On the other 

hand, production rules are pieces of knowledge which can be used by rule based system, and no 

further manual decision making is required, accept validation of mined rules. Difference between 

classification rule, association rule, and production rule has been elaborated in section 2.6.1. 

7.10.2 SQL Based Knowledge Representation 

Most of the data of the business world is stored in relational format. This research demonstrated 

the representation of production rules in the form of SQL queries stored in relational database. 

Data and knowledge stored in same environment eliminated the need of data transformation from 

database environment to AI environment. It also led to the implementation of rule engine in SQL 

environment. This work also puts emphasis on providing knowledge engineers an easy to use 

rule editor. By using the knowledge editor, domain experts can develop production rules by 

themselves without help of IT personnel. Knowledge engineers can do management of rules, 

validation of learned rules and all other knowledge management tasks with the help of provided 

knowledge editor. 

7.10.3 Rule Based Engine using SQL  

Dynamic queries of rules are executed by rule based engine developed in the form of stored 

procedures using SQL. Engine developed during this research is first of its kind, and is more 
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efficient than software developed using conventional programming techniques. SQL server is 

normally part of computing environment, thus implementation of the rule based engine did not 

require any specialized AI tool or language. SQL server engine worked as an interpreter to run 

the rule based engine. 

7.10.4 RBS in Application Domain of Medical Billing 

In the application domain of medical billing compliance, system developed during this research 

is first of its type (i.e. rule based systems) with published papers on design, flow, and 

architecture of the system (Abdullah, et al., 2009a), (Abdullah, et al., 2009b), (Ahmed, et al., 

2010), (Sawar, et al., 2010).  

7.10.5 Centralized Data Consistency Checks 

It is has been demonstrated that instead of implementing knowledge oriented data consistency 

checks on all (web-based, desktop-based, and mobile-based) front ends, it is suitable to apply 

them on a centralized location. It makes management, verification, and validation of checks fast, 

easy and convenient. System developed during the research is deployed on ‗submission server‘, 

where data from all input sources is integrated and then sent to insurances, thus making it 

suitable centralized location for applying data consistency checks.  

7.10.6 Performance Evaluation Measures 

No matter how much accurate knowledge is present in the knowledge base, if it is not being 

utilized by the system, then it is useless. Contrary to other research studies, which focus on 

verification and validation of knowledge and measure quality of knowledge on a sample of test 

cases, this research study goes beyond verification and validation of knowledge. Last important 

contribution of the research is ‗proposed performance evaluation measures‘. Return on 

Investment (ROI) and Working Efficiency have been proposed as parameters for measuring the 

performance of a system (Abdullah, et al., 2012c). ROI involves measurement of benefits 

provided by the system in terms of time, money, and cost analysis. ROI depends upon quality 

and quantity of knowledge present in the system. If ROI is low, then team of knowledge 

engineers should improve the quantity and quality of effective knowledge. Second measure is the 
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working efficiency or processing speed of the system i.e. number of rules queries executed per 

second. Processing speed of the system also depends upon configuration of database server. This 

parameter is the concern of RBS development team. If speed is slow, then RBS developers 

should improve the engine design to make it faster as described in this research. 

Further, indirect measures have also been discussed in performance evaluation of the rule 

based expert system. Indirect measures are those reports and figures which should be affected as 

an evidence of the effectiveness of the system. In medical billing compliance domain, ‗claim 

rejection report‘ is an indirect measure for the performance of the rule based system. It has been 

shown that the number of rejected claims reduced after deployment of the rule based system 

developed during the research. 

7.11 Future Directions 

Production rule mining is an important innovation of this research. There is great potential in this 

area. Data mining researchers can work in this direction and propose other production rule 

mining algorithms.  The important thing is that it should be kept distinct from association rule 

mining and classification rule mining.  Some of the other possible future extensions of this work 

are as follows: 

7.11.1 Improving Time Complexity of Rule Engine 

Time complexity of rule based engine is quadratic O(n
2
). For each claim all of the selected rules 

are applied. In this way one rule is applied again and again on all the claims. As future work, rule 

based engine can be enhanced and rules can be formulated in such a way that a single rule could 

process all the claims in one go. That will reduce the time complexity of rule engine to linear.  

7.11.2 Improving Time Complexity of Proposed Mining Algorithm 

For one rejection proposed production rule mining algorithm has linear time complexity i.e. 

O(n), where ‗n‘ is number of record couples associated with the rejection. It performs three scans 

of the dataset, first for finding differences within record couples, second for processing the C-

Table (i.e. list of corrected) and third for traversing R-Table (i.e. list of rejected values). 
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However, for „n‟ rejections time complexity of proposed record couple based production rule 

mining is quadratic i.e. O(n
2
). Work can be done to improve the time complexity by using trees 

and other complex data structures. Similarly, many other derivations of the proposed basic 

production rule mining algorithm can be worked upon. 

7.11.3 Other Application Domain 

Techniques adopted during this research for the development of data mining driven rule based 

system for medical billing compliance should be applied and tested in some other application 

domain. In other words, a rule based system with similar knowledge editor should be developed 

in SQL to process the data of some other application domains to judge the effectiveness of rule 

engine in SQL. Most of the real life domains have their data in relational form being managed by 

some database management system. Therefore, availability of data is not an issue for such a 

system. Further, it should be identified what kind of production rule mining algorithm can be 

implemented in that domain.  

7.11.4 NLP Based Learning Module 

There is a great need and potential for a Natural Language Processing (NLP) based learning 

module to be developed and integrated with current system. Medical claim notes are small 

English sentences describing status of a claim during every stage of its processing. Answers of 

questions like why a claim got rejected, and what was done to correct the claim can be found 

from claim notes. A fact table ‗fctClaimNotes‘ has been included in the design of the data 

warehouse developed for this system. Popowich (Popowich, 2005) worked in this direction using 

text mining for healthcare claims processing. Similarly, an NLP based module can be embedded 

in knowledge editor to interact with knowledge engineers and improve the knowledge base of the 

system. 
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7.12 Chapter Summary 

Performance evaluation of the system developed during this research in the field of medical 

billing compliance has proved that a data mining driven rule based learning apprentice can save 

hundreds of man hours of data processing and thousands of hours in claim aging by timely 

identifying data inconsistencies during last quarter of 2011, thus providing considerable benefit 

to the users and validating the research hypothesis. 

Success of the system is due to three factors. First factor is following the basic principle 

of rule based system emphasized in this research that is keeping production rules as part of data, 

thus providing knowledge editor to knowledge engineers for management of knowledge. Second 

factor is implementation of the system in database environment i.e. SQL language in which all 

the data of the application domain is stored. Thus eliminating any need of data transformation 

between different language environments. Third factor is the production rule mining algorithm 

which ensures continuous supply of extracted knowledge for the system with the evidence from 

database. 

Return on investment (i.e. ratio between cost and benefit) has been proposed and 

demonstrated as performance measurement parameter for a rule based expert system. Total 

benefit of a rule based system is equal to the sum of the benefit provided by all production rules. 

Benefit is measured in terms of time saved during development stage, working time saved, and 

aging time saved. It has been shown that a data mining driven rule based system can save a lot of 

time by timely identifying data inconsistency mistakes. 
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Appendix A: Dataset 1 

Datasets 1 used for testing of proposed algorithm (described in chapter 4), consists of 500 claims 

rejected due to the rejection reason „Patient Zip code required‟. It has total 1000 records or 500 

‗record couples‘ i.e. one record couple for each claim. A record couple consists of two records 

for each claim, last one in which zip code is missing or invalid and the corrected one which has 

valid zip code value. A portion of dataset 1, containing 100 records of 50 claims is shown in 

Table A-1. All these 50 claims were initially rejected by the insurance due to the reason „Patient 

Zip code required‟. However out of these 50 claims 25 were rejected due to missing zip code i.e. 

zip code was blank, 12 were rejected due to missing 5
th

 digit, 10 were rejected due to the missing 

9
th

 digit, while other 3 claims have fewer than 4 digits. Later on all these claims manually 

corrected by the users and hence got accepted by medical insurances and reimbursement were 

made. This data is used by the proposed production rule mining algorithm (described in chapter 

4) to learn rules that if patient zip code has length not equal to 5 or 9 then claim should be 

blocked (i.e. not submitted to insurance), corrected and then submitted to insurance. Gray 

records are showing the rejected versions while others are representing corrected versions of 

claims. 

Table A-1: A portion of 100 records of dataset 1  

SR claim no Payer Id 

Patient 

account Zip code 

1 100123 5001 203 

 2 100123 5001 203 52134 

3 100135 5003 506 5234 

4 100135 5003 506 52134 

5 100260 5001 423 22225-467 

6 100260 5001 423 22225-5467 

7 100110 5009 321 

 8 100110 5009 321 08731 

9 100111 5012 624 7058-9545 

10 100111 5012 624 07058-9545 

11 100113 5017 112 

 12 100113 5017 112 07604 

13 100116 5024 754 8536 
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14 100116 5024 754 08536 

15 100120 5005 987 

 16 100120 5005 987 08540 

17 100121 5032 101 

 18 100121 5032 101 08902-0000 

19 100125 5017 204 8873 

20 100125 5017 204 08873 

21 100128 5009 306 

 22 100128 5009 306 08873-0000 

23 100132 5015 425 8807 

24 100132 5015 425 08807 

25 100138 5005 501 

 26 100138 5005 501 08902 

27 100141 5012 608 8807 

28 100141 5012 608 08807-0000 

29 100143 5053 702 8873 

30 100143 5053 702 08873 

31 100145 5001 453 

 32 100145 5001 453 52134 

33 100151 5042 601 8807-0000 

34 100151 5042 601 08807-0000 

35 100154 5086 308 

 36 100154 5086 308 08807-0000 

37 100162 5053 709 

 38 100162 5053 709 08807 

39 100164 5032 612 8807-0000 

40 100164 5032 612 08807-0000 

41 100167 5024 507 

 42 100167 5024 507 07060 

43 100172 5017 656 

 44 100172 5017 656 08882 

45 100176 5086 866 

 46 100176 5086 866 08807-0000 

47 100179 5009 712 8873 

48 100179 5009 712 08873 

49 100182 5001 309 

 50 100182 5001 309 07060 

51 100187 5035 615 8807-0000 

52 100187 5035 615 08807-0000 
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53 100192 5012 665 8873 

54 100192 5012 665 08873 

55 100196 5032 462 8873 

56 100196 5032 462 08873 

57 100199 5001 987 8852-00 

58 100199 5001 987 08852-0000 

59 100204 5024 695 8880-0000 

60 100204 5024 695 08880-0000 

61 100207 5015 512 8880-0000 

62 100207 5015 512 08880-0000 

63 100209 5009 963 

 64 100209 5009 963 08854 

65 100212 5005 473 

 66 100212 5005 473 08873 

67 100214 5053 523 

 68 100214 5053 523 08807 

69 100218 5001 311 0 

70 100218 5001 311 08823 

71 100221 5032 836 

 72 100221 5032 836 08823 

73 100225 5024 798 0 

74 100225 5024 798 08902 

75 100229 5086 672 

 76 100229 5086 672 08863 

77 100231 5009 453 8807-0000 

78 100231 5009 453 08807-0000 

79 100232 5042 312 

 80 100232 5042 312 088730000 

81 100242 5017 856 

 82 100242 5017 856 07067 

83 100246 5003 532 8873 

84 100246 5003 532 08873 

85 100247 5035 781 

 86 100247 5035 781 08873 

87 100256 5001 724 

 88 100256 5001 724 08824-0000 

89 100260 5015 684 8807-0000 

90 100260 5015 684 08807-0000 

91 100268 5035 481 
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92 100268 5035 481 08904 

93 100274 5042 735 8854 

94 100274 5042 735 08854 

95 100286 5009 534 72 

96 100286 5009 534 07028 

97 100292 5003 490 8857 

98 100292 5003 490 08857 

99 100302 5053 325 

 100 100302 5053 325 08805 

 

 

 

As required by HIPAA law dataset has been defaced and no Protected Health Information (PHI) 

is shown in Table A-1. 


